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Abstract
In many technological applications of structured metallic alloys, hydrogen embrittlement (HE)
is a major concern as it can penetrate in most metals, degrade their properties and lead to
premature failures. Despite numerous efforts in the past decades during which many microscopic
mechanisms were proposed, a clear understanding of H embrittlement mechanisms has not been
achieved yet. Since HE processes occur on an atomic-scale, the exact mechanisms leading to HE
are not easily identified experimentally. One possible improvement would be to use atomic-scale
simulations to try to capture details of deformation and fracture processes at the atomic level,
enabling the investigation of relevant microscopic mechanism. In such context, the goal of this
PhD work is to understand and quantify H interactions with defects like vacancies, dislocations
and cracks in fcc metals through multi-scale modeling. The study is organized in four main
parts.
In the first part, we employed first principle calculations (based on density functional theory)
to describe H interaction with a vacancy in Nickel. More specifically, the segregation energies
of multiple H atoms in a single and di-vacancies were computed. Two characteristic energies
were found which clarify the experimental peaks observed in Thermal Desorption Spectra in the
literature. The equilibrium concentrations of H-vacancy clusters was then evaluated, under con-
ditions relevant to HE and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of Ni based alloys (nuclear industry),
by Monte Carlo simulations and a thermodynamic model developed from our DFT data.
In the second part, we quantified the trapping effect of vacancies on H diffusion in Nickel. With
DFT computed jump barriers, related to H trapping and de-trapping in vacancies, we employed
accelerated Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations to evaluate the H diffusion coefficient as a
function of vacancy concentration and temperature.
In the third part, we studied the diffusion of H-vacancy clusters in Ni, based on the combination
of DFT and a statistical method. DFT calculations of vacancy jump barriers were performed
for clusters containing from one to six H inside the vacancy. With these computed barriers and
previous calculated concentrations of H-vacancy clusters, a simple stochastic model similar to
the KMC procedure was developed to estimate the diffusion coefficient of H-vacancy clusters as
a function of H concentration and temperature.
In the last part, we studied the interaction of hydrogen with a blunted crack tip in Aluminum by
combined EAM (semi-empirical interatomic potential) and DFT calculations. Embedded atom
method (EAM) potential simulations were performed to evaluate the H effect on dislocation
emission from a blunted crack tip under mixed mode loading. This phenomenon can be un-
derstood by the H induced change of the unstable stacking fault energy (γus) in Rice’s model.
Therefore, DFT and EAM calculations of γus were performed including the effects of H and of
the mixed mode loads. It is shown that the effect of the load perpendicular to the glide plane is
very strong, contrary to the effect of sub-surface H, which is negligible.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and General
Bibliography
The context of this thesis is the stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of face centered cubic metallic
alloys. SCC is a problem of technological relevance to structural alloys because this phenomenon
(or the related fatigue-corrosion) is the source of most materials failure in service. The safety
issue implies an economical cost related to the periodic inspection of structures to detect small
cracks, the monitoring of their growth and finally the maintenance of the installations. The
research issues are: to understand the mechanisms that govern cracking of existing alloys, to
predict crack initiation and growth and to optimize composition and microstructure of future
alloys for a better resistance. Of particular interest for this study are two applications: (i) Ni
based alloy 600 is used for some parts of the primary circuit of pressurized water reactors. It
is susceptible to show intergranular SCC. The corrosive medium is high temperature (about
600K) pure water under pressure. The issue is to predict SCC initiation and propagation in
relation to life extension of civilian nuclear plants. (ii) High strength AlZnMg alloys (7XXX
family) are used in the aircraft industry for structure parts. Now, it is also an objective to use
it for automotive applications at a large scale (not only premium vehicles). Its high mechanical
properties enable the reduction of the thickness of the pieces that would induce substantial
weight gains in the vehicles. Unfortunately, it is extremely sensitive to intergranular SCC, so
far, and future applications would require the development of new compositions (additions to Zn
and Mg solutes) and optimization of intergranular precipitation. These applications constitute
the motivation to work on two face centered cubic metals: Ni and Al.
In this context, there is a clear need to understand the mechanisms that rule SCC. This has been
the subject of applied academic research for many years. The outcome is rather destabilizing at
first sight because of the massive amount of material/corrosive medium specific data that have
been produced. The large number of parameters and their complex interplay make the analysis
of the results and the design of simplified experiments difficult. We will not review here all the
data related to the specific systems we mentioned above. These can be found in dedicated PhD
thesis (like Laghoutaris - Mines de Paris 2009 and Jambon - Université d’Evry 2012 for alloy 600
and Ben Ali - Mines de Saint-Etienne 2011 for AlZnMg). Instead, we give here an overview of
the possible microscopic mechanisms by reviewing some of the models that have been proposed,
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based on experimental observations. While doing so, we include the most recent small scale
observations, or ab initio calculations, to highlight the relevance of certain mechanisms or put
a distance to those that seemed to be the most appealing at the time of the formulation of
the model. In any case, fine scale observations illustrate the complexity of the phenomena and
underline the crucial need of sound, physically based, modeling. A specific bibliography will be
given at the beginning of each chapter, and should provide the necessary complement to the
generalities presented below.
Figure 1.1: Comparison between the strain field obtained from image correlation (experi-
mentally) and from crystalline plasticity modeling [1]. The grain structure was obtained by
EBSD prior straining and meshed into the model. The sample was charged with hydrogen
by cathodic polarization. H uptake occured from the surface presented here. After straining,
cracks (marked by arrows) initiate along grain boundaries in between grains that are not well
oriented for slip, but in a neighborhood which deforms extensively. The comparison of the
strain fields validates the model, which is used in a second step to evaluate the local stresses.
It was found that the stress on the GB facets, prior to fracture, were of the order of 170MPa
while the macroscopic stress level was of the order of 120MPa (yield point 85MPa).
Figure 1.2: H redistribution in a polycristalline aggregate after straining (by continuum
diffusion coupled to plasticity) [2].
Let’s first list the parameters involved in SCC to illustrate the complexity of the problem and
then simplify it by making the link with the sub-problem of hydrogen embrittlement. SCC is
transversal to three fields: materials, chemistry (corrosion) and mechanics. The macroscopic
parameters are therefore those of these three components: (i) materials aspects are wide because
they cover the composition, which impacts the electrochemical potential, the nature of the
oxide layer... and also the microstructure: intergranular precipitation/segregations influences
localized corrosion; intragranular precipitation modifies plasticity, stress levels... (ii) the corrosive
medium is also represented by its composition (chlorides in aqueous media, wet/dry air, solution
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confinement), by the overall electrochemical potential which can favor anodic dissolution or
cathodic reactions, the nature of the oxide film... (iii) the mechanical load has a strong impact.
Macroscopically, the key parameter is the strain rate. Indeed, the environment is often more
deleterious when active plasticity periodically emerges at the surface where it can interact with
corrosion. All sorts of mechanical tests are used: slow strain rate traction, constant stress (creep
at room temperature is equivalent to extremely slow traction), constant K, bending, fatigue...
Ultimately, the macroscopic mechanical load should be transformed into stress-deformation maps
at the scale of the grain, since deformation is quite heterogeneous in a polycristal. This is what
is currently done by coupling crystalline plasticity models, on polycrystalline aggregates, to local
field measurements. Then it is possible to relate crack initiation, on the surface, to more physical
stress and strain levels (Fig. 1.1 and 1.2). So far, this kind of research is limited in the field of SCC
but is developing. On top of the complexity related to the number of parameters are the numerous
synergies between the different aspects. As an example of corrosion-deformation interaction: slip
emerges at the surface or on a crack lips, breaks the oxide layer and the bare metal at the level of
the slip step corrodes. Some byproducts of the oxido-reduction reactions penetrate the material
(hydrogen, vacancies), which interact with dislocations. The outcome is a modification of the
density of dislocations in the slip bands, an enhancement of their multiplication... which, in
turn leads to more localized plasticity emerging on the surface (Fig. 1.3). This thesis deals
with hydrogen embrittlement, which can be seen as a sub-problem of SCC, but nonetheless very
challenging. Indeed, corrosion of metals in aqueous media (liquid or wet gas) produces hydrogen
as the oxidation of metal is coupled to, primarily, the reduction of oxygen if it is present and/or
to the reduction H+ coming from the dissociation of water in the liquid or adsorbed water
molecules in the gas phase. It is now widely accepted that a fraction of this H is absorbed in the
material and participates in fracture. This motivated studies of the impact of hydrogen alone
on materials’ properties.
Figure 1.3: SEM image of the oxidation at the emergence of a slip band in fatigue (at
imposed cyclic plastic strain amplitude) [3] obtained on 304L austenitic stainless steel in PWR
environment. Each oxide layer corresponds to one cycle.
Regarding hydrogen impact on fracture, the primary concern is that it promotes brittle fracture
of ordinarily ductile material. Figure 1.4 shows experimental results of a H triggered transition
from ductility to quasi-cleavage in Ti, at room temperature. Another example is the brittle
intergranular fracture of intermetallic NiAl in the presence of H. The TEM shows that plasticity
is almost absolutely absent and the crack sharp (Fig. 1.5). Note that we have deliberately given
an example of transgranular and intergranular fracture. For transgranular, we make a distinction
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Figure 1.4: SEM images illustrating the impact of H on fracture in a hydride forming system
(β Ti) [4]. (a) and (b) correspond to a H concentration of 1.4% while (c) and (d) correspond
to 21%. Note the complete change of the fracture mode from ductile to quasi-cleavage.
Figure 1.5: A brittle intergranular crack in NiAl (courtesy of Ian Robertson, University of
Illinois Urbana Champain).
between clevage and quasi-cleavage which name comes from the flat facets, of the order of 1µm
long, observed in scanning electron microscopy (SEM). People consider that cleavage is a true
debonding, like in Si, along planes of low density, while quasi-cleavage is the result of intense
and localize plasticity: one active slip band emerging at the crack front. This difference reflects
in the models proposed. They are four, in the literature, which try to explain how H impacts
fracture. We are going to review the main ideas that withstand them. More information can
be found in review papers [5, 24, 25], also including references concerning experiments that
originally supported the models.
• Hydrogen Enhanced DEcohesion (HEDE) is the idea that H can weaken atomic bonds
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by attracting electrons from the neighboring atoms (Fig. 1.6). Proposed in the 60’s[26],
some support of this idea came recently from ab initio calculations. They show, for simple
surfaces, that indeed H decreases the ideal work of fracture (the difference in energy between
the bonded crystal and two free surfaces covered by H). Figure 1.7 gives the variation of
the energy with the H coverage for Al and Fe [6]. A similar trend was shown by Van der
Ven for the cohesive stress [27]. Note that the surface coverage should be large. This is
a problem because the driving force to localize H, in this model, is supposed to be elastic
(the stress triaxiality) and this gives a modest factor 2 in between bulk concentrations and
local concentrations [24]. This is not enough, in non hydride forming systems (where H-H
is attractive), to reach high local concentrations that could significantly decrease cohesion.
• Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity (HELP) is supported by in-situ observations of
cracks, in the environmental TEM, in the presence of H2 gas. The authors observe crack
propagation upon the rise of H2 pressure by movement and emission of dislocations in
front of the tip of blunted cracks. The connection with quasi-cleavage is tentative. The
generalization of the observations made on thin samples (submitted to the irradiation of the
TEM beam) to fracture in bulk systems is debated [5]. In particular, propagation along the
core of grain boundaries was never observed. Instead, it was seen, for example in Ni [28],
that transgranular cracks are deflected by grain boundaries and propagate parallel to the
GB, with the same plastic mechanism as in the bulk. The authors argued that intergranular
cracking, which seemed to be brittle in scanning electron microscopy (SEM), were in fact
the result of localized plastic activity in the vicinity of the GBs. Recently, modern TEM
techniques (post mortem FIB slicing on intergranular fracture surfaces) revealed, on the
same system, that crack propagation occurred indeed along the GB core and that, even if
plasticity was intense, it formed cells in the vicinity of the GB (Fig. 1.8). This sheds some
doubts on the relevance of the mechanisms observed in situ for cracking of massive samples.
Other recent experiments [9] show that the general idea behind HELP do correspond to
reality. Crack propagation experiments in fatigue in Fe-Si single crystals along {110} were
conducted in He or H gas. The TEM pictures of the dislocation structure around the crack
tip are shown in Fig. 1.9 and 1.10 for He and H respectively. The difference is quite striking:
H reduces the overall quantity of dislocations emitted, yet crack propagation occurs because
of dislocations injected from the tip and at a faster rate in the H atmosphere. This points
towards an enhanced localization of slip.
From the modeling side, HELP was supported by elastic calculations of the shielding, by
the H atmosphere, of the elastic interactions between dislocations. Again, the origin is
in-situ TEM where a pile up (in Al) was observed at different pressures of H2 gas. It was
seen that rising the pressure decreased the interdislocation distances in the pile-up. The
effects was qualitatively well reproduced by elasticity: H segregates in the region of high
triaxiality of the edge dislocations and the Cotterell atmosphere creates an elastic field
similar to an edge dislocation of the opposite sign, but with a smaller Burger’s vector [29],
hence decreasing the edge-edge dislocation interaction. These elastic calculations were
recently questioned by atomic scale simulations which do not report the same intensity of
shielding [30]. Indeed, the H concentration is unknown in the TEM samples and usually
the elastic effects are small in magnitude.
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• The “adsorption-induced dislocation-emission (AIDE)/void-coalescence mechanism” was
proposed to explain transgranular liquid metal embrittlement, or intergranular in the case
where no penetration occurs. It was extended to hydrogen effects based on some similarities
of the fracture experiments. The major idea is that H adsorbs at the surface (or at the
immediate sub-surface), weakens the bonds, and favor dislocation emission. This blunting
is the first source of crack advance. The second step is more difficult to follow: dislocations,
emitted at the crack tip, glide away from the crack and activate Frank Read sources. These
sources emit dislocations on secondary slip systems (symmetric to the crack plane?) that
intersect on the crack plane and give birth to cavities. Or, the plastic activity from the
crack tip creates loads of vacancies that condensate in the crack plane and form cavities.
The second reason for crack advance is the growth and coalescence of these cavities with
the main crack (see Fig. 1.11). The second main idea, which is based on observation of
fracture surfaces, is that they are finely dimpled. Therefore, the fracture mechanism should
be based on cavity formation and coalescence instead of decohesion.
• More recently, vacancy-hydrogen clusters have been considered as a possible source of
embrittlement. First, Fukai discovered, when exploring metallic hydrides phase diagrams
[31], that hydrogen can stabilize vacancies. The effect can be spectacular with vacancy
concentrations reaching 25% in Ni (they reported an ordering of the vacancies in the L12
structure). The presence of vacancies, that was first seen on the lattice parameter (it
was smaller than expected due to lattice dilatation of interstitial hydrogen), was later
demonstrated directly in by TEM observations of dislocation loops and cavities upon heat
treatment to desorb H and condensate vacancies. The physical origin is the large binding
between H and the vacancy. It was seen in many metals: Fe, Al, Ni, Cu, Mo, Pd... (see
table 5.10 in [31]). In addition, vacancies can be occupied by several H. Depending on H
chemical potential. The vacancy formation energy can therefore be compensated by the
energy gain related to multiple trapping and very high concentrations of clusters can be
stable.
Since then, several groups have demonstrated the possibility of forming VHn clusters (a
vacancy with n segregated hydrogen) during electrochemical charging at room tempera-
ture, in austenitic steels [32], in electrodeposited Cu [11], in pure Al [33]. The method
is always similar, after charging a heat treatment is used to precipitate the vacancies and
TEM observations are performed. However, a relation with H damage is not established,
even though the connection with electrochemical reactions is convincing. Another way to
introduce vacancies at low temperature is by extensive plastic deformation of the material.
In ferritic steel [34], Nagumo has shown that the positron annihilation signal, that is at-
tributed to vacancies, is stabilized by the presence of H. He proposes a mechanism where
vacancies are stabilized by hydrogen and contribute to ductile fracture, or quasi cleavage,
by enhancing the formation of very fine dimples. The case of ferritic steel is interested
because it can be confronted to ab initio calculations in α Fe. The binding energies [35]
for the first H are of the order of 0.6 eV (to be compared to a vacancy formation energy
of 2 eV). The occupancy is therefore large at typical concentrations where embrittlement
is observed (cb < 50ppm). It was shown that the VHn clusters have the tendency to form
linear chains and platelets, which were considered as potential weakening points [35]. The
mobility of VnH1 clusters was recently studied [36]. It was shown that even a single H
increases the activation energy of the vacancy-metal exchange. The barrier without H is
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0.7 eV, while it is 0.76 eV in the presence of a single H. The barrier for the H to jump out
of the vacancy is 0.64 eV which tends to show that free vacancies are more mobile than
clusters. This puts in perspective the model proposed in [34] and [35]. In a Ni based alloy,
a similar role of plastic deformation induced vacancies in the loss of mechanical properties
of the grain boundaries was proposed [37]: plasticity generates VHn clusters that diffuse
to the GBs and weaken them. By desorbing H at 200◦C, the authors show that the GB
damage remains, and therefore attribute the damaging to vacancies instead of H directly.
This motivates our interest for studying the mobility of VHn clusters in Ni.
Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of adsorbed H induced decohesion, from Lynch [5].
Figure 1.7: Evolution of the surface excess energy (ideal work of fracture) as a function
of the H coverage, for Al (resp. Fe) in the orientation {111} (resp. {110}) [6]. ML means
“monolayer”.
Finally, we would like to contribute to the field of HE, on the mechanistic side, by performing
quantitative atomistic simulations of two elementary processes: (i) the vacancy-H interaction
and (ii) the H-dislocation interaction at the crack tip. These should shed some light on processes
that are mentioned in the models presented above, but, beyond this, could be useful for the
future modeling of HE of fcc metals. More precisely, chapter 3 presents the static interaction of
H with vacancies in Ni: from basic segregation energies to the development of a thermodynamic
model for calculating the equilibrium concentrations of VHn clusters as a function of Cbulk (the
H concentration on an octahedral site in the ”bulk“, i.e. in the perfect crystal; also called
Cmobile hydrogen or CH) and T (the temperature). Chapter 4 addresses ”dynamic“ interactions:
the impact of vacancies on the mobility of H is modeled and the reverse, the influence of H
on the vacancy mobility is also studied. Finally the effect of VHn on the Ni and Cr mobility
is evaluated. Chapter 5 deals with the influence of sub-surface H on dislocation emission at a
crack tip loaded in mixed mode I and II (i.e. tension and shear). Finally, the main results are
summarized in the conclusion and a few perspectives are given.
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Figure 1.8: Post mortem TEM observation of the dislocation cell structure below the fracture
surface [7]. The surface is protected, before FIB cuting, by a Pt deposit, which enables a fine
inspection of the crack trajectory from the thin slices. It has never been observed that the
crack deviates from the core of the GB, in spite of intense plasticity along the crack path.
It should be mentioned that the macroscopic brittleness is strain rate dependent [8] and the
present conditions where a strain rate of 4 10−4 s−1 with 2000appm internal H, without notch.
These conditions favor plastic deformation. These precisions are given only to mention that
such an intense plastic deformation is not necessary to crack the GBs.
Figure 1.9: TEM image of the dislocation structure around a crack in fatigue in Fe-Si alloy
in He atmosphere, from [9].
The requirement of quantification of the effects motivates the use of ab initio methods. But, in
practice, DFT calculations are heavy so it is useful to make first trials with a lighter method
(for example H-vacancy binding and barriers where systematically calculated first with an EAM
potential). Furthermore, equilibrium and kinetic Monte Carlo were used to establish numerical
solutions for VHn distributions and H diffusion in the presence of traps. These references were
used to control the analytical models. For the crack problem, part of the information comes
directly from atomic scale simulations, i.e. we trusted the potential to give reliable (they were
tested) displacement fields in the vicinity of the crack tip. These fields were used for GSF
calculations. These different methods (ab initio/classical atomistics) are introduced in chapter
1.
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Figure 1.10: TEM image of the dislocation structure around a crack in fatigue in Fe-Si alloy
in H atmosphere, from [9].
Figure 1.11: Schematic representation of the AIDE model (adsorption-induced dislocations-
emission), from Lynch [5].
Specific bibliography, in complement of the generations presented above, is given at the beginning
of each chapter.
Finally, the main results are summarized in the conclusion and a few perspectives are given (fast
diffusion along dislocation cores / SaV formation along simple grain boundaries).

Chapter 2
Computational Methodology
In this chapter, we present the tools used: ab initio calculations, Molecular statics using an
empirical interatomic potential and Monte Carlo simulations.
2.1 Density Functional Theory
2.1.1 Introduction
The formulation of the Schrödinger equation in the 1920s opens the doors to investigate the
quantum mechanical properties of material systems without depending on empirical or experi-
mental input. All physical characteristics could be determined by the exact application of the
Schrödinger equation to the system, based on the sole knowledge of the constituent atoms. How-
ever, the Schrödinger equation cannot be solved exactly for systems containing more than two
mutually interacting particles. Various numerical approaches to obtain approximate solutions
have been proposed and developed over the years, like the perturbation theory, the variational
method, the Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method, and WKB approximation and semi-classical
expansion etc., making calculations involving a many-body Hamiltonian tractable with an ac-
ceptable accuracy. Among these methods, the Density Functional Theory (DFT) is the most
widely used, due to its good balance between a high accuracy and low computational costs which
allows it to deal with large systems (up to hundreds of atoms or even more), when compared to
the less efficient (but usually more accurate) wave functions based methods (e.g., QMC, coupled
cluster theories).
DFT was conceived from Thomas-Fermi model proposed immediately after the foundation of
quantum mechanics in 1927, and has been a primary method in the numerical simulation of
condensed matter since the 1970s when Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham established the rigorously
theoretical foundation for DFT. The main objective of DFT is to reduce the complexity of the
many-body problem (3N spatial coordinates of N interacting electrons) by using the electron
density (only three spatial coordinates) to describe the intricate many-body effects within a
single particle formalism. In the following section, some general physical basis necessary for an
overall understanding of DFT are presented. Comprehensive interpretation and discussion of
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DFT can be found in a number of excellent review articles [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] and books
[45, 46, 47, 48].
2.1.2 The Many-electron Problem
The dynamics of a quantum system is governed by the Hamiltonian Hˆ. If |Ψ〉 is the stationary
state of the system, particularly the ground state, |Ψ〉 is obtained by solving the time-independent
Schrödinger equation
Hˆ |Ψ〉 = E |Ψ〉 (2.1)
In the Hilbert space with the spatial coordinates as the continuous basis, for a system containing
M nuclei and N electrons, the wave-function Ψ of the system is a function of all the coordinates
of nuclei ({Rm} ,m = 1, . . . ,M) and spatial and spin coordinates of electrons ({rn, σn} , n =
1, . . . , N). The Hamiltonian Hˆ acting on Schrödinger wave-function Ψ is a sum of electronic and
nuclear kinetics and all interactions between electrons and nuclei given as (e = 1; ~ = 1)
Hˆ = −
N∑
n=1
∇2n
2me
−
M∑
m=1
∇2m
2M
+
N∑
n=1
N∑
n′>n
1
|rn − rn′ | (2.2)
+
M∑
m=1
M∑
m′>m
ZmZ
′
m
|Rm −Rm′ | −
N∑
n=1
M∑
m=1
ZA
|rn −Rm|
where M is the mass of nucleus, me the mass of an electron and Zm is the atomic number.
The first two terms represent the kinetic energies of electrons and nuclei, respectively. The rest
of the terms corresponds to the Coulomb interactions between all pairs of bodies. The first
important approximation, to reduce the complexity of Schrödinger equation, is to decouple the
dynamics of the electrons and the nuclei. This is the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) or the adiabatic
approximation, which is based on the fact that the nuclei are much heavier than the electrons
(the lightest nucleus, e.g., proton, is 2000 times heavier than the electron), thus in most cases
the electrons respond much faster than the nuclei. In most of cases, the nuclei can also be
considered as being static with respect to the quantum particle electrons. Therefore, by ignoring
the nuclear kinetic energy and the repulsion between nuclei in Hˆ, the fundamental Hamiltonian
for the theory of electronic structure, for a fixed configuration of the nuclei, can be written as
(me = 1)
Hˆelectronic = −
N∑
n=1
∇2n
2
+
N∑
n=1
N∑
n′>n
1
|rn − rn′ | −
N∑
n=1
M∑
m=1
ZA
|rn −Rm| (2.3)
BO approximation allows the wave-function of the system to be broken into electronic and
nuclear components as
ΨTotal = ψelectronic({rn, σn})× ψnuclear({Rm})
Electronic wave-function ψelectronic is the eigenstate of Hˆelectronic. The obtained ψelectronic and
the eigenvalue Eelectronic by solving the electronic Schrödinger equation, depend on electrons
and nuclear coordinates only parametrically. With Eelectronic involved as a potential term in
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the nuclear Hamiltonian Hˆnuclear, the eigenvalue of Hˆnuclear, e.g., the total energy for the fixed
configuration of the nuclei, can be given as
Etotal = Eelectronic + Tnuclear + Vnuclear, (2.4)
where Tnuclear and Vnuclear are, respectively, the nuclear kinetic energy and the Coulomb inter-
action energy between nuclei.
With BO approximation the resolving of Schrödinger equation is simplified by separating elec-
tronic and nuclear components in Hˆ as mentioned above. However, the many-electron Hamilto-
nian has 3N variables for an N -electron system, which is still intractable. Thus the next step
to simplify the resolution of Schrödinger equation is the reduction of the many-electron Hamil-
tonian to a physically equivalent or analogue system which is simple to deal with. DFT has
been developed for this purpose, to solve the problem by mapping the N -electron Schrödinger
equation and the corresponding wave-function into an effective one-electron formalism based
upon an “integrated” variable: the electronic density. An integrated variable means that it is
obtained from the original N-electron wave-function, but all variables except one, in the case of
the density, are averaged out:
ρ(r) = N
∫
dr2 . . . drN|ψelectronic(r, r2, . . . , rN)|2 (2.5)
The many-body problem can thus be simplified as a three dimensional problem. The idea of using
the electronic density as the fundamental quantity comes from the early works on quantum me-
chanics (L. H. Thomas[49] and E. Fermi[50]). In Thomas-Fermi model, the kinetic energy of the
electrons is derived from the quantum statistical theory based on a non-interacting homogeneous
electron gas, but the electron-nucleus and electron-electron interactions are treated classically.
The Thomas-Fermi formula is of no practical use due to the underlying approximations of both
a very crude kinetic energy functional and the complete neglect of the exchange-correlation en-
ergy. Nonetheless, it is the first attempt that only the electron density is used as fundamental
to derive the ground state energy. Until 40 years later, the approach to use the electron density
alone, was proven on firm mathematical grounds by Hohenberg and Kohn[51].
2.1.3 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
The landmark paper published by Hohenberg and Kohn [51] in 1964, demonstrates that the
Thomas-Fermi formula is only an approximation to an exact theory, the density functional theory
founded on two theorems formulated by Hohenberg and Kohn, which legitimize that the electron
density can in principle be used alone to obtain the ground state energy of any system for a non-
degenerate ground state.
The first theorem states that there is a one-to-one mapping up to a constant value between the
external potential v of a system and the ground state density ρ(r): v ⇔ ρ. v is not confined to
the Coulomb potential of the nuclei. The proof is done in a simple and elegant manner using
the principle of reductio ad absurdum for the case of a non-degenerate system. The method
does not give a practical expression for the one-to-one mapping between v and ρ. It just states
the existence of the one-to-one mapping: “it could not be else”. Consider two different external
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potentials v(r) and v′(r) that differ by more than just an additive constant but give the same
ground state electron density ρ, then we have two different Hamiltonians Hˆ and Hˆ ′ corresponding
respectively to two different normalized wave-functions Ψ and Ψ′ with the same ground state
electron density. Taking Ψ′ as a trial function for Hˆ, we could have
E0 <
〈
Ψ′|Hˆ|Ψ′|
〉
=
〈
Ψ′|Hˆ ′|Ψ′|
〉
+
〈
Ψ′|Hˆ − Hˆ ′|Ψ′|
〉
(2.6)
= E′0 +
∫
ρ(r) [v(r)− v′(r)] dr
where E0 and E′0 are the ground state energies for Hˆ and Hˆ ′, respectively. Similarly, taking Ψ
as a trial function for Hˆ ′ leads to
E′0 <
〈
Ψ|Hˆ ′|Ψ|
〉
= E0 −
∫
ρ(r) [v(r)− v′(r)] dr (2.7)
Summing Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7) finally gives the following contradiction
E0 + E
′
0 < E0 + E
′
0 (2.8)
Hence,
ρv 6= ρv′ for v 6= v′, (2.9)
or, in other words, there cannot be two different v that give the same ρ for their ground states.
Thus ρ uniquely determines v and all ground state properties such as the kinetic energy, etc.
The proof can be generalized to the case of degenerate systems [52].
Now for a given v(r), the total energy of the system can be formulated as a functional of electron
density
E [ρ(r)] =
∫
ρ(r)v(r)dr + FHK [ρ(r)] (2.10)
Here, FHK [ρ(r)] is the universal functional of ρ since it does not depend on the external potential.
FHK [ρ(r)] contains the electron-electron interaction Eee[n] as well as the kinetic energy of the
electrons Te[n]
FHK [ρ] = Te[ρ] + Eee[ρ] (2.11)
The second theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn proves that the ground state energy can be obtained
variationally, with the density that minimizes the total energy being the exact ground state
density. For any arbitrary, well behaved electron density ρ˜(r)
ρ˜(r) ≥ 0 and
∫
ρ˜(r)dr = N, (2.12)
the energy given by the functional of ρ˜(r) is an upper bound to the ground state energy E0
E0 = E[ρ] ≤ E[ρ˜] (2.13)
In the light of the first theorem, the trial ρ˜(r) corresponds to an unique external potential v˜,
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which in turn determine the corresponding Hamiltonian ˆ˜H and the ground state wave-function
Ψ˜. The application of the variational principle leads to〈
Ψ˜| ˆ˜H|Ψ˜
〉
=
∫
drρ˜(r)v˜ + FHK [ρ˜] ≥ E[ρ] = E0 (2.14)
Thus it has been established that, if the universal functional FHK were known, by minimizing the
energy functional (2.10) one would find the exact density and the true energy of the interacting
many-electron system. Unfortunately, it is not, and the major part of the complexities of the
many-electron problem are associated with the determination of FHK . In the following section,
we will introduce an approximate form of the functional FHK that has great success.
2.1.4 The Kohn-Sham Equation
Density functional theory is the most widely used method today for electronic structure calcu-
lations because of the approach proposed by Kohn and Sham in 1965 [53]. Kohn and Sham
recognized that the failure of Thomas-Fermi model mainly resulted from the bad description of
the kinetic energy. To address this problem they re-introduced the idea of non-interacting elec-
trons moving in an effective field, which in principle can lead to exact calculations of properties
of many-body systems.
The basic concept of Kohn-Sham approach is to split the kinetic contribution Te into the kinetic
energy Ts of a non-interacting reference system subject to an external potential vKS that has the
same ground state density as the interacting system, and a remainder (the correlation part of
the kinetic energy) Tc. For a non-interacting system of electrons still exhibiting the real density
ρ(r), the kinetic energy can be written as
Ts =
N∑
i=1
〈ϕi| − 1
2
∇2|ϕi〉 (2.15)
where ϕi are single-particle Kohn-Sham orbitals (ρ =
∑〈ϕi|ϕi〉). Furthermore, the classical
Coulomb energy of electrons J [ρ] can be expressed exactly with respect to the electron density
(J [ρ] = 12
∫ ∫ ρ(r1)ρ(r2)
r12
dr1dr2). Then the Hohenberg-Kohn functional can be expressed as
FHK [ρ] = Ts[ρ] + J [ρ] + Exc[ρ] (2.16)
where the exchange-correlation energy Exc[ρ] contains everything that is missing: the quan-
tum mechanical contribution due the exchange and correlation of interacting electrons, and the
remaining part of the kinetic energy not being captured by Ts
Exc[ρ] = Te[ρ]− Ts[ρ] + Eee[ρ]− J [ρ] (2.17)
Thus the Kohn-Sham energy functional is expressed as
EKS [ρ] = Ts[ρ] + J [ρ] + Exc[ρ] + Eext[ρ] (2.18)
where Eext[ρ] represents the interaction of electrons and external potential v. With the assump-
tion that the exact ground state density can be represented by the ground state density of an
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auxiliary system of non-interacting particles, the many-body problem is mapped onto an effec-
tive single particle problem and all unknown terms are merged into the exchange-correlation
part. Minimizing Eq. (2.18) with respect to the orbitals ϕi, using the expression of density
of non-interacting electrons ρ(r) =
∑
i |ϕi(r)|2 and under the ortho-normality constraint of
〈ϕi|ϕj〉 = δij , leads to the Kohn-Sham Schrödinger-like equations
[−1
2
∇2 + veff (r)] ϕi = ǫiϕi (2.19)
with ǫi being the Kohn-Sham orbital energies (which are different from the eigenstates of the sys-
tem), and the effective potential veff containing the external potential v, the classical Coulomb
potential and the exchange correlation potential
veff (r) =
∫
ρ(r′)
|r− r′|dr
′ + vxc(r) + v(r) (2.20)
where vxc is the exchange-correlation potential, given by the derivative of the exchange-correlation
Exc with respect to the density
vxc[ρ(r)] =
δExc[ρ(r)]
δρ(r)
(2.21)
The Kohn-Sham equations have to be solved self-consistently as the effective potential veff
depends on the density itself. One begins with a guessed ρ(r), construct veff (r) from Eq.
(2.20), and then find a new ρ(r) with orbitals determined from Eq. (2.19). The process repeated
until convergence is achieved. The total energy can be computed directly from Eq. (2.18), or
indirectly from the equation below
E =
N∑
i=1
ǫi − 1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′| drdr
′ + Exc[ρ]−
∫
vxc(r)ρ(r)dr (2.22)
If the exact forms of Exc and vxc were known, the Kohn-Sham approach would lead to the exact
total energy Eks which in fact is the correct eigenvalue of the many-body Hamiltonian. However,
the form of the functional Exc and the corresponding potential vxc are unknown. The difficulty
comes down to finding a suitable approximation of Exc as a function of ρ(r), therewith turning
DFT into an approximate method in practice. Finding good approximations for Exc is still the
central goal of modern density-functional theory.
2.1.5 Approximations
2.1.5.1 Exchange-Correlation Functionals
The crucial quantity in the Kohn-Sham approach is the exchange correlation energy which is
expressed as a functional of the density. By explicitly separating out the independent-particle
kinetic energy and the long-range Hartree terms, the remaining exchange-correlation functional
Exc[ρ] can be reasonably approximated as a local or nearly local functional of the density,
even though there is no systematic way towards improved approximate functionals like in wave-
function based methods. All searching for better functionals relies largely on physical or math-
ematical intuition and has a strong trial and error component. Some sort of approximations for
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Exc[ρ] have been developed from the explicit expression of Exc[ρ] for the assumed homogeneous
electrons gas, and proved to be extremely successful in practice. A useful way for categorizing
the many and varied Exc[ρ] functionals that exist has been proposed by Perdew, known as Jacobs
ladder (Fig. 2.1) [54]. In this scheme functionals are grouped according to their complexity on
rungs of a ladder which lead from the Hartree approximation on earth to the exact exchange-
correlation functional in heaven. The most common types of exchange-correlation functionals in
the field of solid-state physics, are the Local Density Approximation (LDA) and the Generalized-
Gradient Approximation (GGA) located at the first few rungs of the ladder, which will thus be
introduced in the following.
Hartree Theory
LDA
GGA
meta-GGA
hyper-GGA
RPA+...
ρ
∇ρ
τ
ε
exact
x
orbitals
unoccupied
PBE0, B3LYP,X3LYP,...
TPSS,mPWB95,...
PW91,PBE,BLYP,BP86,...
Chemical Accuracy
VWN,PZ81,CP,PW92,...
{
Local
Semilocal
Nonlocal
{
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of “Jacobs ladder” of exchange-correlation functionals pro-
posed by J. P. Perdew.
The Local Density Approximation At the center of the LDA is the idea of a hypothetical
uniform electron gas, which describes a system of electrons in an infinite region of space with a
uniform positive background charge to preserve overall charge neutrality. The electron density
attains a constant everywhere. Physically, such a situation resembles the model of an idealized
metal consisting of a perfect crystal of valence electrons and positive cores where the cores are
smeared out to arrive at a uniform positive background charge. The uniform electron gas is
the only system for which we know the form of the exchange and correlation energy functionals
exactly or at least to very high accuracy. The idea to use this model for approximating Exc in
the Kohn-Sham scheme stems from the original paper by Kohn and Sham, in 1965 [53]. A real
inhomogeneous system is divided into infinitesimal volumes where the local electron density is
taken to be constant and the local exchange-correlation energy equals to the uniform electron
gas for that density. Thus one can write the exchange-correlation energy under the form
ELDAxc =
∫
drρ(r)εxc[ρ(r)] (2.23)
with εxc[ρ(r)] being the exchange-correlation energy per particle of the homogeneous electron
gas. This quantity is still a functional of the ground state density and can be written as the sum
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of exchange and correlation contributions
εxc[ρ(r)] = εx[ρ(r)] + εc[ρ(r)] (2.24)
where the exchange part εx[ρ(r)] can be expressed explicitly
εx[ρ(r)] = −3
4
3
√
3ρ(r)
π
(2.25)
For the correlation part εc[ρ(r)] there is no such explicit expression. Expressions are only known
for the high-density [55, 56] and low-density [57, 58] limit, whereas for intermediate densities only
numerical values are known from highly accurate quantum Monte Carlo calculations available
from the work of Ceperly and Alder, 1980 [59]. For practical purposes, various analytic expression
for εc[ρ(r)] were then parametrized from the quantum Monte Carlo results, such as Vosko-Wilk-
Nusair (1980) [60] functionals and Perdew-Wang (1992) [61].
LDA has been demonstrated successful as the uniform electron gas is a fairly good physical
model for the system whose densities vary slowly (simple metals such as sodium). Moreover,
in inhomogeneous systems LDA underestimates correlation but overestimates exchange. This
systematic error cancellations sometimes leads to unexpectedly good values of ELDAxc in systems
characterized by rapidly varying densities.
The Generalized Gradient Approximation LDA usually becomes worse with increasing
inhomogeneity of the system such as molecules and metals. A natural way to attempt improving
the LDA is to require a further dependence of the exchange-correlation energy on the derivatives
of the density, to account for the inhomogeneity of the density. A first correction to the LDA is
a formal expansion of Exc in gradients of the density proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn [51]. In
general, such a density-gradient expansion (DGE) of Exc has the form
EDGExc [ρ] =
∫
[ε(0)xc (ρ) + ε
(1)
xc (ρ)∇ρ+ ε(0)xc (ρ)|∇ρ|2 + . . .]dr (2.26)
However, truncating this expansion after the first order does not make expected results, and
sometimes even worse than LDA does. A more generalized expansion is introduced to get
better approximations. Within the so called Generalized-Gradient Approximation, the exchange-
correlation energy functional has the form
EGGAxc [ρ] =
∫
f [ρ(r,∇ρ(r))]dr (2.27)
=
∫
ρ εGGAxc [ρ(r,∇ρ(r))]dr (2.28)
The functional form of fGGA is taken as a correction to the LDA while ensuring the consistency
with the sum rules. Similar to the LDA, the GGA exchange-correlation energy can also be
divided into two parts: EGGAx and E
GGA
c . The exchange energy has the form
EGGAx [ρ] =
∫
ρ(r)εhomx [ρ(r)]F
GGA
x (s)dr (2.29)
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where FGGAx (s) is the exchange enhancement factor indicating how much exchange energy is
enhanced over the LDA value for a given ρ(r). The argument of the function F is the reduced
density gradient which is a local inhomogeneity parameter,
s =
|∇ρ(r)|
2(3π2)1/3ρ4/3(r)
(2.30)
For the function Fx two main classed of realizations have been put forward.
The first one is based on a GGA exchange functional developed by Becke (B88) [62]
FB88(s) = 1 +
βx2(s)
C[1 + 6/βx(s) sinh−1(x(s))]
(2.31)
where C and β are empirical parameters fitted to the exactly known exchange energies of the
rare gas atoms He through Rn. Functionals which are related to this approach include FT97
[63], PW91 [64] etc. In this thesis, PW91 is used for the Ni-system.
The second class of GGA exchange functionals use for F a rational function of the reduced density
gradient. The F of PBE exchange functional [65], which is free of semi-empirical parameters, is
given as
FPBE(s) = 1 + κ− κ
1 + µs2/κ
(2.32)
where κ and µ are parameters obtained from physical constraints. Similar functionals include
B86 [66] and LG [67] etc. In this thesis, PBE is used for Al-system.
GGA functionals are frequently termed semi-local functionals. These functionals go beyond the
local density approximation by including the density gradient to account for the inhomogeneity
of the real density. However, all GGA functionals are perfectly local in mathematical sense as
the value of the functional at a point r depends only on information about the density ρ(r), its
gradient ∇ρ(r), and possibly other information at this very point and is absolutely independent
of properties of ρ(r′) at points r′ 6= r.
2.1.5.2 Crystalline Periodicity and Brillouin-zone Integrations
In a crystalline solid the electrons are moving in a periodic, effective potential U(r), where U(r+
R) = U(r) and R is the Bravais lattice vector. Following the Bloch theorem, the eigenfunctions
of the one-electron Hamiltonian H = −12∇2 + U(r) can be written as a product of a plane
wave-function eik·r and a function uk(r), which exhibits the periodicity of the crystal, i.e.,
ϕn,k(r) = e
ik·run,k(r) with un,k(r + R) = un,k(r) (2.33)
where k is the wave vector within the first Brillouin zone of the periodic system, and n is a
second quantum number, i.e., a “band index”. The occupied states at each k point contribute
to physical quantities such as the electronic potential, electron density and the total energy of
the solid.
The lattice-periodic part of the wave-function can be expanded using a basis set consisting of a
discrete set of plane waves whose wave vectors are reciprocal lattice vectors G of the periodic
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crystal,
un,k(r) =
∑
G
Cn,Ge
iG·r (2.34)
Then the electronic wave-function can be expressed as
ϕn,k(r) =
∑
G
Cn,k+G e
i(k+G)·r (2.35)
While solving the Kohn-Sham Schrödinger-like equations, Kohn-Sham wave-functions can be
expanded as in Eq. (2.35). For any given k the Eq. (2.19) with a plane wave basis set can thus
be rewritten as ∑
G′
[
1
2
|k + G′|2δG,G′ + v˜eff (G−G′)]Cn,k+G′ = εnCn,k+G, (2.36)
where εn are considered as “electronic energies”, and δ hints that the kinetic energy is diagonal.
G′ covering all the reciprocal lattice means that an infinite number of plane-waves is need to
solve Eq. (2.36). However, the plane waves with low kinetic energy have always more important
coefficients Cn,k+G. For computational purposes the plane wave basis set is thus restricted to a
finite number of terms by retaining only the plane waves with a kinetic energy below a certain
cutoff Ecut
1
2
|k + G|2 ≤ Ecut (2.37)
The application of a finite basis set introduces a new source of inaccuracy controlled by the cutoff
energy Ecut. Convergence tests with Ecut needs to be performed to ensure the precision of the
calculation.
In a periodic system, for many properties such as the electron density from Eq. (2.5), an
integration over the Brillouin zone is generally required. An intrinsic property of a crystal
expressed “per unit cell” is an average over k, i.e., a sum over the function fi(k) evaluated at
points k divided by the number of values Nk, which in the limit is an integral. The average value
of fi(k) can thus be written as
fi =
1
Nk
∑
k
fi(k)→ Ωcell
(2π)3
∫
BZ
dkfi(k) (2.38)
where i denotes the band index, Ωcell is the volume of a primitive cell in real space and
(2π)3
Ωcell
is
the volume of the Brillouin zone. Since the electronic wave-function at k points that are very
close will be almost identical, it is possible to represent them over a region of k space by that
at single k point. In order to minimize the computational effort, it is possible to consider the
symmetries of the crystal and use only a small number of well-chosen special k-points to obtain
a good approximation of the quadrature.
In this thesis the method proposed by Monkhorst and Pack [68] has been used, in which a uniform
mesh of k points is generated along three vectors in the reciprocal space. This technique seeks
to integrate exactly the first few terms in the Fourier expansion of all function with the given
crystalline periodicity. A uniform grid k in reciprocal space, along the reciprocal unit vectors
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bi:
k =
3∑
i=1
2ni −Ni − 1
2Ni
bi, ni = 1, . . . , Ni (2.39)
where Ni is an integer that determines the number of special points along each axis in the set.
By identifying points related by a point group symmetry element of the crystal, adding inversion
if missing, equivalent points can be removed as long as the weight associated with the remaining
point k is increased correspondingly. The full grid is then reduced to a small grid of points that
can be positioned in a fraction of the first Brillouin zone, e.g., the irreducible Brillouin zone
(IBZ) (see Fig. 2.2 for example). The charge density ρ(r) is then given approximately by a sum
over the occupied states
ρ(r) =
∑
n
1
(2π)3
∫
BZ
dk|ϕn,k(r)|2 ≈
∑
n,k
wk |ϕn,k(r)|2 (2.40)
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the first Brillouin zone of FCC lattice with high symmetry points.
The defined k-paths forms the wedge of the irreducible portion of the Brillouin zone.
In metals the electrons partially fill bands near the Fermi level. The Fermi surfaces often have
complicated shapes, leading to a slow convergence with the number of k-points used. In order to
overcome the difficulty, we introduce occupation numbers between [0, 1]. Several methods have
been proposed for this smoothing procedure, such as Fermi-Dirac smearing, Gaussian smearing
[69] and Methfessel-Paxton smearing [70] etc. Each method, while improving the k-point con-
vergence, causes the answer to converge to the wrong value. Among the methods available we
seek those that minimize this error.
2.1.5.3 Pseudopotentials
In solid state systems, the deep core electron wave-functions are tightly bound to the nuclei
and their spatial distribution remains essentially unchanged form one chemical environment
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to another. However, the valence electrons are higher in energy and are strongly influenced
by the neighboring atoms. Thus most physically interesting properties of solids are largely
determined by the valence electrons rather than the core electrons. Meanwhile, the deeply
bound core electrons within plane wave basis sets, require a huge amount of basis functions for
their description. Consequently less important core electrons will consume a lot of computation
time. To solve this problem, the pseudo-potential approximation replaces the strong potential
with a weaker pseudo-potential.
In general, two requirements of pseudo-potential formalism should be met. First, to use a much
weaker pseudo-potential to take into account core electrons that would need to be described by
many plane wave basis functions due to their deep potential. Second, to eliminate the rapid
oscillations of the valence electrons wave-functions in the core region. Moreover, it is essential
within the pseudo-potential scheme that the pseudo potential and wave function reproduce the
all-electron behavior outside the core region with identical eigenvalues of Schrödinger equation
(see Fig. 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Comparison of a wave-function in the Coulomb potential of the nucleus (blue
dashed lines) to the one in the pseudo-potential (solid lines). The real and the pseudo wave-
function and potentials match above a certain cutoff radius rc.
There are a number of different schemes for generating pseudopotentials from first principles
(see review [71]), such as norm conserving pseudopotentials (NCPPs) [72, 71], ultra-soft pseu-
dopotentials (USPPs) [73, 74] and projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials [75, 76]. All
these methods are in common that they can reproduce the valence electronic properties of an
all-electron calculation, and they are presently frozen core methods, i.e. the core electrons are
pre-calculated in an atomic environment and kept frozen in the course of the remaining calcula-
tions. In this work the PAW method is used.
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2.1.6 VASP code
All of our DFT calculations were done using the VASP (Vienna ab-initio simulation package)
code [77, 78, 79] which is developed by J. Furthmüller and G. Kresse for the purpose of the
application of density functional theory in solid-state and material science. VASP code is used
to perform electronic structure calculations and quantum mechanical molecular dynamics using
either Vanderbilt pseudopotentials, or the projector augmented method, and a plane wave basis
set.
In VASP code, the determination of the electronic ground state is done in terms of an iterative
matrix-diagonalization scheme. Most of the algorithms used for the diagonalization are based
on the conjugate gradient scheme [80, 81], block Davidson scheme [82, 83, 84], or a residual
minimization scheme-direct inversion in the iterative subspace (RMM-DIIS) [85, 86]. Fig. 2.4
shows a typical flow-chart of VASP. Once the electronic ground stat is obtained, the forces are
merely determined by the Hellman-Feynman theorem [87]:
F = 〈ψgs(R)|∂H
∂R
|ψgs(R)〉 (2.41)
where ψgs(R) are the Kohn-Sham wave-functions of the ground state. With these forces, the ge-
ometry optimization (relaxation of atoms) are made by the classical minimization methods using
the techniques like quasi-Newton-Raphson algorithm [86] or the conjugate gradient algorithm,
etc.
Another advantage of VASP code is that there are complete standard pseudopotentials and PAW
potentials in the VASP library. Especially the relaxed-core version of VASP-PAW developed
by Marsman and Kresse [88] puts pseudo-potential-based PW calculations at the same level
of accuracy as the most accurate all-electron calculations such as FLAPW method which is,
however, computationally much less efficient.
Despite DFT can provide accurate descriptions of ground-state properties of materials, the com-
putational costs limit its applicability to large systems. Moreover, DFT can not treat the problem
of the time evolution of the system. The link between the atomic scale and the meso/macro phe-
nomena require classical methods like molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo simulations.
These methods can model trivially the motion of each atom in the material, from the collective
behavior of which we could understand how the material undergoes deformation, phase changes
etc.
2.2 Molecular statics : classical atomistic model
Density functional theory (DFT) provides us with a powerful tool for accurately solving many
body problems, but at the expense of significant computational efforts, which largely limit the size
of simulated systems. To model the complex systems of interest at larger scale, we must rely on
much more approximate approaches for describing the atomic interactions using fitted functional
forms, which are usually referred to as empirical atomistic models. Besides, in empirical models,
it is quite convenient to isolate the effect of certain material parameter on material behavior by
changing systematically the parameters of the model. Although it is difficult to find empirical
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the calculation of KS-ground state in VASP.
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models that applies to a broad range of configurations, they often can be used as idealized models
to capture the general trends or basic mechanisms of the real systems in cases where they are
not quite accurate.
The fundamental justification for the development of classical atomistic potentials is the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. A key consequence of the BO approximation is that it leads to a
Hamiltonian for the nuclei that does not depend directly on the electrons [89]. The effect of the
electrons can be included in a single potential energy function dependent only on the nuclear
position U(R). From the Eq. 2.2 we can extract the nuclear Hamiltonian
Hnuclear = −
M∑
a=1
∇2a
2Ma
+
(
M∑
m=1
M∑
m′>m
ZmZ
′
m
|Rm −Rm′ | + Eelectronic
)
(2.42)
A potential for the motion of the nuclei is thus defined by
V (R) =
M∑
m=1
M∑
m′>m
ZmZ
′
m
|Rm −Rm′ | + Eelectronic(R) (2.43)
As the electrons respond “instantaneously” to changes in the atomic positions, the electronic
energy Eelectronic for the ground state depends only on the positions of the nuclei if there is not
any external potential. If we can treat the nuclei as classical particle, the function U(R) becomes
a classical inter-atomic model U(R)→ V (R). The potential energy in classical systems can be
then considered as a combination of the Coulomb interactions between atoms and both potential
and the kinetic energy of electrons bound to their ground state by the BO approximation. And
we seek approximate analytical forms for the unknown potential function V (R).
The treatment of atoms as classical particles rather than quantum mechanical ones, can be
justified by the consideration of the well-known de Broglie thermal wavelength:
Λ =
h√
2πmkBT
(2.44)
Λ can be used to estimate the minimum temperature for classical mechanics to be valid. For
example, for crystalline Al with a near-neighbor distance of roughly b = 2.9 Å, the temperature
at which b = Λ is 1.34 K, indicating that even at temperatures of only a few degrees Kelvin,
Al atoms in a solid are expected to behave classically. Most atoms in solid materials can be
treated as classical particles subjected to forces that, although stemming from quantum effect,
may be approximated by a potential function V (R). Such potentials are called empirical, since
the approach involves the selection of a functional form with parameters that are obtained by
fitting the predictions of the model to experiments and first-principles calculations.
2.2.1 Interatomic potential: Embedded Atom Method (EAM)
Usually we consider there are two types of functional forms to serve as the potential function in
the classical systems:
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• One can assume a functional form (usually based on intuition) for the potential function and
fit the parameters to reproduce a set of experimental data. This gives so-called empirical
potential functions, e.g., Lennard-Jones [90], Morse [91], Born-Mayer [92], etc.
• Different approximations of quantum mechanical arguments are used to derive an analytic
semi-empirical potential, e.g., Embedded Atom Method [93, 94, 95], glue model [96], bond
order potentials [97, 98, 99], etc.
The choice of the interatomic potential depends on the area of intended application. There are
no “good” or “bad” potentials, there are only potentials that are appropriate or inappropriate
for a given problem. In metallic systems, the EAM, the Glue and the effective medium models
[100, 101, 102] are usually used. In the following we will give a brief introduction to the EAM
that is applied for the classical simulations in this thesis study.
The EAM has been proposed in the 1980s, in which the description of bonding in metallic systems
is based on the concept of local density that is considered as the key variable. It is allowed to
account for the dependence of the strength of individual bonds on the local environment which
is especially important for simulations of surfaces and defects. In the EAM the energy of an
atom in the system is given by
Ei = Fi(ρi) +
1
2
∑
j 6=i
ϕij(Rij) (2.45)
where ϕij(Rij) is a two-body term (pair potential) describing the Coulomb interactions (in the
original formulation of the EAM) between the atom cores (each comprising the nucleus and the
non-valence electrons). Fi(ρi) is the energy associated with “embedding” an atom at a point
whose environment is a homogeneous electron gas defined by an intermediary function, the local
electron density ρi. This function is found by linearly superposing a third function, fj , which is
the contribution to the electronic density at the site of the atom i from an atom j,
ρi =
∑
j 6=i
fj(Rij) (2.46)
The general form of the potential can be considered as a generalization of the basic idea of the
DFT - the local electron density can be used to calculate the energy. If, as is the case with
simple metals, the environment of each atom is a nearly uniform electron gas, this notion of the
embedding energy is a reasonable approximation. In order to use the potential in the atomic
simulation we need to compute the forces as well:
Fi = −∇Ri
∑
i
Ei (2.47)
= −
∑
j 6=i
[
∂Fi(ρ)
∂ρ
|ρ=ρi
∂fj(R)
∂R
∣∣
R=Rij +
∂Fj(ρ)
∂ρ
∣∣
ρ=ρj
∂fi(R)
∂R
∣∣
R=Rij
+
∂ϕij(R)
∂R
∣∣
R=Rij
]
Ri −Rj
Rij
Only inter-particles distances Rij are needed to calculate energy and forces. The embedding
energies and pair interactions are generally determined by fitting various physical quantities of a
system, such as the sublimation energy, the lattice constants, the second order elastic constants
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and the formation energy of various defect, etc. Efforts to fit the EAM potential form have
met with a great deal of success in describing fcc metals with filled or nearly filled d-orbitals,
especially for notably fcc metals like Al, Ni or Cu, all with a positive Cauchy pressure. They have
had more limited success with body-centered cubic (bcc) and hcp transition metals, because the
spherically symmetric nature of the pair functional form makes it difficult to correctly describe
these systems when the d-bands are only partially filled. A partially filled d-band implies a
partially covalent and directional nature to the bonding that cannot be captured by the pair
functional form. Moreover, EAM fails in the cases where the Cauchy pressures for metal or alloy
are negative, and for covalent materials. In so-called Modified EAM (MEAM) [103, 104, 105], an
angular dependence of the electron density function ρ have been introduced to account for the
local symmetries in inter-atomic bonding instead of the approximation of spherically-averaged
electron densities.
The inter-atomic potential for aluminum developed by Mishin et al. [106] is used in this study.
2.2.2 Quenched dynamics:
One main function of Molecular static simulations is to search for minima in the potential energy
landscape from an initial guess for the equilibrium structure. There exists many minimization
methods like the steepest descent (SD) [107], conjugate gradient (CG) [80, 81] and Newton-
Raphson (NR) methods, etc. In this thesis study, we have adopted a method based on molecular
dynamics, “Quenched Dynamics (QD)”. Unlike the algorithms above which have a well-defined
objective function (i.e., the total energy) to minimize, QD relax the structure in configuration
space until all the forces on atoms are reduced to zero. Thus the QD can quickly obtain minimum
energy structures, and can be also used for finding transition paths in the nudged elastic band
(NEB) method [108] whose convergence criteria is similarly based on forces.
QD is in fact a modified version of the velocity-Verlet (VV) algorithm [109, 110]. In MD the
complex motion of atoms obeys the VV algorithm, in which the positions and velocities of atoms
at some short time ∆t later are given by
R(t+∆t) = R(t) + v(t)∆t+ a(t)
(∆t)2
2
(2.48)
v(t+∆t) = v(t) +
a(t) + a(t+∆t)
2
∆t (2.49)
where a(t) = Fm . The forces F are computed from the Eq. 2.47. When the velocity and the force
are in opposite directions (i.e., v · f < 0), the velocity is set to zero. This will force the system
to oscillate around an energy minima in a damped way, and fall into a configuration where all
forces are equilibrated. The mass given to each degree of freedom in the system, can be a real
atomic mass or a fictitious value that can be used as a tuning parameter to improve the rate of
convergence.
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2.3 Monte Carlo simulations
2.3.1 Monte Carlo method
The Monte Carlo (MC) method [111] is based on the idea of calculating the average of statisti-
cal mechanics with the use of numerical integration by the application of random numbers. A
uniform sampling of the integral area (the use of uniformly distributed random numbers) would
usually waste a lot of computer resources, and the precision of the result depends more or less on
the behavior of the integral function. To overcome this limitation a crucial technique called “im-
portance sampling” is often used in MC simulations. Metropolis invented his algorithm to sample
the region of phase space where the Boltzmann distribution is high [112]. The thermodynamic
average of any observable is thus given by the average of observables taken over configurations
generated according the Boltzmann distribution. Instead of giving an explicit description of the
equilibrium distribution, we use the Markov-chain sampling to serve this purpose.
A Markov chain is a stochastic process with the Markov property: consider an arbitrarily general
state x1, . . . , xk, . . . space where the system undergoes transitions from one state xi to another
xj with a transition probability of W (xj |xi), the Markov property states that the conditional
probability distribution for the system at the next step (and in fact at all future steps) depends
only on the current state of the system, and not additionally on the state of the system at
previous steps. If all possible states and transitions are countable, we can define a transition
matrix whose elements are
Wji =W (xj |xi) (2.50)
It satisfies the properties
Wji ≥ 0 (2.51)
∑
j
Wji = 1 (2.52)
With the use of the transition matrix we can determine how the system evolves step by step.
Assume the system is in the state k at time tn with a probability pk(tn), which satisfies
pk ≥ 0
∑
k
pk(tn) = 1 (2.53)
We now treat time as a continuous rather than discrete variable. the probability at a time t+∆t
can then be easily derived from the one at time t with the equation [113]
pk(t+∆t) = pk(t) + ∆t
∑
j
pkWkj −∆t
∑
j
pjWjk (2.54)
In the continuous limit this becomes the so-called Master Equation
dpk
dt
=
∑
j
pkWkj −
∑
j
pjWjk (2.55)
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An equilibrium distribution, as the Boltzmann distribution in statistical mechanics, must satisfies
dpk
dt
= 0 (2.56)
The probability distribution of all system states can be given by a column vector p = (p1, . . . , pn)T .
If we start from an initial probability distribution p(0), we can generate the probability distri-
bution after k times transition
p(k) = W˜ k · p(0) (2.57)
where the element of p(k) is given by
p
(k)
j =
∑
i
p
(k−1)
i Wji (2.58)
With the Markov sampling the goal is to find the equilibrium distribution p such that
p = W˜ · p (2.59)
That in fact means that W˜ has one non degenerate eigenvector with an unitary eigenvalue. W˜
must thus be irreducible, i.e., ∀i, j must exist a finite m such that (Wm)ij > 0, which means
that all the phase space is reachable. From each point in the phase space the system can move to
another point without limitations. This is an alternative formulation of the ergodic condition.
Consider the eigenvectors {p1e, . . . ,pne } and the eigenvalues {λ1, . . . , λn} of W˜ . Writing a prob-
ability vector p in terms of the eigenvectors, i.e.
p = α1p
1
e + α2p
2
e + . . .+ αnp
n
e =
n∑
i=1
αip
i
e (2.60)
The equation (2.57) becomes
p(k) =
n∑
i=1
(λi)
kαip
i
e (2.61)
Only the eigenvector with an unitary eigenvalue of the transition matrix has components that
are non negative, so that it can be a vector of probabilities. Moreover, the unitary eigenvalue is
the largest eigenvalue. In the limit n → ∞, the contributions of the subdominant eigenvectors
with smaller eigenvalues therefore disappear, the vector representing the equilibrium distribution
in Eq. (2.59), exactly reproduces under multiplication by the transition matrix.
A sufficient, not necessary, condition for the matrix to be irreducible is that
pkWkj = pjWjk (2.62)
which can directly lead to the Eq. (2.56). This condition is called themicroscopic reversibility
or detailed balance condition [113]. For thermodynamic averages in the canonical ensemble,
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the equilibrium probability for the state α, pα = 1Z exp(−Hα/(kBT )), and hence
Wkj
Wjk
= exp(−(Hj −Hk)/kBT ) (2.63)
Since the detailed balance condition can be fulfilled in many ways, the choice of algorithm to
construct transition rates is therefore not unique. There are two common algorithms:
• the Metropolis algorithm : Wkj = min
[
1, pkpj
]
• the Glauber algorithm : Wkj = 12{1− tanh(pkpj )}
In conclusion, we see that transition matrix iterations and Monte Carlo calculations can reach
equilibrium only after an infinite number of iterations. In practice the system will come close
to the equilibrium after have passed a few times of the convergence time, which is determined
by the second largest eigenvalue of the transition matrix [114]. Here are the general steps to
simulate a canonical ensemble using the Monte Carlo algorithm:
• generate a starting configuration and calculate the initial interaction energy E1,
• choose randomly a transition,
• calculate the energy change ∆E = E2 − E1 when the system evolves to the new configu-
ration by proceeding the transition,
• calculate the probability W (2|1) for this transition to happen, using the chosen form of
transition probability (Metropolis or Glauber),
• generate a uniformly distributed random number, 0 < Rand < 1; if W (2|1) > Rand,
update the new configuration, otherwise retain the old configuration.
2.3.2 kinetic Monte Carlo
The kinetic Monte Carlo simulations stems from the methods used to accelerate the MC sim-
ulations. In the Metropolis algorithm, trial steps are sometimes discarded, in particular if the
system is under extreme conditions, like the Ising model at low temperature. To accelerate the
MC simulations, Bortz, kalos and Lebowitz suggested in 1975 the N -fold way algorithm [115]
to avoid discarded attempts. Still, the aspect of temporal evolution is missing in the algorithm.
In order to address kinetics and take into account for the role of time, we need to refer to some
assumptions.
First it’s the assumption about the separation of time scales. Within the microscopic kinetics of
the system, the shortest time scale is usually given by the time it takes for a transition process
to proceed. Another time scale is the waiting time between two subsequent transitions (or two
events), which should be clearly separated from the previous one for kMC simulation. If the
condition of time scale separation is not met, the remaining alternative is a simulation using
molecular dynamics. Moreover, certain criteria should be met (see details in [116]), so as that
Monte Carlo method can be utilized to simulate effectively a Poisson process. Then an exact
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correspondence between Monte Carlo time (waiting time) and real time can be established within
the theory of Poisson processes.
Assume each transition is related to certain rate constant k, e.g., the rate constant of the reaction
or the jump rate of the diffusing atom. The rate constant is usually obtained in virtue of the
Transition State Theory (TST). The total rate, i.e. the sum of all rates of individual processes
(transitions), R =
∑
ki, represents the probability that some event will take place in the whole
system per unit time. The average waiting time between two successive events occurring is
determined by the reciprocal of R. A time step ∆t in real time is associated with one step in
the simulation by ∆t = R−1. More realistically, the time step ∆t is drawn from a Poissonian
distribution. It is practically realized by the expression ∆t = − ln ρ/R with a random number
0 < Rand1 < 1. The event to proceed in one step is chosen probabilistically. By choosing another
random number, 0 < Rand2 < R, we pick the event j such that
∑j−1
i=1 ki < Rand2 <
∑j
i=1 ki.
The main advantage of kMC simulations is that it can be run to simulate much longer physical
time intervals at even lower computational cost than molecular dynamics simulations. However,
obtaining necessary information for a kMC simulations is a difficult task. In kMC simulations,
the possible configurations of the system, i.e. the micro states contributing to the macro-state of
a statistical ensemble, need to be enumerable, in order to be able to build up a list of processes.
We also need to provide as input the rates of all relevant individual processes. A widely used
approximation for calculating the rate constants for the transitions is the molecular dynamics
simulations or first principles calculations combined with Transition State Theory.
2.3.3 Accelerated kMC : Mean Rate Method
kMC simulations become inefficient in systems where the potential energy landscape contains
basins with low interior energy barriers relative to the escape barriers. In this case the system is
much more likely to perform repeated events inside the trapping energy basin and hardly escape
from it. This low-barrier problem precludes KMC simulations from reaching long time as the low
barrier event has smaller time scale than the basin escape event. And it may affect the accuracy
of kMC simulations if important system behavior is determined by transitions between or out
of energy basins. To resolve this problem an accelerated technique called Mean Rate Method
(MRM) [117, 118] is applied in this thesis. The idea behind this method is to resolve the master
equation describing the time evolution of the system in the trapping energy basin, and move the
system out of the basin in one jump and preserve the correct dynamics.
For a given absorbing Markov chain, it is possible to calculate the average lifetime to exit from
the basin and the exact probability of exiting to each state out of basin by simple transformations
of part of the absorbing Markov matrix. Here we refer to the states in basin as transient states,
and states out of basin as absorbing states. The transition matrix describing the transition
between the transient states is termed as “transient matrix” T , whose elements are defined as
Tji =
ki→j∑
g ki→g
= τ1i ki→j (2.64)
being the probability for transition from transient state i to transient state j, where g runs over
all transient and absorbing states and τ1i = (
∑
g ki→g)
−1 is the mean residence time in state i
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whenever it is occupied. The matrix T multiplied by the initial occupation vector Θ(0) gives the
probability of being in any inner site without escaping from basin after m transitions as
Θ(m) = TmΘ(0) (2.65)
where
Θ(0) =
1 if i = initial state0 otherwise. (2.66)
The probability to exit from the basin at step m is
pexit at time m = (T
m−1 − Tm)Θ(0) (2.67)
The average number 〈Nexit〉 of transitions for escaping the basin is derived as
〈Nexit〉 =
∞∑
m=0
TmΘ(0)e (2.68)
= (I − T )−1Θ(0)e
The elements of the vector (I − T )−1Θ(0) represent in fact expected numbers of times that the
system enter into each transient state before the escaping. By multiplying by the mean residence
time τ1i we obtain mean resident time per escape spent in each transient state as
τi = τ
1
i (I − T )−1Θ(0) (2.69)
Summing over all transients states, we get the mean escape time, τ =
∑
i τi. Once the τi are
obtained, the mean rate of exiting to absorbing state j from transient site i is
〈Ti→j〉 = τi
τ
Ti→j (2.70)
After summing over all possible absorbing states to get the total escaping rate R =
∑
i→j 〈Ti→j〉,
the absorbing state occupied in the next kMC step is determined in a way similar the standard
kMC.
2.3.4 Transition State Theory
The transition in the phase space of the system is governed by the potential-energy surface
(PES). A free degree of freedom called ‘reaction coordinate’ connects the initial state with a
particular final state of interest. The reaction coordinate may be a single atomic coordinate,
a linear combination of atomic degrees of freedom, or, most generally, even a curved path in
configurational space. We want to know the rate for the system to pass from the initial to the
final state at a given temperature. Eyring in the early 30s proposed an approach to calculate the
chemical reaction rate on the basis of an activated complex that forms from the reactants and
disassociate to form products [119]. If the activated complex is in equilibrium with the reactants,
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the reaction rate can be expressed as
k = ν · CTS/CIS (2.71)
where CIS is the concentration of the reactants, CTS the concentration of the activated complex,
and νthe associated mean velocity of the reactants to form the activated complex. ν is taken
from the temperature-dependent velocity distribution of classical particles at a temperature T .
The reaction rate is then given by
k =
kBT
h
ZTS
ZIS
exp(−∆E/kBT ) (2.72)
where the ZTS and ZIS are vibrational partition functions for the transition state and the ground
state, respectively, ∆E is the difference in the internal energy of the transition state (ETS) and
for the initial ground state (EIS), and h is Planck’s constant. Using the fact that the vibrational
free energy Gvib = −kBT lnZvib, we can have
k =
kBT
h
exp(−(∆E +∆Gvib)/kBT ) = kBT
h
exp(−∆G/kBT ) (2.73)
We may also use the decomposition
∆G = ∆E − T∆Svib (2.74)
Here Svib is the difference of the system at the saddle point and at the minimum in the vibrational
entropy. The reaction rate can be cast as follow
k = ν⋆ exp(−∆E/kBT ) (2.75)
where ν⋆ = (kBT/h) exp(∆Svib/kB) is called the attempt frequency.
Within the framework of the harmonic approximation [120], the free energy in a periodic structure
at temperature T is given by
G(T ) = E + kBT
∫
q,BZ
3N∑
i=1
ln
{
2 sinh
[
hνi,q
2kBT
]}
wqdq (2.76)
and approximated by :
G(T ) ≃ E + kBT
3N−3∑
i=1
ln
{
2 sinh
[
hνi,q=Γ
2kBT
]}
(2.77)
Where the first and second terms are the static energy and the thermal contributions, respec-
tively. Then the attempt frequency can be written as
ν⋆ =
kT
h
∏3N−3
i=1
[
2 sinh
(
hνISi
2kBT
)]
∏3N−4
i=1
[
2 sinh
(
hνT S
i
2kBT
)] (2.78)
where νISi and ν
TS
i are the vibrational frequencies at the initial ground state and transition state,
respectively. For the high temperature range (hν/2kBT ≤ 1), the attempt frequency reduces to
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the results found by Vineyard [121],
ν⋆ =
∏3N−3
i=1 ν
IS
i∏3N−4
i=1 ν
TS
i
(2.79)
For the low temperature range (hν/2kBT ≥ 1), the attempt frequency is written as
ν⋆ =
kT
h
exp
(∑3N−3
i=1
hνISi
2kBT
)
exp
(∑3N−4
i=1
hνT S
i
2kBT
) = kBT
h
exp(∆Ezp/kBT ) (2.80)
where Ezp is the difference in zero point energies between ground state and transition state. It
must be noted the imaginary frequency of the unstable vibration mode of the activated state
is excluded in Eq. (2.79) and (2.80). The properties of vibrations of the crystalline are usually
obtained by performing phonon calculations by DFT or MD methods.
Chapter 3
Segregation of Hydrogen to
Vacancies in Nickel
3.1 Introduction
The interactions of hydrogen (H) with point defects in metals have been intensively studied in the
past [31]. In Ni, ion implantation [10] was used to study deuterium (D)-vacancy interactions.
This process creates all sorts of point defect-hydrogen clusters at low temperature, the most
stable being vacancy-hydrogen clusters. Ion channeling showed that the preferred H position
in the vacancy is the octahedral site, which enables multiple occupancy. Binding energies were
extracted from thermal desorption data by simulating D release with parametrized diffusion
equations including trapping (see Fig. 3.1). Two characteristic energies were found whose
microscopic signification should be established.
To analyze such experimental data, it has been widely shown in the literature that interstitial
hydrogen atoms can be generally trapped by various types of defects: point defects, voids,
vacancies, solutes, precipitates, dislocations grain boundaries etc. In many systems, the binding
energies of H atoms in vacancies have been calculated ab initio (Fe [35, 122, 123], Al [124, 125],
Mg [125], Ti [126], Nb [127] etc.), but, in Ni, the interpretation of the experiments still rely on
the semi-quantitative Effective Medium Theory [128] and a consensus was not reached yet [11].
We present in this chapter ab initio results that clarify this situation.
Furthermore, Fukai shown [31] that the H atoms could be at the origin of the superabundant
vacancies (SAVs) observed in several metals (Nb, Mn, Ni) and play an important role in the envi-
ronmental degradation of Ni-based alloys. The retarded H diffusion by trapping or the enhanced
substitutional solute transport due to the increase of the vacancy concentration, both phenom-
ena should be understood at the microscopic level at low temperatures where H embrittlement
and PWR-SCC occur, as we will see in the following.
As Ion channeling measurements, the thermal desorption spectroscopy has been used to charac-
terized the trapped states of H atoms on Ni. We reproduce here the thermal desorption spectrum
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Figure 3.1: The experimental release results for 4.1016/cm2 D implanted in single-crystal
Ni at 10 keV compared with the result of the theoretical fit (upper solid curve). The dot-and-
dash and the dashed curves indicate the temperature-dependent population of the two defect
traps with binding enthalpies of 0.24 and 0.43 eV, respectively. The lower solid curve gives
the theoretically expected release curve in the case where no traps are available., from [10].
measured in nickel, see Fig. 3.2, [11, 12]. After heat treatments, three desorption peaks are ob-
served: the lowest-temperature peak (P0) is assigned to H atoms occupying regular interstitial
sites; peaks P1 and P2 are assigned to H atoms trapped by vacancies. From these peaks, three
activation energies have been extracted: 0.41 eV (P0), 0.27+0.41 eV (P1) and 0.42+0.41 eV
(P2), i.e. 0.27 eV binding and 0.42 binding associated to two traps. We will reinterpret these
Figure 3.2: Thermal desorption spectrum of Ni after heat treatment at 950oC, pH=3GPa
for 2 h, from [11, 12].
experimental data using ab initio calculations, to study H atoms in some defects: the regular
sites and in the mono and divacancies.
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We conclude with another experimental observation, which illustrates the existence of SAVs in
nickel. Fukai et al. [13] highlighted by measuring the temporal variation of the lattice parameter
at high temperature and high H pressure, see Fig. 3.3. Two steps have been identified during
experiment: first, a rapid increase of the lattice parameter which is attributed to the (strong)
hydrogenation, and then a contraction, associated to the formation of SAVs. These experimental
Figure 3.3: Lattice parameter changes over a whole run aimed at measuring the temporal
variation at 896oC and p(H2) = 3 GPa[13].
data yielded to evaluate the concentration of vacancy-hydrogen clusters introduced in nickel
during H charging. It is huge: approximately 30 at% [13], a concentration nearly independent of
pressure and temperature as illustrated Fig. 3.4 We will try to show qualitatively the possibility
to form high clusters amount using a multi-scale model.
The chapter is organized as follows: First, the methods (ab initio calculations and Monte Carlo
simulations) are presented. Then, the energies characteristic of H interaction with vacancies are
given and the coherency with experiments is established. In particular, the role of the zero point
energy correction, the H radius of capture around the vacancy, V Hn domain of stability and
the effect of multiple vacancies are investigated. Next, the influence of temperature and bulk
H concentration on the V Hn cluster distribution is obtained by minimization of a free energy
functional based on energies mentioned above (ab initio). The robustness of the functional is
based on a quantitative comparison with Monte Carlo simulations (MC) “on a lattice”, based
on the same energetic model.
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Figure 3.4: Magnitude of the lattice contraction measured at different temperatures and H
pressures (left-hand scale).[13].
3.2 Calculation and Modeling Details
3.2.1 DFT Calculations
Energy calculations concerning the interactions between hydrogen and vacancies, are carried
out by first-principles methods based on DFT [129, 130]. The Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP) [131, 132, 133] is used with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of
the Perdew-Wang (PW 91) form [134] for the electron exchange and correlation functionals. A
plane-wave basis set is employed within the framework of the Blöchl projector-augmented wave
(PAW) method [135] to describe the electron-ion interactions. We find that a cutoff energy of
400 eV (29.4 Ryd) and a dense Monkhorst-Pack mesh [136] (24×24×24 for the primitive cell) are
necessary for a good convergence. All calculations are completely relaxed with respect to internal
coordinates volume and shape (VASP setting ISIF = 3). The equilibrium lattice structure is
determined by minimizing the Hellmann-Feynman force on the atoms and the stress on the unit
cell (RMM-DIIS algorithm, VASP setting IBRION = 1). Forces are minimized down to 0.01
eV/Å. The magnetic moments are taken into account in all calculations. 3×3×3 supercells (108
atoms) is used in this chapter.
Zero point energy (ZPE) corrections are evaluated by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix cor-
responding to the degrees of freedom of hydrogen only (Ni atoms are kept frozen and only H
frequencies have been computed). They are computed using a frozen mode approach, where the
relative displacements are equal to 0.01 on 3×3×3 supercells. The criteria have been validated in
previous works [137, 138]. We have plotted the energy versus the cut-off energy and the k-mesh,
as illustrated Fig. 3.6.
Within these criteria, the ground states properties of fcc nickel (the lattice parameter, the co-
hesive energy and the magnetism are equal to 3.52 Å, 4.89 eV/atom and 0.62 µB , respectively)
agree with the previous DFT calculations [139] and the experimental values [140]. For H2, we
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Figure 3.5: A vacancy in a fcc structure surrounded by the first and second shell of octahedral
sites (6 O1 and 8 O2 sites) and only one, out of 8, T1 tetrahedral interstitial site represented
(white ball).
Figure 3.6: Evolution of the total energy of fcc-Ni versus the cut-off energy (left) and the
number of k-points (right).
obtained a formation energy equal to 4.56 eV (without the vibrational contribution) and an inter-
atomic distance between hydrogens equal to 0.75 Å. These results agree with the experimental
values: 4.52 eV and 0.74 Å[141].
3.2.2 Monte Carlo Model
With computed energetics by DFT, the influence of temperature and bulk hydrogen concentra-
tion on the mean occupancy of the vacancy interstitial sites will be evaluated. Different degrees
of details are retained to calculate the potential energy of the system. First, we consider a lattice
model where H can occupy only the octahedral (O) sites of the fcc Ni and the tetrahedral sites
(T1) inside a single vacancy (Fig. 3.5) placed in a crystal containing N metal sites (N=256, 2048,
16384, 131072 and 1048576). The energy of the configurations is evaluated from the minimum
number of segregation energies and pair interactions between the interstitial sites of the vacancy
(O1, O2, T1, Fig. 3.5), extracted from the energy of relevant configurations, calculated by DFT.
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The average occupancies and equilibrium V Hn fractions are calculated analytically using Mean
Field equations, validated by Equilibrium Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in the Canonical En-
semble. These simulations are done “on a lattice” (i.e., by proposing only lattice site changes to
the H atoms) using the same energetic model.
The absolute vacancy concentration is obtained by the same equations in the Grand Canonical
Ensemble.
3.3 Segregation of hydrogen to a single vacancy
3.3.1 Preliminary Calculations
In this section, we briefly present the main properties of the defects that are used, later on,
to trap an H atom (vacancies and self-interstitial). H in solution, in the perfect bulk, is also
reviewed.
3.3.1.1 Monovacancy
First, the monovacancy is studied using DFT. The formation enthalpy of a monovacancy (Hf1v)
is calculated. As the supercell is relaxed (the pressure on the supercell is equal to zero), the
formation enthalpy is equal to the formation energy (Ef1v) in our approach. The E
f
1v values were
calculated as follows:
Ef1v = Eo[(N − 1) ·Ni,Ωv]−
N − 1
N
Eo[N ·Ni,Ωo] (3.1)
where Eo[(N − 1) ·Ni,Ωv] and Eo[N ·Ni,Ωo] correspond to the internal energy of the relaxed
supercell of a system with a monovacancy and without any vacancy (i.e., N Ni atoms). The
formation volume (Ωf1v) of the defect is given by:
Ωf1v =
V [(N − 1) ·Ni]− (N − 1) · Vat[Ni]
Vat[Ni]
(3.2)
where Vat[Ni] is the atomic volume of nickel in the fcc-structure (V [N.Ni]/N). Table 3.1 shows
the results, in agreement with the theoretical literature [142]. DFT-GGA simulations without
surface effects [143] underestimate the formation energies (approximately 1.7 eV [144, 145]). But
the calculated formation volume, is in agreement with those reported in the literature.
Table 3.1: Formation energies (Ef1v, in eV) and volumes of formation (Ω
f
1v, in atomic volume)
of the single vacancy.
Ef1v Ω
f
1v
Our work 1.40 0.76
Computed values 1.45/1.70 [146, 147] 0.82-0.97 [142]
Experimental values 1.70[144, 145]/1.79[148]
The elastic field, induced by the vacancy, has been analyzed using the procedure proposed by
Simonelli [149] to calculate the Kanzaki forces from the displacements at the point-defect core.
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Fig. 3.7 shows this force field. The forces around the vacancy decrease and become negligible
at 5 Å, which implies that in maximum up to the three first shells of octahedral sites feel the
vacancy, as will be confirmed by the calculation of the H segregation energies in the next section.
It is also noted that the force field is oriented away from the vacancy, which means that the
interstitial sites are in traction (the forces are generated by the insertion of a particle in the
vacancy). The stress induced by the single vacancy should attract the small interstitials as H or
O atoms, for example. The effect of this radius of capture on H diffusion will be shown in the
next chapter.
Figure 3.7: Projected force field obtained when, after relaxation, the atom is put back
into the vacancy (an arrow length of 1 represents 0.5 eV/Å). The vacancy is located at (0,0).
Triangles and circles represent {200} planes. Arrows represent the forces on atoms, their
lengths are proportional to the norm of the strengths.
3.3.1.2 Hydrogen in solution
To compute the solubility of the H atoms in nickel, a set of different equations for the solubility
(insertion) energies -Es (Ei)- are used, according to the site studied:
Es/i[H] = Eo[N ·Ni+H]− Eo[N ·Ni]− µoref/at[H] (3.3)
for the tetrahedral (T) and the octahedral (O) sites, and
Es/i[H] = Eo[(N − 1) ·Ni+H]−
N − 1
N
· Eo[N ·Ni]− µoref/at[H] (3.4)
for the substitutional site. µoat[H] corresponds to the H atomic chemical potential, and µ
o
ref [H]
one half of the H2 energy. Eo[N ·Ni] corresponds to the energy of the perfect bulk, and Eo[(N −
1) · Ni +H] and Eo[N · Ni +H] are the energies of the system with an H atom and with and
without vacancy, respectively.
Table 3.2 shows the results for one H atom in nickel. As mentioned by Wimmer et al. [15], and
in agreement with experimental observations [31], the H atoms are located preferentially in the
octahedral sites. We obtain solution enthalpy values (including the zero point energy) of 100
and 411 meV for the O and T sites, respectively.
The difference in energy between an H atom in substitution, i.e., positioned exactly at the center
of a vacancy, the “S site”, and in an octahedral site (O site) confirms that the H atoms prefer
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to be located at the later position. Furthermore, the O site is approximately 0.22 eV lower in
energy than the tetrahedral site (T site).
Table 3.2: Insertion (Ei[H], in units of eV) and solubility (Es[H], in units of eV) energies, H
frequencies (ω, in cm−1) and zero-point energies (ZPE, in meV) of the H atom in fcc nickel.
∆E corresponds to Es[Xsite]− Es[Osite].
site Ei[H] Es[H] ω ZPE ∆E
O -2.192 0.088 791 150 0
T -1.970 0.311 1285 238 0.222
S -0.219 2.062 < 0 - 1.974
Then, the H frequencies and therefore the zero-point energy (ZPE) (using
∑
i ~ωi/2 at 0 K)
are computed. We obtain one frequency, three times degenerated, equal to 791 cm−1 (i.e.,
approximately 100 meV) for the O site, and one frequency, three times degenerated, equal to
1285 cm−1 (approximately 159 meV) for the T site. The ZPE correction (
∑
hν/2)is therefore
low: approximately 150 and 238 meV for the O and the T sites, respectively. When we take
into account the ZPE of the H2 molecule (one vibration, equal to 538 meV = 4351 cm−1, i.e.,
the ZPE is equal to 134 meV, in excellent with experimental values [141]) the correction of the
formation energy is low: approximately 12 and 100 meV for O and T sites, respectively.
In the case where H is located at the center of the vacancy, we obtain three imaginary frequencies,
which indicates that the configuration is not stable: the H atom prefers to move either towards
the octahedral site or the tetrahedral site in the vacancy, as we will see below.
3.3.2 Interactions between hydrogen and a single vacancy
We now present the interactions between hydrogen atoms and a single vacancy. The vacancy in
fcc structures can be viewed as a dodecahedra (see Fig. 3.8): it is bounded by 6 squares and 8
triangles. The tetrahedral sites (which are in the first nearest position of the vacancy, labeled
“T1”) in the vacancy are located near the triangles (there is only three first nearest neighboring
atoms), whereas the octahedral sites (in the first nearest position of the vacancy, labeled “O1”)
are in the cube bounded by the squares (4 Ni atoms). These sites correspond to segregation
positions.
Figure 3.8: Schematic of the dodecahedra around the vacancy (in rose).
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3.3.2.1 V1H1 energetics
The interaction between one hydrogen and one vacancy (the simplest cluster) are investigated.
The different configurations are shown in Fig. 3.9: O1 (a), T1 (b) and around the vacancy
(labeled c-k). This examination allows for the analysis of H-vacancy interaction based on the
H-vacancy distance. Two supercells are used: 3×3×3 and 5×3×3 supercells to reduce the effects
of periodic boundaries.
Figure 3.9: Schematic of the different positions of the H atoms inside and in the vicinity
of the single vacancy: On top, the 5×3×3 supercell and, at the bottom, the 3×3×3 supercell.
The position of the vacancy is colored in blue. Labels correspond to the letters used in Table
3.3.
We used the following set of equations for computing different quantities: the formation energy
(Ef ), defined as in Eq. 3.4 by
Ef = Eo[(N − 1) ·Ni+m ·H]− N − 1
N
.Eo[N ·Ni]− m
2
Eo[H2] (3.5)
the mean segregation energy (〈E〉)
〈E〉 = (Eo[(N−1)·Ni+m·H]−Eo[(N−1)·Ni])/m−(Eo[N ·Ni+Hocta]−Eo[(N−1)·Ni]) (3.6)
where the reference state (Eo[N · Ni + Hocta]) is the energy of the supercell with one H atom
in the O site. 〈E〉 corresponds to the mean segregation energy according to the octahedral site
in the bulk (without a vacancy). A negative value represents the energy gain (per H atom)
when m hydrogens are trapped in a single vacancy relative to being dispersed at m independent
octahedral sites. Finally, the segregation energy (Eseg) is calculated by:
Eseg = (Eo[(N−1)·Ni+m.H]+Eo[N ·Ni])−Eo[(N−1)·Ni+(m−1)·H]−Eo[N ·Ni+Hocta]) (3.7)
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When m = 1, we have Eseg = 〈E〉, and when m > 1, the segregation energy depends on the (n−
1)th configuration, obtained by removing one H from the V1Hm cluster (several configurations
are possible). Table 3.3 shows these energies according to the hydrogen-vacancy distance.
Table 3.3: Formation (Ef , in units of eV, without ZPE) and segregation energies (Eseg, in
units of eV) of V1H1 cluster according to the distance between the H atom and the vacancy.
We give the vacancy-hydrogen distances and the site where the H atom is located. Notation:
V = vacancy, T = tetrahedral site and O =octahedral site, see Fig. 3.9.
d(H-V) site Ef Eseg
0 V 2.062 +0.594
1.137 T=T1 (b) 1.223 -0.245
1.546 O=O1 (a) 1.209 -0.259
2.890 T (d) 1.677 0.209
3.008 O=O2 (c) 1.421 -0.048
3.780 T (g) 1.674 0.205
3.920 O (h,f) 1.465 -0.003
5.272 O (e) 1.506 0.038
6.290 T (i) 1.698 0.228
7.260 O (j) 1.454 -0.016
8.027 T (k) 1.692 0.222
As suggested by the results presented above, the H atom inside the vacancy is not located at
its center. The vacancy is restored (builds an H-V “cluster”), which significantly decreases the
energy of the system by approximately 0.8 eV: trapping an H atom is therefore energetically more
favorable than having two isolated defects. The preferred site is, as in the bulk, the octahedral
site “in” the vacancy (O1 position, with a formation energy equal to approximately to 1.2 eV).
However, the difference in energy between the tetrahedral site (T1 configuration) and the O1
position is small, approximately 15 meV, much lower than in the bulk (∆(O − T ) = 220 meV).
The optimized positions of the H atom in T1 and O1 are not exactly located in the ideal octa-
hedral and the tetrahedral position; there is a slightly offset for both the O1 and T1 toward the
vacant site. The ideal position is located at 1.52 (i.e.,
√
3/4ao) and 1.76 Å (ao/2) for the the T1
and O1 site from the vacancy, respectively. We obtain H-vacancy distances of 1.14 and 1.55 Å,
respectively. The “restored vacancy” attracts the H atom, i.e., H atom moves 0.38 and 0.21 Å.
One can also note that the H-V interaction rapidly decrease as the distance between H and
the vacancy increases (see Fig. 3.10). The interaction at the third shell of the octahedral and
tetrahedral sites is rather small. And beyond this shell, the interaction is close to zero. This
configuration corresponds to the range of the interactions observed for the vacancy above (using
the Kanzaki’s forces). We also note that the segregation energy of the next nearest configuration
(the octahedral site, labeled O2) is negative (-0.05 eV). This segregation energy, in addition
to O1-O2 attractive interactions, acts like a seed for hydride precipitation at high hydrogen
concentration.
Finally, the vibrational correction of the T1 and O1 configurations are computed using the same
approach as in the bulk. We obtained, respectively, three non equivalent frequencies: 109, 106
and 132 meV (i.e., 878, 857 and 1067 cm−1) and 105, 104 and 63 meV (848, 845 and 509 cm−1).
These values should be compared to the interstitial frequencies: 1285 and 790 cm−1. The ZPE
for each configuration is then low: 136 and 173 meV for the O1 and T1, respectively. The ZPE
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of the formation (top) and segregation (bottom) energy according to
the distance between the H atom and the vacancy.
does not destabilize significantly the T1 relative to the O1. The two highest frequencies at O1
correspond to the eigenvectors perpendicular to the “H-vacancy” bond. Through the vacancy,
the frequencies are lower.
In summary, the segregation energies (including the ZPE correction) are -0.273 eV on the O1
site, -0.222 eV on the T1 site and -0.05 eV on the O2 site. And we may think O2 site as the
bound of the vacancy. EMT[128] predicted a binding energy of -0.4 eV, much stronger than that
yielded by DFT, in the dilute limit and an increase up to -0.2 eV due to H-H repulsion inside
the vacancy. In the following section, we investigate H-H interactions.
3.3.2.2 V1Hm (m≤6 octa, m≤8 tetra) energetics
We increase the number of H atoms in the vacancy. Because the segregation energies in the
octahedral and the tetrahedral positions are similar, both sites are considered. For each H
content m, we consider only the non equivalent configurations. Each of these configurations is
degenerated. It is possible to place the m H atoms in p equivalent sites: m!(p−m)!p! possibilities
where p=6 for O1 and =8 for T1. We identified the non equivalent configurations. Fig. 3.11
shows H positions in octahedral and tetrahedral positions in the vacancy. Numbers correspond
to the H positions used to describe the different configuration listed in Tab. 3.4. Alternative
Figure 3.11: Schematic of the optimized VH6 configurations (left), and VH6 (right), the H
atoms are in the tetrahedral and octahedral sites, respectively. The smallest ball are the H
atoms.
configurations are also considered (not reported in the table), where an H atom is placed at
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the vacancy center in addition to m preexisting H at the O1 positions. In these cases, after
relaxation, the H atom in the vacancy moves toward either an O1 or a T1 site, which confirms
that the substitutional site is never stable, regardless of the H content. We list the results in
Table 3.4: Degeneracy, formation, mean segregation and segregation and formation energies
(in eV) and magnetic moment (µB , in Bohr’s unit) of the V1Hm clusters. For the segregation
energy, the number of the H atom removed is given in brackets.
m sites deg config. Ef 〈E〉 Eseg µB
0 - - 1.380 - - 65.0
1 O1 6 1 1.209 -0.259 -0.259 (1) 64.3
T1 8 1 1.223 -0.245 -0.245 (1) 63.3
2 O1 12 1,2 1.046 -0.255 -0.251 (2) 63.9
3 1,6 1.013 -0.272 -0.285 (6) 63.8
T1 12 1,2 1.285 -0.136 -0.027 (2) 63.6
12 1,7 1.129 -0.214 -0.182 (7) 63.6
4 1,8 1.085 -0.236 -0.226 (8) 63.6
3 O1 12 1,2,6 0.865 -0.260 -0.269 (6) -0.236 (2) 62.8
8 1,2,4 0.937 -0.236 -0.198 (4) 63.0
T1 24 1,2,3 1.338 -0.102 -0.035 (3) +0.121 (2) 62.9
24 1,2,8 1.202 -0.148 -0.171 (8) -0.015 (1) +0.029 (8) 62.9
8 1,4,6 1.069 -0.192 -0.148 (6) 62.9
4 O1 3 1,2,3,4 0.703 -0.257 -0.250 (4) -0.322 (3) 62.5
12 1,2,3,6 0.714 -0.255 -0.239 (3) 62.5
T1 2 1,4,6,7 1.004 -0.182 -0.153 (7) 62.3
6 1,2,3,4 1.489 -0.061 +0.063 (3) 62.3
24 1,2,3,8 1.251 -0.121 -0.176 (8) -0.040 (3) +0.093 (1) 62.3
24 1,2,4,8 1.370 -0.091 -0.057 (8) +0.079 (4) 62.3
8 1,2,3,5 1.335 -0.100 -0.092 (5) +0.177 (1) 62.3
6 1,2,7,8 1.247 -0.121 -0.043 (7) 62.3
5 O1 6 1,2,3,4,5 0.572 -0.250 -0.219 (5) -0.230 (1) 61.8
T1 24 1,2,3,4,5 1.472 -0.070 -0.109 (5) +0.014 (3) +0.049 (4) 61.6
24 1,3,4,5,6 1.393 -0.086 -0.065 (6) +0.054 (5) +0.057 (1) 61.6
8 1,2,3,5,8 1.261 -0.112 -0.162 (8) -0.077 (2) +0.169 (1) 61.6
6 O1 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 0.334 -0.263 -0.327 (6) 61.5
T1 12 1,2,3,4,5,6 1.547 -0.060 -0.013 (6) +0.066 (2) 60.9
12 1,2,3,4,5,8 1.462 -0.074 -0.098 (8) -0.018 (3) +0.113 (4) 60.9
8 1,3,4,5,6,8 1.518 -0.065 +0.037 (8) 60.9
7 T1 8 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 1.597 -0.057 -0.038 (7) -0.009 (1) +0.047 (3) 60.2
8 T1 1 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 1.782 -0.038 +0.096 (8) 59.4
Table 3.4. In addition to the energetic values, we give the magnetic moment (µB) according
to the number of H atoms in the cluster. The magnetism decreases slightly as the number of
H atoms increases. The segregation energy itself is a bit more configuration dependent than
the average segregation energy, but the essential message is that O1-O1 interactions are weak,
contrary to the the EMT predictions.
Our main result is that a single vacancy can trap up to six H atoms in octahedral position. The
average segregation energy is nearly constant, independent of the number of H atoms in the
vacancy. From a configurational point of view, it is obtained that the final configurations are
nearly symmetric. As the number of hydrogen increases, the H atoms are pushed toward the
square Ni face, i.e., the ideal octahedral positions. This effect suggests that the H atoms repel
one another. The mean distances between nearest H atoms are approximately 2.40-2.55 Å, much
greater than in the diatomic H2 configuration.
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3.3.2.3 V1Hm (m > 6 octa) energetics
We increase further the number of segregated H atoms. All the octahedral sites in the vacancy
are filled and H atoms are progressively added either at T1 positions or at O2 positions. To
simplify, we only consider one configuration for each m, where m is greater than 7. We suppose
that the interactions between the H atoms in O2 or T1 are negligible (the distance between two
H atoms in O2 positions are large). The energies are given in Tab. 3.5. Figs. 3.12 shows the
final results regarding the segregation energy according to the number of H atoms.
Table 3.5: Segregation and formation energy (in eV) of the V1Hm according to the number
of H atoms in the cluster.
m config. Ef 〈E〉 Eseg m config. Ef 〈E〉 Eseg
7 OO 0.322 -0.239 -0.100 11 OO 0.235 -0.192 -0.115
OT 0.815 -0.169 +0.393 OT 2.553 0.018 +0.086
8 OO 0.308 -0.222 -0.102 12 OO 0.214 -0.185 -0.109
OT 1.273 -0.102 +0.370 13 OO 0.205 -0.179 -0.098
9 OO 0.281 -0.210 -0.115 14 OO 0.370 -0.160 -0.091
OT 1.738 -0.048 +0.376
10 OO 0.264 -0.200 -0.105
OT 2.346 0.008 +0.382
Figure 3.12: Mean segregation (〈E〉) energies (left) and segregation (Eseg) energies (right)
according to the number of H atoms in a vacancy. Squares and stars represent octahedral and
tetrahedral configurations, respectively.
The segregation energy is always negative and increases slowly. The segregation energy of the
tetrahedral sites is always found strongly positive, indicating that the vacancy is saturated when
octahedral sites are completely filled. In contrast, at the O2 sites, the segregation energy of H
atoms is always negative, approximately -0.10 eV, showing that this site could be considered as
a trap at low temperature and high concentration.
These results show that the vacancy can be considered as a trap composed of 6 O1 sites, and 8
additional sites (O2) around the vacancy. These observation can be correlated to the results of
the Kanzaki forces, where the O2 sites appear to be in tension.
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3.3.3 Introduction to V2Hm clusters : the case of V2H1
To conclude DFT results, we explored the capacity of larger vacancy clusters to trap H atoms.
To this end, we consider: 1NN and 2NN divacancies and restrict us to V2H1 clusters.
We proceed in the same manner as in the previous section. Tetrahedral and octahedral positions
in and around the divacancies are considered. The optimized positions are illustrated in Fig.
3.13 and 3.14 for 1NN and 2NN divacancies respectively.
Figure 3.13: Schematic of the different hydrogen positions around a divacancy (1NN).
Figure 3.14: Schematic of the different hydrogen positions around a divacancy (2NN).
Table 3.6 show the final values. To compute the segregation energy of H atoms on 1NN (2NN),
we used the energy of the empty 1NN (2NN) energy as reference. Numbers correspond to the
position of the H atoms around the divacancy as reported on Fig. 3.13 and 3.14. In the case of
2NN vacancies, the 7th configuration relaxes toward the first configuration, where the H atom
is between the two vacancies.
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Table 3.6: Formation and segregation (here 〈E〉 = Eseg) energies of one H atom in 1NN.
Energies are presented in units of eV. For hydrogen in octahedral sites (1NN), the case 1=2,
14=7, and 15=5.
site Ef Eseg Ef Eseg site Ef Eseg
in 1NN in 2NN
O sites T sites
- 2.74 - - - - - 2.84 -
1 2.705 -0.098 2.552 -0.252 1=7 O 2.420 -0.487
2 2.570 -0.233 2=6 O 2.660 -0.246
3 2.739 -0.064 2.525 -0.278 3 O 2.853 -0.053
4 2.497 -0.306 3.001 0.198 4 O 2.877 -0.029
5 2.398 -0.405 3.032 0.229 5 O 2.659 -0.247
6 2.776 -0.028 3.033 0.230 8 T 2.638 -0.268
7 2.558 -0.245 3.037 0.233 9 T 2.706 -0.201
8 2.770 -0.033 3.033 0.230
9 2.827 0.024 3.041 0.238
10 2.794 -0.009 3.009 0.206
11 2.810 0.006 3.030 0.226
12 2.807 0.004 2.988 0.185
13 2.819 0.016 2.970 0.167
14 3.056 0.331
15 3.010 0.206
16 3.029 0.226
17 3.024 0.221
18 3.019 0.216
The segregation energy is optimal inside the divacancy: configurations 4, 5 and 7 for the 1NN,
and 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9 for the 2NN. Essentially, the trapping is similar to that in the case of a single
vacancy; except at some remarkable configurations where it is greatly enhanced: the segregation
energy in 1NN can be as low as -0.41 eV, and between vacancies (configuration 1) for 2NN, -0.487
eV.
These results are in excellent agreement with the thermal desorption data [10] presented in the
introduction, which indicate three segregation energy ranges: two centered at -0.24/-0.27 eV and
another close to -0.43 eV.We can now reinterpret experiment data. Our results suggest that the
first value is characteristic of trapping to single vacancies, whereas the second one represents
clusters involving more vacancies, as initially proposed by the authors of [10]. It is important to
note that, unfortunately, the EAM potential [150], which works well for the segregation to the
single vacancy, can-not capture these new features (∆Eseg is always close to -0.22 eV). Therefore,
it is difficult to use the EAM to track the interesting configurations with more than one vacancy.
We are now going to investigate the influence of temperature and H concentration on the occu-
pancy of these different sites, and the distribution and concentration of H-vacancy clusters.
3.4 Stability of Vacancy-Hydrogen Clusters
We now study and predict the distribution of the V1Hm as function of thermodynamic parame-
ters. The conditions studied are limited to two temperatures (low: 300 K, and high: 600 K) and
a range of H bulk concentrations between 1ppm and 2000ppm. These ranges cover conditions
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interesting for applications: the electrochemical charging conditions at room temperature and
the pressurized water conditions in nuclear reactors.
3.4.1 Simplified energetic model of V1Hm
From the previous studies, we know that for one trapped hydrogen (m = 1) in the monovacancy,
the segregation energies (including the ZPE correction) are equal to -0.273 eV on the O1 site,
-0.222 eV on the T1 site and -0.05 eV on the O2 site. For m > 1, the segregation energies
are configuration dependent as a result of H-H pair interaction, which can be cleared by the
energetics of V1Hm for m >1.
From the Tab. 3.4, we found that the average segregation energies (〈E〉) are almost constant for
clusters containing occupied O1 sites. Therefore, as an approximation, the interaction between
O1 sites (ǫO1O1) is neglected in the lattice model, i.e., ǫO1O1 is set to zero. We are interested
in the distribution of vacancy-H clusters, which is obtained from their formation energy, and
making the simplification of taking a constant segregation energy, we make only a small error
on the formation energy (in between 0.003 and 0.078eV).
Next, interaction between T1 sites (εT1T1) can also be extracted from the energy of a V H2 cluster
with T1-T1 first neighbor interactions. The segregation energy is -0.245 eV for the first H and
-0.026 eV for the second. By definition, εT1T1 is the difference between these energies, that gives
+0.22 eV. In a similar way, εO1T1 can be extracted from the value of the segregation energy
when a second H atoms is brought from the bulk on an T1 site in first neighbor position of an
occupied O1 site (-0.012 eV). Knowing that ∆E
seg
O1
is -0.259 eV (without ZPE) gives εO1T1 equals
to +0.247 eV. There is a configuration dependence, but without consequences. It is therefore
ignored.
So far, only interstitial sites inside the vacancy have been considered. It will be shown below
that due to the slightly lower segregation energy on O1 compared to T1 and the strong repulsion
between them, only O1 sites are occupied away from the dilute limit. Therefore, when all O1
sites are saturated (V H6 configuration), the only way to enrich the cluster further is by filling
O2 sites. The corresponding segregation energies are given in Tab. 3.5. The pair interaction
εO1O2 is defined in this case by:
∆Eseg = ∆EsegO2 + 3εO1O2 (3.8)
(there is three O1 sites near a O2 site) and is shown in Tab. 3.7, as a function of the number of
occupied O2 sites. O2 sites are considered sufficiently far apart to have negligible interactions.
Therefore, the values are not configuration dependent. εO1O2 in Tab. 3.7 is almost constant and
is approximated by -0.05/3 eV.
Finally, a simple atomic picture emerges from these results: segregation on T1 and O1 is strong,
with a slight preference for O1 (∆E
seg
O1
= −0.273eV ), and moderate on O2 (∆EsegO2 = −0.05eV ).
There is almost no interaction in between O1 sites and a strong, short range, repulsion between
O1 and T1 and in between T1 sites in first neighbor position. In the next sections, we go further
by predicting, from the DFT segregation energies and H-H pair interactions, the stability of the
hydrogen-vacancy clusters as a function of T and CH .
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Table 3.7: Segregation energy (∆Eseg in eV), for the bringing a H from a bulk site on a O2
position in the V Hn−1 configuration.
V Hn ∆Eseg 3× εO1O2
V H7 -0.1 -0.05
V H8 -0.102 -0.052
V H9 -0.115 -0.065
V H10 -0.105 -0.055
V H11 -0.117 -0.067
V H12 -0.109 -0.059
V H13 -0.097 -0.047
V H14 -0.092 -0.042
3.4.2 Thermodynamics of Vacancy-Hydrogen Clusters
We now calculate the equilibrium distribution of the V Hn clusters as a function of thermody-
namic conditions from the parameters obtained in the previous section: ∆EsegO1 , ∆E
seg
O2
, ∆EsegT1 ,
εT1T1 , εO1O1 and εO1O2 . Two situations are considered: an “out-of-equilibrium” vacancy embed-
ded in a homogeneous hydrogen field or the full equilibrium where the system can modify its
vacancy content, in the presence of hydrogen.
3.4.2.1 “Out-of-equilibrium” approach
In this first case, we parametrize a free energy functional only by the mean occupancies of the in-
terstitial sites in the system. The mean potential energy, in the Bragg-Williams approximation[151],
as a function of the mean site occupancies CO1 , CT1 , CO2 and COb is giving by
U(CO1 , CT1 , CO2 , COb) =U0+
6[CO1∆E
seg
O1
+ 4CO1CT1εO1T1/2 + 4CO1CO2εO1O2/2]+
8[CT1∆E
seg
T1
+ 3CT1CO1εO1T1/2 + 3CT1CT1εT1T1 ]+
8[CO2∆E
seg
O2
+ 3CO1CO2εO1O2/2] (3.9)
The integers 6, 8 and 8 in Eq. 3.9 are the numbers of geometrically equivalent sites (O1, T1
and O2 respectively) and U0 is a configuration independent energy. Then, by adding the ideal
configurational entropy and lifting the constraint of a fixed total number of hydrogen atom (nH)
by introducing the chemical potential (µH), the free energy functional is:
F(N−1,nH ,V,T )(CO1 , CT1 , CO2 , COb) =U(CO1 , CT1 , CO2 , COb)
+ kBT [6(CO1 ln(CO1) + (1− CO1) ln(1− CO1))
+ 8(CT1 ln(CT1) + (1− CT1) ln(1− CT1))
+ 8(CO2 ln(CO2) + (1− CO2) ln(1− CO2))
+ (N − 6− 8)(COb ln(COb) + (1− COb) ln(1− COb))]
− µH(6CO1 + 8CT1 + 8CO2 + (N − 6− 8)COb) + µHnH
(3.10)
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where N is the number of fcc sites in the system. Minimizing the functional (∂F/∂COi = 0)
gives the segregation equations:
COb
1− COb
= eµH/kBT (3.11)
CO1
1− CO1
= e
−(∆Eseg
O1
+4CT1εO1T1−µH)/kBT (3.12)
CT1
1− CT1
= e
−(∆Eseg
T1
+3CO1εO1T1+3CT1εT1T1−µH)/kBT (3.13)
CO2
1− CO2
= e
−(∆Eseg
O2
+3CO1εO1O2−µH)/kBT (3.14)
Fig. 3.15 show the numerical solution of these equations at T=300 K and 600 K respectively. It
Figure 3.15: Variation of the vacancy site occupancies as a function of the bulk H content
COb (Cmobilehydrogen) at T=300 K (left) and 600K (right), obtained by the Mean Field equations
(mf) and by Monte Carlo simulations (mc) using the energetic model from DFT.
can be noticed that even if O1 and T1 have similar segregation energies (with a small preference
for O1), only the O1 site is occupied, due to the strong O1-T1 repulsion. Monte Carlo simulations,
on the lattice, show that this effect is overestimated by the mean field treatment (especially at
low temperature). Indeed, if no more than one O1 is occupied, it is possible to put a second
hydrogen on a T1 site without interactions between them if they are far apart. The mean field
approach, by averaging the concentration over all geometrically equivalent O1 sites, ignores this
possibility. Nevertheless, the occupancy of T1 is always smaller than 0.02 and only at low Cbulk
(below 100 ppm at 300 K). This is coherent with ion channeling experiments which report only
O1 occupation [10]. The detail of the fraction of the different cluster species is given in Fig.
3.16, from Monte Carlo simulations and analytical equations 3.16. The agreement is excellent
and not straightforward since O2 sites had to be considered to achieve a quantitative agreement
at high temperature and high H concentration. At low temperature, V H6 can be formed at low
H concentrations (below 100 ppm) and at 1000 ppm more than 80% of vacancies are saturated
with H. This shows that vacancy diffusion crucially depends on H in these conditions typical
of H embrittlement of Ni [37, 8]. On the contrary, at T=600 K, free vacancies still represent a
significant fraction of the clusters (Fig. 3.16), which means that vacancy diffusion should not be
affected so much, at least below 1000 ppm H concentration in the bulk.
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At high concentrations and low temperature (Fig. 3.15), the occupancy of sites O2 takes off
which is a sign of a precursor of a "local hydride". This occurs when O1 is almost saturated,
therefore segregation on O2 is enhanced by εO1O2 and ∆E
O2
seg equals -0.1 eV instead of -0.05 eV in
the dilute limit. Nevertheless, saturation is far from being reached, even at 1% H (see Fig. 3.15).
3.4.2.2 “Full equilibrium” approach
We now consider that the system can adjust the number of vacancies easily. Following Ref. [125],
we rewrite the free energy functional as a function of all possible V Hn clusters. In the (µH , µM , V, T )
ensemble, the grand potential is now, in the dilute limit:
Ω =MEM + 〈NV 〉(Ef1v − µM )
+ 〈NV H1〉
(
Ef1v − µM +∆EsegO1
)
+ · · ·
+ 〈NV Hk〉
(
Ef1v − µM +
k∑
i=1
(∆Esegi +
∑
j
εij/2)
)
−NµM + ntotH EH − ntotH µH − TS (3.15)
where Ef1v is the vacancy formation energy; EM is the potential energy per atom of the perfect
crystal; µM is the chemical potential of the metal, which is approximately equal to EM ; ∆E
seg
i
is the H segregation energy on site i, in the dilute limit; εij is the effective H pair interaction
between sites i and j. M is the number of metal sites in the crystal. 〈NV Hk〉 is the average number
of V Hk clusters in the crystal. Note that this is a generic cluster and that every distribution of
H among the interstitial sites of the vacancy leads to a different term in the equation at that
point. S is the ideal configurational entropy. EH is the energy required to embed an H atom in
the crystal, in the dilute limit. ntotH is the total number of H in the system, which is the sum of
all the H in the various clusters and on the bulk sites. Minimizing the free energy with respect
to all cluster concentrations gives the following expressions:
Cbulk
1− Cbulk = e
−µ∗/kBT
CV = e
−Ef
1v
/kBT
CV Hk = nV Hke
−(Ef
1v
+
∑
k
i=1
(∆Eiseg+
∑
j
εij/2)+kµ
∗)/kBT (3.16)
where µ∗ = EH − µH ; Cbulk is the H concentration on bulk octahedral sites that correspond
to µ∗; CV Hk is the concentration of clusters of type V Hk and nV Hk is the number of different
clusters that can be built by permutation of the H on the lattice sites, still having the same
formation energy. All energy parameters are the same as above. The vacancy formation energy
Ef is taken as 1.79 eV, from the experimental value obtained by positron annihilation [148]. In
Ni, there is a large discrepancy in this quantity depending on the technique used, with values as
low as 1.4 eV [152]. As a consequence, we will also consider that the formation energy can be
much lower than 1.79 eV at the temperatures we consider. For each k value of Eq. 3.16, only the
clusters that have the lowest formation energy are considered, i.e., those that have no repulsive
H pair interactions. The detail of all the configurations considered is given in Tab. 3.8. These
energies in Tab. 3.8 are approximate values calculated from the average segregation energies
and the pair interaction energies because they were shown to be weakly configuration dependent
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and therefore, in cluster’s formation energies are accurately reproduced but the configuration
dependence is neglected. This approximation enables the comparison with the Monte Carlo
simulations on the rigid lattice, which, in return, confirms that the proper clusters are selected
for the model. Furthermore, the V Hn concentrations given can be used to calculate the solute
excess at vacancies and, from this, the free energy of formation of the defects, as a function of
the H chemical potential. The decrease of this free energy with the H chemical potential follows
what is given in Fig. 1 of reference [153]. The model we present is therefore fully coherent with
the thermodynamic approach based on the defactant concept.
Table 3.8: The number of hydrogen involved in the cluster (k), the cluster configuration,
the corresponding formation energy (EV Hkf in eV) and the number of variants (nV Hk ) are
presented.
k configuration EV Hkf nV Hk
0 1.790 1
1 O1 1.517 6
1 T1 1.568 8
2 2O1 1.244 15
2 O1T1 1.295 24
2 2T1 1.346 16
2 O1T1 1.542 24
3 3O1 0.971 20
3 2O1T1 1.022 24
3 O12T1 1.073 12
3 3T1 1.344 8
4 4O1 0.698 15
4 3O1T1 0.749 8
5 4O1O2 0.598 120
6 4O12O2 0.498 420
7 4O13O2 0.398 840
5 5O1 0.425 6
6 5O1O2 0.325 48
7 5O12O2 0.225 168
8 5O13O2 0.125 336
6 6O1 0.152 1
7 6O1O2 0.052 8
8 6O12O2 -0.048 28
9 6O13O2 -0.148 56
10 6O14O2 -0.248 70
11 6O15O2 -0.348 56
12 6O16O2 -0.448 28
13 6O17O2 -0.548 8
14 6O18O2 -0.648 1
The distribution of clusters obtained by Monte Carlo simulations is quantitatively reproduced
by the model, at low temperature, by considering only O1 and T1 sites (Fig. 3.16). At high
temperatures (Fig. 3.16) and high H content, in our case at T=600 K and beyond 1000 ppm, one
also has to include the configurations involving site O2. Otherwise, the model underestimates
V H4, V H5 and V H6 by up to a factor 2. The variation of the equilibrium cluster concentration
and the total vacancy enrichment are shown on Fig. 3.17. To highlight the surge in concentration
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Figure 3.16: Distribution of V Hn clusters at T=300 K (left) and 600K (right). Symbols
correspond to Monte Carlo simulations and lines correspond to equations 3.16.
due to the presence of H, the thermal vacancy concentration in the absence of H is added to
every cluster concentration. As a result, an absence of clusters is represented by a horizontal
line on the log-log plot and a deviation from the horizontal means an enrichment. At T=300 K
(Fig. 3.16 and 3.17), V H1 begins to increase at about 0.1 ppm, while V H6 are formed beyond
20 ppm. V Hn, n < 6, are the dominant species up to 100 ppm. Looking at the absolute
equilibrium concentration of vacancies, the enrichment is large. For example, it is about 10
orders of magnitude with respect to the thermal vacancy concentration in the pure system at
300 K and 1000 ppm. Nevertheless, the total concentration of H-vacancy clusters is small, of
the order of 10−20. The total amount of hydrogen trapped is negligible. At 600 K (Fig. 3.17),
the effect is even smaller. Taking the lower limit for the formation energy of the vacancy, 1.4
eV [152], which is also the result of the ab initio calculation with the approximations chosen here,
shifts the concentrations upward by a factor 3 × 106 at 300 K and 2000 at 600 K, which does
not change the message: The low equilibrium concentrations highlight the importance of out-
of-equilibrium vacancies (studied above) in these thermodynamic conditions and the locations
where the vacancy formation energy is low, e.g. GBs.
Figure 3.17: Variation of the cluster concentration (added to the thermal vacancy concen-
tration) at T=300 K (left) and 600K (right).
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Finally, we give simulations at T=1200 K (see Fig. 3.18). Qualitatively, we found that concen-
trations of vacancies beyond 1% can be obtained but for very high H concentrations (beyond
1%), which seems coherent with the observations of Fukai [31]. A quantitative comparison with
Figure 3.18: Variation of the cluster concentration (added to the thermal vacancy concen-
tration) at T=1200K.
Fukai’s results would however require the determination of the effect of high temperature and
pressure on the formation energy of the vacancy.
3.4.3 VH6-VH6 interactions
A last aspect is the effective interaction in between VH6 clusters that dictates the phase-
separation behavior. We focus on V H6 interactions, because they are the most stable species
at high concentration and high H pressure [12]. When bringing together two of these clusters,
a decorated divacancy may be formed. Without hydrogen, the two compact divacancies (the
first nearest and next nearest neighboring vacancies, labeled 1NN and 2NN) have both nega-
tive binding energies (approximately -0.1 eV), in favor of the 1NN divacancy, by approximately
10meV. To form decorated divacancies, the two VH6 clusters must eject one or two H atoms
because octahedral sites overlap in the clusters. We considered 1NN and 2NN divacancies with
all octahedral sites filled: in a 1NN cluster there are 10 (H atoms) octahedral sites, i.e., V2H10
is formed, and in 2NN there are up to 11 H atoms, V2H11. The effective interaction, taking as
reference the V H6, is given by
ǫ[V2H10] = E
f [V2H10] + 2E
f [Hocta]− 2Ef [V H6] (3.17)
for V2H11, and
ǫ[V2H11] = E
f [V2H11] + E
f [Hocta]− 2Ef [V H6] (3.18)
for V2H11. Ef [V2H11] and Ef [V2H10] correspond to the formation energy of the V2H10 and
V2H11 clusters, respectively, and Ef [Hocta] and Ef [V H6] to the formation energy of an H atom
on a bulk octahedral site and of the V H6 cluster. One finds +10 and +40 meV, respectively.
The balance is slightly positive, which means that V H6 do not cluster at low concentration, but
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remain in solid solution. The tendency is to not form L12 ordered domains at high concentration
at low temperature and low pressure, in contrast with high temperature experiments [12].
3.5 Summary
Comprehensive first-principles calculations of the interaction of hydrogen with points defects in
Ni are presented in this chapter. The lowest segregation energies are -0.27 eV and -0.41 eV at
single and divacancies respectively. These values are in excellent agreement with those corre-
sponding to the two characteristic peaks of the thermal desorption spectra [31]. The microscopic
interpretation of the experimental data is therefore clarified. It is obtained for relaxed octahe-
dral (O1) and tetrahedral (T1) positions inside the vacancy, with a slight site preference for O1.
The center of the vacancy is an unstable position and H2 is never stable. Outside the vacancy,
segregation is weak beyond the second shell of octahedral sites (O2). Therefore, VHn clusters
show a maximum trapping capacity of six H atoms.
We built an energetic model from the ab initio data and used to study the influence of hydrogen
bulk concentration and temperature on the concentration of vacancy-hydrogen clusters. Analyt-
ical expressions, validated by Monte Carlo simulations, are given. The mean vacancy occupation
and the hydrogen induced vacancy enrichment are calculated at two temperatures representative
of H embrittlement experiments and stress corrosion cracking at high temperature. The stability
domain of V H6 clusters is found to significantly overlap with the experimental conditions for em-
brittlement. Therefore, vacancy clustering at high concentration can be qualitatively discussed
based on V H6-V H6 interactions that are found weakly repulsive.

Chapter 4
Effect of Interaction between
Hydrogen and Vacancies on the
Diffusion
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we clarified by our simulations that the binding of hydrogen to vacancies
is strong in Ni (approximately -0.25 eV in a vacancy, and -0.49 eV in a divacancy) and multiple
occupancy (up 6 H atoms in one vacancy) can decrease the formation energy of the clusters to
such an extent that gigantic equilibrium concentrations of defects (SAVs) can be formed. In this
chapter, we continue our study of the effect of hydrogen on the diffusion.
It has been indeed reported that the large number of SAVs can consequently retard H diffu-
sion [154] and accelerates the vacancy mediated metal atom diffusion [14, 155]. Hayashi et al.
[14] and Iida et al. [155] have, for example, studied the interdiffusion in Cu-Ni couples (see Fig.
4.1). They shown that H atoms can drastically enhance the interdiffusion of Cu in nickel: more
than 4 orders of magnitude in comparison without hydrogen, see Fig. 4.2. As the Cu atoms
diffuse using vacancy mechanisms in nickel, superabundant vacancies produced in presence of H
atoms could enhance the diffusion mechanism. It is a competition between two antagonist mech-
anisms: more vacancies produced by H atoms, which move slowly because of trapped hydrogen.
However, experimental investigations of these phenomena usually require a high temperature (up
to 1000K) [31, 14, 11, 13] in metals of low H solubility such as Ni, Fe and Al. On the contrary, H
embrittlement usually takes place at low or intermediate temperatures. For example, nickel based
alloys are known to undergo intergranular stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in pressurized water
reactor (PWR) at about 600 K [156, 157, 158], and H induced intergranular crack propagation at
room temperature (300 K) [8]. In both cases, vacancies are produced either during the process of
interface oxidation or by plastic deformation [37] and it is necessary to establish quantitatively
how they influence diffusion of H and cluster.
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Figure 4.1: Concentration profiles of Cu after diffusion annealing for 30 min at (a) 600oC,
(b) 700oC, (c) 750oC, and (d) 800oC, in 5 GPa of hydrogen, and (e) 700oC under a mechanical
pressure of 5 GPa, from [14]. The zero of distance is taken at the Boltzmann-Matano interface.
Figure 4.2: Interdiffusion coefficients in Cu-Ni alloy. The upper group of curves is the
experimental data obtained in 5 GPa of hydrogen, and the lower group reported data obtained
under ordinary conditions[14].
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In view of the technical experimental difficulties, especially in the case of intergranular corrosion
where H atoms uptake is spatially and temporally localized, theoretical models based on the
Density Functional Theory (DFT), coupled to statistical mechanics, are powerful tools to estab-
lish diffusion coefficients based on reliable energetics. Furthermore, the role of the concentration
of the different species and of the temperature is unambiguously established. In this chapter, we
propose such a theoretical study in nickel. We will use our results on VHn diffusivity to evaluate
the diffusion coefficient of vacancy, self-diffusion and solute-diffusion. The results are compared
to extensive nanoscale characterization of intergranular oxide growth in Ni-Cr [157, 159]. In-
deed, the observed Cr de-alloyed zone width, associated with oxide growth, suggests a diffusion
coefficient several orders of magnitude higher than normal. We will show that the production
of H-vacancy clusters during oxidation can explain this observation. Our analysis also provides
an estimate of the local hydrogen concentration in the vicinity of the oxide, which turns out
to be remarkably high. This result gives another perspective on GB damage at intermediate
temperatures where H segregation is often assumed to be weak.
The content of this chapter is organized as follows. First, the methods (DFT calculations and
kMC models) are detailed. Second, the study of diffusion starts with the calculation of the
jump barriers for H, inside the vacancy (among the multiple trap sites), and for escaping the
vacancy. These data are then used to calculate effective diffusion coefficients, as a function of
the concentration of vacancies and temperature. Technically, the problem of large differences
in barrier heights inside and outside the vacancies is resolved by using a specific “accelerated
Kinetic Monte Carlo” algorithm using Mean Rate Method. The simulation results are compared
to the Oriani phenomenological model. In the light of these simulation results, a discussion
on the relevance of H-vacancy interactions for the modeling of H diffusion and of H damage is
presented.
Third, the results of intensive calculations of vacancy-Ni exchange barriers in the presence of H
atoms are reported. They are used, in complement of a thermodynamic model for the equilibrium
distribution of V Hn (see Sec. 3.4.2), to obtain the vacancy diffusion coefficient as a function
of temperature and H concentration. The self-diffusion coefficient of Ni is also calculated and
discussed. The role of V Hn clusters in room temperature intergranular embrittlement is clarified.
Finally, a limited number of Cr-vacancy exchange barriers are calculated to extend the results
to Cr diffusion in Ni. The results are shown to be consistent with the nanoscale Cr depletion
observed after oxidation at 600 K. The requirements on local concentration of H and vacancy
supply are discussed.
4.2 Calculation and Modeling details
4.2.1 DFT calculations
Energetic studies for the Ni-H-vacancy system, listed in the following, are carried out by per-
forming first-principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) [129, 130], using
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [131, 132, 133]. The generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA) of the Perdew-Wang (PW 91) form [134] for the electron-exchange and
correlation functional is used. A plane-wave basis set is employed within the framework of the
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Blöchl projector-augmented wave (PAW) method [135] to describe the electron-ion interactions.
On the basis of our previous tests, we have determined that a cutoff energy of 400 eV (29.4 Ry)
and a dense Monkhorst-Pack meshes [136] (24×24×24 k mesh for the primitive cell to sample the
Brillouin zone), are adequate for accurate energies. The equilibrium theoretical lattice structures
are determined by minimizing the Hellmann-Feynman force on the atoms and stress on the unit
cell. The magnetic moments are taken into account in all calculations. Two sizes of supercells
are tested: 32 and 108 atoms. The difference in total energies and jump barriers with two sizes of
supercells are less than 0.03 eV. Thus in this chapter the defects are simulated using a supercell
of 32 atoms. The convergence of force is set to 0.01 eV/Å.
The Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method [108] is used to locate the minimum energy pathways
(MEP) for hydrogen migration. When configurations of ground states before and after a dif-
fusion event (H jumps between interstitial positions without or with a vacancy) are known, an
interpolated chain of configurations is constructed. Neighbors in the chain are connected by
springs, and all configurations were simultaneously minimized resulting in relaxations in a plane
perpendicular to the migration direction. Then the maximum in the energy along the MEP
corresponds to the saddle point configuration, and the migration barrier is taken as the energy
difference between the ground state and the saddle point configuration (see Figure 4.3). In this
study a spring force-constant of 5 eV/Å is used between images for the NEB calculations. The
convergence of the forces for each image is the same as the one for the supercell calculations.
Figure 4.3: Illustration of NEB simulation: exchange of a metal atom with a neighboring
vacancy.
Vibrational free energy at ground state and saddle point configurations were computed. Con-
cerning H dynamics, only H vibrations were taken into account as a first-order approximation,
while vibrations of the Ni network were always neglected. Thus the vibrational energy was
obtained by summing up only the zero-point vibrational energies (ZPE) of normal modes of H
atoms as Ezpe =
∑
i
1
2hνi, where νi is the real-valued frequency. In the case of pure Ni, full
phonon calculations were performed.
4.2.2 KMC model
Kinetic Monte Carlo [160, 161] simulations are employed to investigate H diffusion in the presence
of vacancies. Possible interstitial sites for H are mapped from the Ni fcc lattice. Each site is
regarded as a local minimum of the potential energy surface of the system. The evolution of the
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system in real time is then regarded as a series of hops from one minimum to a neighboring one,
selected by a stochastic process, i.e., H hoping over a barrier between neighboring interstitial
sites. Each hop is independent, and is considered as a Poisson process. This relates the Monte
Carlo time to real time by giving the average hopping time as τ = 1/R, where R is total escape
rate from the current local energy minimum. R is the sum of the rates corresponding to all
possible jump pathways as R =
∑
j Γij , where i is the current state and j is a state connected to
i by the jump process. The jump rate of a specific pathway is estimated within the framework
of the harmonic approximation of transition state theory [162] (see details in Sec. 2.3.4). The
jump barrier ∆Gm is the difference in free energy between the transition state and the ground
state, composed of two parts: an electronic energy term ∆Em (jump barrier) and a vibrational
energy term ∆Gvib [163, 15]. Gvib in a periodic structure is given by
Gvib = kBT
∑
i
ln
[
2 sinh(
hνi
2kBT
)
]
(4.1)
where ν is the vibrational frequency of the system.
At each step of KMC, the total jump rate is calculated, and the next transition selected by the
system is determined by
j−1∑
i=1
Γi < rand1 ∗R ≤
j∑
i=1
Γi (4.2)
where rand1 is a uniform random number in (0,1]. Then, assuming the events are Poisson
processes, the increment of time ∆t is determined as ∆t = − ln(rand2)R , where rand2 is a second
random number between 0 and 1.
Inner sites of vacancies can trap H due to their deep energies compared to bulk sites. As energy
barriers within the vacancy are very low (approximately 60 meV) with respect to escape barriers,
vacancies (300-500 meV), in fact, form superbasins where H atoms repeatedly visits the inner
sites and hardly escapes. This low-barrier problem precludes KMC simulations from reaching
long times.
The acceleration method known as mean rate method (MRM) [117, 118], is used in this situation.
This technique can calculate the mean resident time spent in each inner state of the basin before
the first escape, and helps H jump out of the basin in one KMC step.
Figure 4.4: Schematic of the state connectivity.
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In general, we treat H atoms on bulk sites with a normal KMC procedure, and H in the basin
(vacancy) with the MRM to accelerate the jump process. With the H trajectories obtained by
KMC, the diffusion coefficient is measured by the Einstein expression:
D =
〈
(R(t)−R(0))2〉
6t
(4.3)
To get a better statistics, we follow the approach proposed by Kirchheim [164, 165], and divide a
long trajectory into a number of segments of time length∆t, calculateDi =
[R(i∗∆t)−R((i−1)∗∆t)]2
6∆t
and average Di over the entire simulation duration t to get D =
∑
iDi∆t/t. The simulation is
long enough so that D does not depend on the chosen ∆t.
4.3 H interstitial diffusion
4.3.1 Analytical model
Within the framework of the random walk model [166], the bulk diffusivity DL in the primitive
cubic lattice, in the dilute limit, can be written as
DL =
1
6
nΓl2 (4.4)
In this expression, n is the number of equivalent jumps (n equals 12 for direct jumps from an
octahedral site to another), l is the average jump length (l =
√
2
2 a0, a0 being the lattice param-
eter), Γ is the jump rate described above. With the harmonic transition state approximation,
DL is expressed as
DL =
kBT
h
a20 exp[−∆Gm/kBT ] (4.5)
with ∆Gm, the free energy of activation for O→O jump. When the tetrahedral interstitial
site is sufficiently deep, the diffusion atom temporarily equilibrates in the tetrahedral site [15].
Considering this effect, the diffusion coefficient, on the basis of McNabb and Foster’s effective
diffusion approach [167], is given by
DL = D · 1
2
[1 + 2 exp(−∆Gtet−oct/kBT )]−1 (4.6)
where ∆Gtet−oct is the difference in the free energies for H at the tetrahedral and octahedral
sites, and D is given by Eq. 4.5 with ∆Gm the barrier for a O→T jump. For H in bulk sites
and trapping sites in Ni, the H vibration frequency hν ranges from 0.1 eV to 0.16 eV [168] that
is much greater than kBT in the temperature range of interest (from 300 to 600 K). We are
in the limit of hν/2kBT ≫ 1 and Gvib can be approximated by Ezpe =
∑
i
1
2hνi. Only the H
frequencies are considered.
An analytical expression to describe the effect of trapping sites on bulk diffusion of H atom
was proposed by Oriani [169], and generalized by Kirchheim [164] for multi-traps in the case of
constant saddle point energies but variable trap depths. At equilibrium, the effective diffusivity
of H is estimated as
Deff = DL
[
1 +
∑
i
ni
nL
Ki(1− oi)2
]−1
(4.7)
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where ni the number of trapping sites of type i, nL is the number of bulk sites. Ki, the equilibrium
constant, is equal to exp(−Eiseg/kBT ) with Eiseg being the segregation energy of H at trapping
sites of type i. oi is the occupancy of trapping sites of type i. In the dilute limit, the equation
is simplified as
Deff = DL
[
1 +
∑
i
ni
nL
Ki
]−1
. (4.8)
4.3.2 H migration barriers: DFT results
H occupies interstitial sites in the fcc lattice of Ni. Our studies in previous chapter show that H
at an octahedral site (O) gains an energy of 0.222 eV with respect to a tetrahedral site (T). The
ZPE correction enlarges the gap by 0.08 eV, to make O sites more stable for H.
The interaction of H with a single vacancy was also investigated. The sites identified in the
previous section have been taken into account (see Fig.4.5). It is noted that the segregation on
Vac
T1
O1
O2
(T2Tb )
Figure 4.5: Illustration of interstitial sites around a vacancy (gray ball) in fcc lattice. O1
(olive green ball) and O2 (green ball) are the first (1NN) and second (2NN) nearest neighboring
octahedral site to the vacancy, respectively. T1 (blue ball) and T2 (violet ball) are 1NN and
2NN tetrahedral sites, respectively. Note that T2 are considered as the bulk sites in the
simulations.
O1 is the strongest (Eseg= -0.273 eV with ZPE correction). Segregation is also strong on T1
(-0.222 eV, including ZPE), and moderate on O2 (-0.046 eV). Segregation on more remote sites
is negligible. For this reason, in this study, we consider a lattice model with specific energies
for O1, O2 and T1 inside the vacancy. Others sites are treated as bulk sites. From this lattice
model, we map out the possible migration pathways for H.
Direct jump between adjacent bulk octahedral sites is not favorable, as it needs to overcome a
quite high barrier [15]. Moreover, the saddle point between neighboring octahedral sites is not a
true transition state. The analysis of the frequencies at this saddle point shows that there are two
imaginary frequencies. The energy landscape around the interstitial sites is shown on Figure 4.6,
which illustrates our explanation. Hence, we consider only low barrier migrations through O-T-O
sites. There is one exception inside the vacancy. The jump through neighboring O1 sites is also
possible. The barrier is found to be comparable to the one of the O↔T jump. Two pathways
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the energy landscape [15] between adjacent octahedral and tetra-
hedral sites.
are possible for H at O1 to jump out of the vacancy : O1 → Tb and O1 → T1 → O2 → Tb. The
relevant values of barriers, evaluated by the NEB method, are given in Tab.4.1.
Table 4.1: Jump barriers ∆Gm (eV) (row
(initial state) → column (final state)) for H
in the vacancy and in the bulk calculated
by the NEB method. ZPE corrections are
included.
∆Gm O1 T1 O2 Tb Ob
O1 0.202a 0.069 - 0.640 -
T1 0.020 - 0.554 - -
O2 - 0.385 - 0.490 -
Tb 0.061 - 0.138 - 0.138
Ob - - - 0.444 -
a ZPE correction not included only one real frequency
is found.
The barrier for the O → T jump in the bulk is 0.444 eV, with ZPE correction, which is close to the
experimental value (0.43 eV) given by thermal desorption measurements [11]. It is noticed that
the jump barriers between O1 and T1 sites are much lower than those of the escaping jumps. It
suggests that once H enters the vacancy, it is hard to escape, and H performs many jumps inside
the vacancy. Consequently, the vacancy slows down H diffusion. We will see the quantitative
evaluation of this effect by KMC simulations in the next section.
4.3.3 KMC-MRM results
We investigated the diffusivity of H both in the perfect and defective lattice. Octahedral and
tetrahedral sites of the fcc lattice are mapped out into a box of variable size. Five types of sites
are defined: O1, O2 and T1 inside the vacancy; Ob and Tb in the bulk. The total number of
sites are related to the box size, and the number of inner vacancy sites depends on the vacancy
concentration, as each vacancy contains 6 O1, 8 O2 and 8 T1 sites. Only one H atom is considered
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in the KMC simulations. The interactions between H are not considered. Therefore, the trapping
effect on the diffusion is maximum (we give an upper bound) [170]. The vacancy concentration
is adjusted by modifying the box size. The computed jump barriers for H are corrected with
the ZPE. The temperature of interest in the study is from 300 K to 600 K, as this interval
represents the conditions of embrittlement at room temperature and stress corrosion cracking in
PWR environment.
First the KMC simulations are performed with a simple model containing only Ob and Tb.
Knowing the jump barrier for H in bulk and the energy difference between Ob and Tb, we
Figure 4.7: Comparison of experimental and theoretical bulk diffusion coefficients of H in
Ni, without traps [15].
evaluate directly from Eq. 4.6 the bulk diffusion coefficient. We first present works of Wimmer
(see Fig. 4.7), which compare the experimental and their computed bulk diffusion coefficients.
Our results are comparable to those by Wimmer ( black curve in Fig. 4.8). The theoretical
curve matches well the KMC simulations. By fitting these results to the Arrhenius expression
ln(D) = ln(D0) − (Q/kB)(1/T ), we get an prefactor D0 of 1.7 × 10−6 m2s−1 and an effective
activation barrier Q of 0.48 eV, where the term kBT/h contributes to the effective activation
energy by about 0.036 eV. The computed values are quite close to experimental measures: Perkins
[171] reported the Q of 0.41 eV and the D0 of 6.7×10−6 m2s−1, Völkl and Alefeld [172] reported
a Q of 0.408 eV and a D0 of 4.8× 10−6 m2s−1 for the temperature range chosen here.
Then the impact of the vacancy is studied by adding O1, O2 and T1 to the model. Due to the
existence of low barriers between O1 and T1, the technique of MRM is used to accelerate the
KMC procedure. The effect of CV ac and T on H diffusion are studied. The computed effective
diffusion coefficient Deff by simulations for a CV ac of 31 ppm and another of 1160 ppm are
presented in Fig. 4.8. The curves are in good agreement with Oriani’s model (Eq. 4.8), taking
into account the vacancy sites of O1, O2 and T1. The vacancy induces a reduction in diffusion
coefficient all along the temperatures of interest. The higher CV ac magnifies the effect. The
effective activation energies are determined by a linear fit to the Arrhenius form as 0.58 and 0.71
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Figure 4.8: Computed and theoretical diffusion coefficient of H in pure Ni (black), and for
two CV ac: 31 (red) and 1160 (olive) ppm.
eV for CV ac = 31 and 1160 ppm respectively. It confirms that the effective activation energy
increases with the vacancy concentration.
The magnitude of the decrease in diffusion coefficient is quantified further by calculating the
ratio of Deff on DL for two fixed temperature: 300 K and 600 K, as a function of CV ac. Results
of KMC simulations and the trapping model (Eq. 4.8) are presented in Fig. 4.9. The two
approaches coincide well. It is noticed that from 1 ppm, the vacancy starts to have noticeable
effect in decreasing the diffusion coefficient. At high temperature, the vacancy has less impact,
as thermal activation makes the overcome of the escaping barrier easier. Zehetbauer [173] and
Setman [174] reported that the concentration of plastic deformation induced vacancy may attain
about 1000 ppm in the extreme conditions in Ni. At that high concentration of vacancy, the
diffusion coefficient can be reduced by more than 2 orders of magnitude at 300 K and 1 order of
magnitude at 600 K. Thus H atoms could easily be trapped and aggregate in the plastic zones of
the material undergoing localized and H-enhanced plasticity as is often the case in trans-granular
fracture (HELP mechanism [175]).
Finally, we want to evaluate the "radius of capture" of the vacancy. In principle, the binding
is dominated by core effects inside the vacancy but could extend to longer distances, because
the relaxations of the vacancy create a dilatation stress field (we found that all neighbors relax
towards the vacancy center, as seen in section 3.3.2) with a gradient that drives H towards
the vacancy center. However, we found in the section 3.3.2 that the segregation energy profile
(without ZPE correction) is weakly oscillating (O1: -0.259 eV, O2: -0.05 eV, O3: -0.003 eV, O4:
+0.04 eV, O5: -0.016 eV). As Oriani’s formula and KMC simulations give similar results, we use
only Eq. 4.8 to determine the ratio Deff/DL for an increasing number of trap sites considered
in the lattice model: O1 alone, O1 and T1, O1O2 and T1, O1O2O3T1 and T2. The results are
plotted on Fig. 4.9. The differences are only marginal and it seems that the effect of O1 and
T1 are sufficient to capture the trapping effect. In addition, we similarly tested the influence of
ZPE corrections on the barriers, which are also marginal.
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Figure 4.9: The ratio of Deff on DL is given as a function of CV ac: comparison between
KMC simulations and the trapping model and effect of the number of trap sites considered in
the lattice model.
4.4 Hydrogen enhanced diffusion in nickel
4.4.1 Diffusivity of vacancy-hydrogen clusters
Due to their markedly different activation barriers (0.4, 0.6 [176] and 1 eV, respectively), there is
a clear separation of timescales between H diffusion in the bulk, de-trapping from the vacancy and
vacancy-Ni exchange. At low and intermediate temperatures (300 and 600 K), H bulk diffusion
is indeed much faster than vacancy diffusion, by 10 and 6 orders of magnitude respectively. It
is therefore natural to consider that H is always in equilibrium before the vacancy-Ni exchange.
The average occupation of the inner sites of the vacancy, the V Hn concentrations (probability
of existence on a site of the Ni lattice) and the equilibrium distribution are given by validated
analytical formulas in section 3.4.2, as a function of temperature and H chemical potential, or
bulk H concentration. Assuming such a separation of timescales, the effective diffusion coefficient
of a vacancy can be obtained by a sum over all V Hn clusters of an individual diffusion coefficient
multiplied by the cluster’s weight in the distribution. We begin with the calculation of the
barriers.
4.4.2 Vacancy migration and jump frequency: DFT results
A vacancy can exchange with one of its 12 first neighbors in the fcc structure. In the absence
of H atoms, the 12 jump pathways are identical, and the computed barrier is 1.07 eV, which is
close to the experimental diffusion activation energy (1.04 [177], 1.05 [178] and 1.01 eV [179]).
When adding H atoms on the vacancy’s inner sites, vacancy jumps are affected differently de-
pending on their position relative to the exchanged Ni atom (the sites’ labels are defined on
Fig. 4.10). For a given configuration, only a few out of the 12 possible barriers are calculated
based on the intuition that, when the Ni atom jumps into the vacancy, the short range repulsion
with H dominates. Therefore H increases the jump barrier (see table 4.2). The “intuition” is
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Figure 4.10: A vacancy (light gray ball) in an fcc structure is surrounded by 6 octahedral
first neighbors (O1), 8 tetrahedral first neighbors (T1) and 8 octahedral second neighbors (O2).
validated a posteriori. The initial H positions are never destabilized by the Ni jump. Twelve
cluster configurations, involving from 1 to 6 H atoms (Fig. 4.11), are selected for the barrier
calculations. They represent the dominant terms in the cluster distribution (see Section 3.4.2).
The degeneracy of the pathways are determined from the symmetry of the unrelaxed structure.
The barriers are reported in table 4.2. For example, we show two NEB simulations Fig. 4.12
and 4.13. We found that for these paths, the transition state is located near to the middle of
the migration path.
The vacancy jump frequency for cluster V Hjn (j is the index of the configuration) is given by
Γj =
1
12
∑
i
gi
kBT
h
exp(−∆Gi/kBT ) (4.9)
where gi is the degeneracy of the pathway (i is the label of the path) and
∑
i gi = 12. Regarding
the vibrational free energy∆Gvib = ∆GHvib+∆G
Ni
vib, we consider that the term∆G
Ni
vib is dominant
and approximately equal to that of the pure vacancy case, assuming that the H vibrations are
decoupled and vary little during the vacancy jump. ∆GNivib is given by Eq. 4.1 with the computed
phonon frequencies in pure Ni. The attempt frequency defined as kBTh exp(∆Gvib/kBT ), is
about 17 THz from our calculations for the temperature range of interest, which is close to
the experimental value (50 THz [180]) and to other calculations (22 THz [181]). We define the
average jump rate of a cluster containing n H atoms by:
〈Γn〉 =
∑
j
pjΓj (4.10)
where pj is the fraction of clusters j among the clusters containing n H.
In total, there are 46 jump pathways to consider (Tab. 4.2) in order to evaluate the jump
frequencies of the 12 cluster configurations. To reduce the number of calculations, we truncate
the sum in Eq. 4.9 with a controlled precision. The estimation of the error is based on the idea
that the barriers are ordered by increasing values (terms in Eq. 4.9 are ordered by decreasing
contribution to the sum). The truncated sum is a lower bound on the actual jump frequency
(Γlower). An upper bound (Γupper) is obtained by replacing all the missing terms in truncated
Eq. 4.9 by the last term calculated. The relative error is η = Γupper−ΓlowerΓlower . Finally, the barriers
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Figure 4.11: Schematic illustration of low barrier vacancy jumps. The vacancy position is
represented by a light gray ball while H in O1 and T1 positions (Fig. 4.10) are represented by
smaller balls. The different jump pathways are indicated by arrows for each V Hn configuration.
corresponding to 28 jump pathways are computed (Tab. 4.2). We obtained that η is always lower
than 33%. Experimentally, the enhancement of diffusion is expected to be of several orders of
magnitude at 600 K. From this perspective, the above error is acceptable. Note that the energy
barriers in Tab. 4.2 are all ordered by increasing value, which validates the idea that a low barrier
is obtained if the n H atoms in the vacancy can be packed as far as possible from the jumping
atom. Furthermore, the barriers gradually grow with increasing number of H in the cluster. The
large increase between V H5 and V H6 suggests that V H6 is nearly immobile compared to other
clusters.
4.4.3 Vacancy diffusion
At equilibrium, the effective diffusion coefficient of the vacancies is given by
Deffvac =
6∑
n=1
PnD
n
vac = a
2
6∑
n=1
Pn 〈Γn〉 (4.11)
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Figure 4.12: Schematic illustration of migration path for the migration of Ni atoms in VH2:
on Fig. 4.11(c), path(a).
Figure 4.13: Schematic illustration of migration path for the migration of Ni atoms in VH4:
on Fig. 4.11(i), path(a).
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where Dnvac is the average diffusion coefficient of the cluster V Hn, a is the lattice parameter,
and Pn is the fraction of clusters containing n inner H atoms. The list of configurations, with
the degeneracy (nV Hjn) and formation energy (E
f
1v), is given in Section 3.4.2 ([16]); that can be
used in the classical formula CV Hjn = nV Hjn exp(−(E
f
1v + nµ
∗)/kBT ) to obtain the probability
for a lattice site to be occupied by a cluster V Hjn (CV Hjn), or one of its variants. The list was
validated against Monte Carlo simulations. These concentrations depend on the temperature
and on a chemical potential (µ∗), that fixes the bulk H concentration (CH). It can be seen that
pj = CV Hjn/
∑
j CV Hjn does not depend on CH (the terms containing µ
∗ cancel). Therefore, Dnvac
does not depend on cH , while Pn =
∑
j CV Hjn/
∑
n,j CV Hjn does. Note that pj does not take into
account O2 sites. This is not a real limitation but a simplification of the presentation: it can be
shown that Eq. 4.11 is valid with Pn taking them into account, if segregation on O2 sites does
not influence the migration barriers too much. The prefactor and activation energy for Dnvac
are obtained by fitting to the Arrhenius form. They are presented in Tab. 4.3. The activation
energies are close to the clusters’ lowest jump barrier and the prefactors are nearly constant.
We observe that the vibrational term kBTh exp(∆Gvib/kBT ) has a negligible contribution to the
activation energy (−3× 10−4 eV).
Table 4.3: Activation energies (in units of eV) and prefactors (in units of m2s−1) correspond-
ing to the V Hn diffusivities, obtained by fitting Dnvac to the Arrhenius form.
Cluster Activation energy Prefactor
(eV) (m2s−1)
V H0 1.07 2.03× 10−6
V H1 1.13 1.09× 10−6
V H2 1.17 0.50× 10−6
V H3 1.29 0.55× 10−6
V H4 1.40 0.55× 10−6
V H5 1.54 0.68× 10−6
V H6 1.99 2.03× 10−6
The Arrhenius plots of the vacancy diffusion coefficients are presented in Fig. 4.14a (note that
Deffvac is plotted on a log scale). A linear behavior is observed for pure Ni with an activation energy
of 1.07 eV and a prefactor of 2.0× 10−6 m2s−1. The two curves corresponding to the addition of
H, located below that of the pure metal case, exhibit a non-Arrhenius behavior and show that
a higher H concentration has more impact on the vacancy diffusivity. To analyze the vacancy
diffusion behavior, the clusters’ contributions to the diffusivity and the cluster distribution for
the case of high H concentration, are respectively presented in Fig. 4.14a and Fig. 4.14b. The
diffusion curve with 1000 ppm H can be divided in two parts. Below 500 K, the V H2 contribution
is dominant, because of its small activation energy and despite a much larger fraction of V H5
and V H6 clusters (Fig. 4.14b), because they diffuse slowly. Above 500 K the main contribution
comes from V H0. It has the lowest activation energy and its fraction starts to increase noticeably
at this temperature. A switch from V H2 dominated diffusion to V H0 could be an explanation
to the non-Arrhenius behavior.
The variation of the vacancy diffusion coefficient with H bulk concentration is presented in detail
for 300 and 600 K respectively in Fig. 4.15a and Fig. 4.15b. The corresponding cluster distri-
butions can be found in the previous chapter (see Fig. 3.16). An increasing H concentration
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Figure 4.14: (a) Vacancy diffusion coefficients in pure Ni (D0vac) and in hydrogenated Ni
(Deffvac at CH = 10 and 1000 ppm). The contribution of each cluster to the diffusivity at CH =
1000 ppm is also shown. The lower graph presents the relative errors in the vacancy diffusion
coefficient for at CH = 10 and 1000 ppm (see text for details on the truncation of Eq. 4.9).
(b) For comparison, the distribution of V Hn clusters as a function of temperature at CH =
1000 ppm is plotted from the thermodynamic model in [16].
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Figure 4.15: (a) Vacancy diffusion coefficient as a function of cH , at 300 K, in pure Ni and
in hydrogenated Ni. The contribution of each cluster to the diffusivity is also shown (upper
graph). The relative error, due to the truncation of Eq. 4.9, is given on the lower graph. (b)
same as (a) but for T=600 K.
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decreases the vacancy diffusion coefficient. The effect is particularly drastic at room tempera-
ture, where a decrease by 10 orders of magnitude is expected: 5 orders of magnitude at 600 K.
However, the practical consequences are rather limited at room temperature because the vacan-
cies are already immobile on the timescale of fracture in service, even in the absence of H. The
temperature-dependent diffusion curves are fitted to the Arrhenius form, for T ∈ [300, 600]K,
to present the data in a compact and easy-to-use form: the activation energy and prefactor are
plotted as a function of CH on Fig. 4.16. Both activation energy and prefactor take off at 1 ppm
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Figure 4.16: Activation energy and prefactor for the diffusion of vacancies, as a function of
CH , obtained by fitting Deffvac to the Arrhenius form for T ∈ [300, 600]K.
where the V H0 fraction starts to decrease and V H1 forms. The rise of the activation energy,
with the increasing H concentration, is mainly due to the larger activation energy of increasingly
large clusters.
4.4.4 Self-diffusion
At low vacancy concentration, self-diffusion is dominated by mono-vacancies. Similarly to the
vacancy case, the Ni self-diffusion coefficient (Deffself ) is the sum of the contributions of each V Hn
cluster:
Deffself =
6∑
n=0
Dnself = a
2f
6∑
n=0
Cn 〈Γn〉 (4.12)
where Cn and Dnself are, respectively, the concentration and the diffusion coefficient of cluster
V Hn and f is the correlation factor. We arbitrarily take f equal to 0.781 as if the exchange
occurred without H. The calculation of f is out of the scope of this work. From Eq. 4.12,
since all terms are positive, there is no doubt the presence of H increases Ni self-diffusion if the
vacancies are in equilibrium. If the vacancy supply is slow compared to H uptake, the reduction
of vacancy-mediated diffusion is dramatic, as shown above.
The Arrhenius plots of the Ni self-diffusion coefficients, without and with H, are presented in
Fig. 4.17a. Fitting of the self-diffusion coefficient to the Arrhenius form gives an activation
energy of 2.85 eV and a prefactor of 7.9 × 10−6 m2s−1, which are close to the experimental
data given by Neumann [182]: activation energy of 2.87 eV, prefactor of 8.5 × 10−5 m2s−1. A
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Figure 4.17: (a) Ni self-diffusion coefficients in pure Ni and in hydrogenated Ni (CH = 10
and 1000 ppm). The contribution of each cluster at CH = 1000 ppm is shown on the upper
graph. The relative errors for CH = 10 and 1000 ppm are presented in the lower graph. (b)
Self-diffusion coefficient at T=600 K, as a function of cH .
concentration of 10 ppm H does not change significantly the diffusion coefficient: the curves are
on top of each other on Fig. 4.17a, while a significant increase is observed at 1000 ppm. The
clusters’ contributions are the same as the one already discussed for vacancy diffusion (1000
ppm case). V H0 dominates at high temperature, while, at low temperature, the diffusion curve
follows the Arrhenius plot of D2self (V H2). Obviously, the increase in the vacancy concentration,
due to the reduction in the vacancy formation energy, overcompensates the increase of the jump
barrier.
The increase in self-diffusivity is of seven orders of magnitude at 300 K (not shown) at 1% H,
but the diffusion coefficient is still in the range of 10−50m2s−1. On the contrary, at T=600 K
(Fig. 4.17b), up to five orders of magnitude increases are obtained, which brings diffusivity in a
range that could be relevant to experiments, as will be discussed further below. This is obtained,
however, for very high H concentrations of several percents. This will also be discussed.
By fitting the self-diffusion curve, computed at constant CH , to the Arrhenius form, the activa-
tion energy and prefactor are obtained. They are plotted as a function of CH in Fig.4.18. The
activation energy goes down with increasing CH , as the decrease in the vacancy cluster formation
energy is always larger than the increase in the jump barrier due to H, whatever the number of
H in the cluster.
4.4.5 Cr diffusion in Ni-based alloys: vacancy mediated diffusion
We have modeled vacancy diffusion and Ni self-diffusion in the presence of H using DFT. We now
use these results to answer two questions: what are the possible implications of vacancy-hydrogen
clusters in embrittlement at room temperature? and are they responsible for the gigantic Cr
diffusion at 600 K?
In room temperature Ni, vacancies do not diffuse on the timescale of laboratory experiments
in the absence of shortcuts. Our estimate of the diffusion coefficient reported in the previous
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Figure 4.18: Activation energy and prefactor for Ni self-diffusivity as a function of CH ,
obtained by fitting Deffvac to the Arrhenius form for T∈ [300, 600] K.
section is consistent with high temperature activation energies [182] and implantation-annealing
experiments [183]. H atom is found to reinforce this, by further trapping the vacancy. This effect
has been observed in irradiated Nb [184] and Al [185], but not in Ni because the detrapping of
H from the vacancies occurs at temperatures lower than those necessary for the vacancies to
become mobile [183, 10]. The barriers for metal-vacancy exchange are always higher when H
is present inside the vacancy. Plasticity induced vacancies, that are suspected to diffuse to the
grain boundaries (GBs) and participate in embrittlement [186, 37] cannot do so without shortcuts
(e.g., through pipe diffusion along dislocation cores). An alternative could be the production of
vacancy-hydrogen clusters directly in the GBs during dislocation-GB reactions.
On the contrary, at higher temperature, above 600 K, vacancy-hydrogen clusters are always
mobile, although much slower than vacancies alone. Therefore, they can segregate to grain
boundaries and participate to damage. Are there experimental evidences of their existence at
these intermediate temperatures? As mentioned in the introduction, oxidation of Ni-Cr alloys
(alloy 600) in Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR) environment (T = 600K and aqueous oxidizing
environment) has been extensively studied experimentally [187, 159, 157, 158, 188], because of
the importance of intergranular attack in life prediction of civilian nuclear plants. A key feature is
the kinetics of the formation of the Cr2O3 oxide along the grain boundaries [159]. This process
is rate limited by Cr diffusion in the Ni rich matrix and is assumed to be the rate limiting
process of GB damage [188], together with oxygen transport in the oxide. It is observed that
the Cr-depleted zone width is not consistent with Cr diffusion data.
Following Scott [156], a rough estimate of the diffusion coefficient can be obtained by the formula
l =
√
Dt where l is the width of the Cr depleted zone and t the time of oxidation. This gives a
lower bound in the case of the tip of the intergranular attack [159]. Two sets of experiments are
available in the literature: D = 50 nm at t = 300 h [187] gives D = 2× 10−21m2s−1, and D=9
nm, at t = 500 h [159] gives 5 × 10−23m2s−1. On the other hand, Cr diffusion measurements,
which are in good agreement with DFT calculations [189], are of the order of 10−28m2s−1, with
a spreading of a factor 5 (see Tab. 3 in [189]). From these data, there seems to be an increase in
the Cr diffusion of at least five orders of magnitude due to the oxide growth. Panter et al. [187]
proposed, since Cr depletion is observed together with an O penetration in the material, that
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O-vacancy clusters could enhance Cr diffusion. However, this hypothesis was not confirmed by
smaller scale characterization [159] where O penetration is not observed in the Cr depleted zones.
Therefore we now try to estimate how much increase can be expected from H alone.
The activation barrier for Cr diffusion in nickel [189] is similar to that for Ni self-diffusion,
presented previously. This opens the possibility to extend easily our results provided a few
additional calculations are made. A single Cr atom was introduced in the simulation box. The
H-Cr interaction is repulsive by about 0.07 eV in the bulk. The same trend is observed inside a
vacancy with a Cr atom in first nearest neighbor position. The segregation energies are -0.15,
-0.14 and -0.23 eV with increasing H-Cr distance and H occupy only O1 sites. For comparison,
the segregation energy is -0.22 eV in the absence of Cr. The activation energy for the Cr-
vacancy exchange is very similar to the pure Ni case (the values are given below in parenthesis).
The barriers are: 1.04 (1.07), 1.12 (1.12) and 1.33 eV (1.38 eV) for, respectively, atom-vacancy
exchange without H, path (a) of V H1 (O1) and path (a) of V H4 (4O1 1 NN) (Values are listed
in Tab. 4.4.). Finally, the influence of a single Cr atom on the vacancy formation energy
Table 4.4: Some migration energies (in units of eV) of Cr and Ni atoms in VH0, VH1 and
VH4.
element VH0 VH1 VH4
Ni 1.07 1.12 1.38
Cr 1.04 1.12 1.33
is negligible. With this additional data, we conclude that the extension of our results to Cr
is straightforward. From Fig. 4.17b, we find that the five orders of magnitude increase in Cr
diffusivity, necessary to be compatible with the experiments, require 10% H atomic. It is 50 times
larger (approximately 2000 ppm) than the highest H bulk content reported in PWR environment
(lower than 40 ppm, see Rios et al. [186]) but below the solubility limit of H in Ni [17, 190] at
600 K (see Fig. 4.19). This result is robust: by decreasing the vacancy formation energy by 0.2
eV, the diffusivities are enhanced by 2 orders of magnitude, but the H concentration where the
shoot up starts is only decreased by a factor 3, at 600 K.
Therefore, the Cr depletion cannot be explained by equilibrium H atoms and vacancies. Instead,
we consider only a local equilibrium in the vicinity of the metal-oxide interface. The interface is
considered an ideal source of vacancies. If we need a few atomic percent of H to create enough
vacancies for Cr acceleration, we do not expect this high H concentration to be maintained in
the whole sample, but to sharply decrease away from the interface due to fast H diffusion and
desorption. The local equilibrium and the large local vacancy concentration can be seen as a
boundary condition for continuous diffusion equations for vacancies and Cr [191]. If we consider
that 2000 ppm H exist away from the interface, we know from Sec. 3.4.2, Fig. 3.16 that an “out-
of-equilibrium” vacancy, at 600 K, has a large probability of being occupied by a small number
of H: CV H0 ≈ 10%, CV H1 ≈ 30% and CV H2 ≈ 30%, and therefore of being mobile. From this
point of view, only an increase by 6 orders of magnitude of the concentration of vacancies with
respect to the equilibrium without H, is required. This can be obtained by a concentration of
2 to 3 % in the vicinity of the interface (Fig. 3.17 in Sec. 3.4.2) instead of the 10% mentioned
above.
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Figure 4.19: Pressurecompositiontemperature phase diagram of the NiH system. Results
of heating runs H1 (•) and H2 (N), cooling runs C1 (△) and C2 (◦). Pressures in each run
measured at room temperature, ≃400oC and the highest temperatures are, respectively, H2
(4.34.65.4 GPa), C1 (1.52.12.4 GPa), H1 (1.92.12.2 GPa), and C2 (1.11.42.1 GPa). An isobar
labeled C∗ illustrates (schematically) the expected temperature dependence at a lower pressure
(< 1 GPa). from [17].
In view of this high concentration, one could wonder what amount of H uptake can be expected
during oxidation. The measurements are very difficult because H production is coupled to the
oxidation which is localized at grain boundaries. Furthermore, high local concentrations are in
principle only transient since they depend on the local oxidation rate that can vary a lot in time.
In the case of Ni-Cr alloys, Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS), used after short periods
of oxidation (9h) in PWR environment with marked water molecules (D2O18), clearly proved
that OH− diffuses by a vacancy mechanism along the grain boundaries of the oxide. H (D) is
released at the interface between the oxide and the matrix, a fraction of which diffuses in the
metal. A transformation of the SIMS signal into a concentration profile is not easy. Nevertheless,
it was found [192] that up to 1% of D can be found in the first 40 nm behind the oxide-metal
interface. This is much higher than the average content (in between 50 and 2000 ppm in the case
of stress corrosion [186]), and is consistent with the interpretation of the Cr depletion being the
result of high local concentration of vacancy hydrogen clusters. This gives another perspective
on GB damage [192] at temperatures where H trapping is lower than at room temperature. The
segregation of V Hn clusters could have an impact on GB cohesion, which in return would ease
the oxygen penetration and Cr oxide growth.
4.5 Summary
In the first part, the jump barrier for H trapping and detrapping are calculated by the NEB
method. To quantify the trapping effect of vacancies, at an atomistic level, we use accelerated
Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations. Effective H diffusivities are obtained as a function of
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vacancy concentration and temperature. They are found to be in good agreement with Oriani’s
theory. The effect of equilibrium and out of equilibrium vacancies on H trapping and H induced
damage is discussed. The vibrational entropy is included with some approximations.
In the second part, the mobility of such vacancy-hydrogen clusters (V Hn) in Ni is evaluated by
a model based on the exchange of a first neighbor with a decorated vacancy. The energy barriers
for this process are calculated ab initio. A clear separation of timescales between the motion of
H and that of the vacancy allows us to consider that H is always in equilibrium. The diffusion
coefficient is then simply a product of a probability of finding a certain V Hn configuration and of
an activation term. The main contributions to both terms are determined. The effect of H on Ni
self-diffusion is also evaluated. It is shown that even if the vacancies are drastically slowed down
by H, the host self-diffusion is always enhanced, at equilibrium. The increase can be as high as five
orders of magnitude at high H concentrations (beyond 1 at.%) and intermediate temperatures
(600 K). The calculations are extrapolated to the case of substitutional Cr. The gigantic Cr
diffusion enhancement observed experimentally in the vicinity of oxide-matrix interfaces in Ni-
Cr alloys is well explained by the presence of a large concentration of H. This result gives a new
perspective on grain boundary damage due to high temperature water oxidation.

Chapter 5
Multiscale Simulation of
Hydrogen Effect on Crack Tip
Plasticity in Aluminium
5.1 Introduction
Hydrogen can significantly change the mechanical properties of structural metallic alloys and
lead to premature materials failures, a phenomenon known as H embrittlement (HE). Despite
numerous efforts in the past decades, a clear understanding of H embrittlement mechanisms
has not been achieved yet. Various models have been proposed: hydrogen-enhanced decohe-
sion (HEDE)[193], hydrogen-enhanced localized plasticity (HELP)[194, 175, 195], adsorption-
induced dislocation-emission model (AIDE [196, 5]), and nano-scale bubbles’ growth model.
Each model carries microscopic mechanisms that are supported by experimental observations
but are nonetheless often considered speculative. One possible improvement would be to use
atomic scale simulations to try to quantify the various effects. HELP and AIDE emphasize the
role of localized plastic shear which promotes transgranular fracture. Some related effects have
been successfully modeled in the framework of elasticity [197, 29], like the shielding of dislocation
interactions by H, others, like dislocation emission from a crack tip, need to be investigated at
the atomic scale.
In this chapter, we analyze the effect of subsurface H on dislocation emission directly from the
crack tip. The chapter starts by the definition of a few key quantities (the stress intensity
factor and the unstable stacking fault energy) that are the basis of the models found in the
literature and are extensively used in this work. Then the state of the art is briefly presented,
the “multiscale” strategy is exposed and the goals are defined. Finally the results are presented.
As briefly mentioned above, H can have drastic effects on the plastic deformation of metals.
This happens at different scales. For transgranular fracture, “flat” facets appear on the fracture
surface with a typical size of 1 µm. The cracks followed slip bands that require an intense plastic
deformation of at least one grain ahead of the crack. The formation of such plastic zone involves
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DFZ
Figure 5.1: Schematic picture of a dislocation free zone (DFZ). Top figure: plastic zone
obtained by 2D discrete dislocation dynamics [18], each point represents a dislocation; the
crack tip is at x=0, y=0. Bottom: a schematic zoom of the distribution of the dislocations
emitted at the crack tip. The shielding dislocations are repelled from the crack tip at pile
up at a distance ahead of it. The region free of dislocations is of nanometer size and obeys
elasticity. The stress there is singular, with a stress intensity factor which depends on the
applied external load and the position of all the dislocations in the system (each of them
creates a stress field which acts on the crack tip).
different dislocation multiplication mechanisms: initiation from the surface of the crack (at or
close to the tip when it is rounded, i.e. on steps) and also from Frank-Read sources in the
vicinity of the tip. We consider, following Lin and Thomson [198], the simplified situation where
a dislocation free (nano-scale) zone (DFZ) exists around the crack tip, where the stress field is
given by elasticity, in between emission events. Ahead of this hypothetical DFZ, dislocations pile
up. They elastically shield the external load. Therefore, two mechanical loads can be defined:
the far field (dictated by the remote mechanical load and the shape of the boundaries) and a
local field, which is the one the crack tip feels when an incipient dislocation forms (see Fig. 5.1).
The latter is the one we are interested in. In materials where dislocation multiplication and
glide are easy, the local field is much smaller than the remote load, i.e. the plastic zone shields
the remote load very efficiently. If we set aside the connection between the local load and the
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remote load, the DFZ can be seen as a pure elastic medium and the laws of the elastic theory
of cracks can be applied. They show that stress fields are singular when the crack is sharp. The
asymptotic stresses have the universal form σ = k/
√
2πrf(θ), where r is the distance for the
crack tip and r ≪ a, a being the crack length. k is the stress intensity factor. It is a scalar which
depends on the shape of the system, the external load and the crack length. For a semi infinite
crack (or an internal crack) in a perfectly elastic body, k = σ∞
√
πa, where σ∞ is the remote
stress. The interest of characterizing critical loads (for dislocation emission in particular) is that
exactly the same load is felt by a macroscopic crack, with a weak load as the one created on a
nano crack in a simulation cell subjected to high elastic loads, if k is the same in both cases. k
is therefore more relevant than σ∞ to characterize the mechanical load at a crack tip. We will
systematically calculate k in the simulations.
Figure 5.2: 2D loop emission (in mode II) from a crack tip [19].
The next point is the choice of the crack orientation with respect to the available glide planes.
There are a few atomic scale simulations where the activated glide planes do not contain the
crack front and where three dimensional loops develop from the crack [199, 200, 201]. They are
difficult to interpret. A simpler configuration is where the glide plane contains the crack front.
In this case, it is possible to study the nucleation of a single half loop. It was originally done by
Rice, using an analytical solution for a circular half loop [202], and was done recently by atomic
scale simulations [203, 19]. It was shown [19, 204] that the 3D configuration (half loop) (see
Fig. 5.2) and the 2D configuration (straight infinite dislocation parallel to the crack front) give
quantitatively similar results for the nucleation barrier if the loop length can be approximated
by twice its depth in the 2D case. In the case of the 2D configuration, Rice developed a hybride
model [205] (in the spirit of the Peierls model for dislocation cores) which mixes elasticity and a
periodic energy landscape which represents the energy cost of a slip (the gamma surface [206]).
An analytical formula was extracted from this model which relates the critical stress intensity
factor for dislocation emission (ke) to the maximum of the gamma surface (the unstable stacking
energy γus). In pure mode II (crack under shear), the formula is:
kIIe =
√
γus · 2µ
1− ν (5.1)
where µ is the shear modulus, ν is the Poisson coefficient. In mode II, the dislocation is emitted
in the crack plane. Its nucleation is considered as a build up of a distribution of infinitesimal slip
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localized in the vicinity of the tip. The resistance of the lattice is given by the γ-surface [206].
In this original paper, it is obtained by calculating the variation of the potential energy of
a crystal with respect to a relative shear of two rigid blocks separated by the slip plane. The
lowest maximum of the γ-surface along the shear direction is γus, corresponding to the maximum
resistance to shear. In an fcc crystal, it is the effective barrier for the nucleation of a Schockley
partial dislocation. Rice uses the J integral along a closed path containing the crack plane and
the slip distribution to show that the elastic energy release rate is equal to the lattice resistance
evaluated at the crack tip. This is the physical origin of Eq. 5.1 which can be viewed as the analog,
in shear, of Griffith’ formula for an ideal cleavage in mode I: kIc =
√
2γSE/(1− ν2), where γS is
the surface energy and E is Young’s modulus. The formula derived by Rice is exact, in mode II.
Therefore, kIIe can be easily obtained since γus can be calculated by atomistic simulations with
a small number of atoms, and therefore accessible to DFT. Thomson latter suggested that the
model could be adapted to mixed mode loading, provided emission still occurs in the crack plane
(i.e. dominant mode II, and moderate mode I or III additional loads). In this case, γus should be
modified to account for the relaxations induced by mode I [207] and mode III. This suggestion was
numerically validated [208]. The authors have systematically studied the dislocation emission
surface in (kI , kII , kIII) space in pure Al by classical atomistics. γus has been calculated by
considering the opening displacements at the location of the incipient dislocation formation,
caused by mode I. It was found that kI significantly reduces kIIe. The calculations are based on
empirical atomistic interactions and need a confirmation from DFT. When dislocation emission
occurs on an inclined plane, i.e. dislocation moves out of the crack plane, a ledge is created at
the crack front. It was shown [209] that Eq. 5.1 does not hold anymore, even if an effective kII
is considered like in [205]. Approximate formulas have been proposed [210, 211], but ultimately
[21], the connection between DFT based γ surface and kIe is searched by solving numerically
Rice’s model [212], including the ledge effect. To conclude with the most reasonable choice of
the crack/slip orientation, a simple 2D configuration (crack front and dislocation line parallel)
loaded in dominant mode II (no ledge formed by dislocation emission) is the simplest way to
obtain critical k values from DFT calculations of γus because Eq. 5.1 is exact and can incorporate
mixed mode loading. The ledge effect however is ignored (and can be important for adsorbed
H) but would complexify the analysis of the effect of subsurface H on emission.
The state of the art, from the simulation side, is marked by the use of a method combining
atomic scale simulations in the vicinity of the tip and continuum mechanics on the surrounding,
under the impetus of Curtin. The advantage is to introduce the complex load generated by
already emitted dislocations (although in the 2D configuration, the interest is debatable) and
its influence on the ledge formed at the crack tip. A first set of papers [213, 214] have been
published where EAM potentials (the quality of which is not clearly established) are used at
the crack tip. The authors show that a local hydride can form, under stress only, at the crack
tip. Depending on its thickness it can switch off dislocation emission and lead to the discrete
propagation of a truly brittle crack. These results represent the behavior of a generic system
where hydrides are stable. To ascertain the validity of such mechanism, the plastic behavior of
the hydride should be studied by DFT, which is not done to our knowledge. Another aspect
that has been let aside is the role of the massive surface segregation on the local stability of the
hydride since H has a strong tendency to form a gas which simply detaches from the surface.
Furthermore, clean surfaces, i.e. without adsorbed oxygen, is not realistic. Adsorbed O should
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modify H behavior in the vicinity of the surface. A second class of papers uses DFT (VASP) in
the vicinity of the tip [21, 20] and Al-H as a model system.
Figure 5.3: Crack configurations studied in [20]. (a) In pure Al, dislocations are emitted
perpendicular to the crack plane, in mode I. (b) and (c) illustrate the influence of H adsorbed
in bridge (B-site) and top (T-site) positions on the crack flanks. The same is done for fracture
(e) and (f) with spectacular differences found.
A first crack orientation [20] is along {110}, with a crack moving along a 〈111〉 direction and
a crack front lying along 〈112〉 (see Fig. 5.4). In this orientation, blunting occurs by an easy
emission of Shockley partials which form perfect edge dislocations (without introducing a mode
III component on the crack tip). The initial crack shape is rectangular. The authors study the
influence of adsorbed H on dislocation emission at the corners of the rectangular crack and the
initiation of a brittle crack from the blunted crack tip (see Fig. 5.3). They show that the impact
of hydrogen crucially depends on which adsorption site is occupied: on the bridge position (B),
H enhances cohesion while on the top position (T) it weakens Al-Al links. In brief, the bridge
position is more favorable than the top position at low stretching. Hence, on the side surface of
the crack, Al-Al links are not stretched during mode I loading and H neither affects dislocation
emission, nor cohesion. It is also found that H on B position on the front surface can suppress
dislocation emission. On the contrary, subsurface H, in the slip plane, can weakly decrease kIe,
in the chosen orientation. The most remarkable result is the impact of H occupying T sites on
the front surface while the flat crack front is stretched: not only it significantly weakens cohesion,
but it also largely impacts diffusion, decreasing the barriers towards the tip within a distance of
3 {111} layers. This creates a driving force, which is not present in the absence of adsorbed T
hydrogen, to bring H easily at the stretched surface.
A second crack orientation [21] is along {111}, with a crack moving along a 〈112〉 direction and
a crack front lying along 〈110〉. The initial crack is created by removing three {111} layers and
is therefore blunted. The impact of adsorbed H and O was studied and both where found to
increase kIe. The authors have also shown that absorbed O act as a barrier for H desorption.
They admit that their results depend on the location of H at the crack tip but this effect was
not exposed in their publications, so far.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between adsorbed H and O on dislocation emission at a crack tip
(see text for the precise orientation). In both cases, emission require a higher load than in pure
Al. Furthermore, H involves a reconstruction of the crack tip during emission that modifies
the plane where the dislocation is emitted [21].
Figure 5.5: Generelized stacking fault energies from [22] showing the energy variation when
H occupies a tetrahedral site (resp. octahedral) represented by circles (resp. squares).
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Figure 5.6: Generelized stacking fault energies from [23], showing the energy variation for
a glide in the plane containing H (GSF1), the nearest neighbor plane (GSF2) and the next
,nearest plane (GSF3). The reference without H is also shown.
While the high degree of technicality of these works is undeniable and their results, in complex
crack tip configurations, are relevant to transgranular cracking, they still do not investigate in
detail the impact of H on the incipient dislocation, in the simplest case where the effect of the
ledge is negligible. This aspect is of general interest since it will contribute to modeling H effect
on dislocation emission from grain boundaries ahead of the crack tip (intergranular fracture).
Several groups have already done the calculation of the influence of H on the γ surface and found
qualitatively different results depending on the way the relaxations are included, and also which
concentration of H is used. H, in tetrahedral position (most favorable position at ground state
for Al) in the glide plane, was found to greatly increase the barrier to glide [22, 23]. Lu et al. [22]
proposed that the energy in octahedral position becomes more favorable above a critical shear.
Therefore, H could jump from distorted tetrahedral position to a distorted octahedral position
during the shear process, giving a lower effective barrier to glide. However, a different behavior
is reported by Apostol et al. [23]: H induces a reconstruction and glide becomes easy in the next
nearest glide plane. Thus H effect on γus is not fully understood. Further calculations involving
more proper relaxations and H concentrations are needed.
We can now summarize the context and motivate our work. Heavy multiscale simulations have
highlighted the complex interplay between H adsorption and the “bond” stretching at the crack
tip. It can lead either to a bond strengthening which inhibits dislocation emission or a weakening
which favors decohesion. The impact of subsurface H on dislocation formation is not sufficiently
analyzed. In particular, the effect of H on the unstable stacking energy, in connection with the
Rice model, is not clearly established. The role of mixed mode loading, in particular of a load
perpendicular to the glide plane, which was shown to decrease significantly γus in the pure metal,
need to be established by a reliable method such as DFT. We propose a multiscale approach
where an EAM potential is used to simulate dislocation emission, in the crack plane, under mixed
mode I and II loading, by brute force molecular statics. The corresponding values of kIIe(kI)
are recorded, together with the crack opening profile. A first calculation of γus is performed
with the EAM potential where different methods for relaxing H are tested, in the presence of an
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perpendicular displacement which mimics the one experience by H in the crack simulation. The
effect of H concentration is also studied. A comparison, via Eq. 5.1, with kIIe(kI) validates the
methodology, which is finally used with DFT.
5.2 Calculation and Modeling details
5.2.1 Crack simulation set-up
A molecular static (MS) simulation model of single crystal Al with an embedded crack is con-
structed to investigate the interaction between a mechanically loaded crack tip and hydrogen.
The crack problem is schematically represented in Fig. 5.7. The simulation box is a thin paral-
lelepiped whose sides are 3,4 nm × 54,4 nm× 58,8 nm defined by the axes x = [110], y = [112]
and z = [111],respectively. These directions are defined in the canonical base of the fcc lattice.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x and y directions. The calculation is three
dimensional (fcc structure), but the dimension in x is reduced. The initial crack is introduced
along the (111) plane by removing two atomic layers in the box center, and its length 2a along
the y direction is 6,4 nm (equal to 16 a0, where a0 is the lattice parameter 4.04 Å). The size
of the box is thus five times larger than the crack to obtain good agreement between the stress
fields calculated atomistically and the analytic solution for a crack in an infinite elastic medium,
in plane strain. This geometry gives, in the x direction, an infinite crack front and an infinite
dislocation line if emitted. The box size is eight times the crack length in the z direction. The
particles in the three upper and lower layers, in the z direction, are fixed. The mechanical load
is applied by giving the upper fixed layers a displacement (0, Uy, Uz). The mode I loading corre-
sponds to a displacement in z, Uz only. Mode II is a shear obtained by Uy only. A mixed mode
loading is obtained by superposition of mode I and mode II.
The atomic interactions are modeled by the embedded atom method (EAM). While the Al–Al
part is the Mishin potential [106], the Al–H part is an upgrade of the potential presented in [215],
full details can be found elsewhere [216]. The quantities considered for the fitting of the potential
are listed below. The numerical values given by the potential are specified in parenthesis. The
preferred bulk site is the tetrahedral interstitial site (T), with an energy difference between
octahedral (O) and tetrahedral (T) of∆EO−T = 0.147eV . A vacancy contains multiple trap sites:
8 tetrahedral (T1) and 6 octahedral (O1) sites. T1 is the preferred position (∆Evseg = −0.3eV ).
The center of the vacancy is an unstable position for H. The bulk migration barrier is 0.2 eV for a
jump from a T site towards an O site. Surface segregation on the {111} surface, in the “threefold”
configuration, is -0.46 eV. In addition, a constraint to destabilize the “on top” position is added.
It is metastable with a segregation energy of +0.36 eV. The H-H interaction is fitted to reproduce
the effective pair interactions between some sites in a grain boundary [216]. It is repulsive.
The corresponding values given by the ab initio calculations from the literature are listed below.
The energy difference between H in octahedral position and tetrahedral position is δEO−T=+0.02
eV (+0.13 eV) [124] with (without) zero point energy correction. The segregation energy in off-
centered tetrahedral position in a vacancy is -0.33 eV (without ZPE) [124] and +0.46 eV in
the center of the vacancy [217]. The {111} surface segregation energy is -0.35 eV [6] and the
activation energy for bulk diffusion is 0.18 eV (0.15 eV) [124].
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Quenched dynamics (QD) is used to optimize the system structure. The equations of motion are
integrated with a Verlet algorithm, but the velocities are set to 0 when
∑
i
~f · ~v < 0. The QD is
run until the maximum force is at least lower than 10−3 eV/Å. When the system is relaxed at a
critical loading just before the dislocation emission, the opening of the crack tip is measured
Figure 5.7: Schematic of the simulation box with an embedded crack.
In mode I (resp. II), the σzz [218, 219, 220] (resp. σyz [220]) profiles (the traction values along
the crack plane) are fitted by Eq. 5.2 (resp. Eq. 5.3). The equations are given below.
σzz(y) = σ
∞
zz
Y√
Y 2 − 1 (5.2)
where Y = y−ycracka , σ
∞
zz is the stress at infinity, ycrack the position of the crack center and a is
half the crack length. a and σ∞zz are fitted on the virial stress profile σzz(y), for a distance range
of the order of 20 − 40a0 from the tip. Then the value for kI = σ∞zzs
√
2πa is obtained for each
load value obtained by increasing Uz.
In the same way, to calculate kII , the stress σyz profile [220] is used:
σyz(y) = σ
∞
yz
rC
2r∗
[2cos (θ∗ − θC) + 2sinθCsinθ∗−]
[sinθRsin (θ
∗ + θR − θC)− sinθLsin (θ∗ + θR − θC)] (5.3)
Examples are given on Fig. 5.8: displacements profiles in pure mode I or in mixed mode I and
II, traction profiles and representative fits to elasticity.
The crack is loaded quasi-statically. The stress fields after the minimization are computed from
the virial stress tensor. A displacement Uz is first applied, when the system is relaxed, the value
of kI is extracted from the Tzz traction profile along the crack plane by a fit to an analytical
solution (see details in [208]). Then the crack is loaded in mode II. Increasing values of Uy
are applied which lead, after minimization, to kII fields of increasing intensity superimposed to
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Figure 5.8: (a) Displacement profiles in the traction direction, in the case of pure mode I
(“no shear”) and with a super-imposed shear in the y direction (“shear”). (b) and (c) are the
corresponding stress profiles (σzz in mure mode I and σyz in mixed mode I+II. The curves
represent the fits to Eq. 5.2 and Eq. 5.3 that where used to extract the values of kI and
kII . The Virial stress is multiplied by the atomic volume and the values are given in eV, the
correspondence to GPa is obtained by multiplying the values by 9.8.
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the kI fields. kII is extracted from the Tyz traction profile along the crack plane. The crack
tip morphology is inspected. Dislocations are detected by their plastic displacement fields: they
induce displacement discontinuities (∆ux,∆uy,∆uz) across their glide plane. ∆u is the difference
of the displacement field just above the glide plane, and just below. In the kI , kII space, two
different events can occur [208]. At high values of kI , a Shockley partial dislocation is emitted at
an angle of approximately 70◦ from the crack plane, on the {111} plane that intersects the crack
front (the crack front is the intersect). Adding kII decreases the critical kI value for emission
(kIe). At moderate and low kI values, partial Shockley dislocations are emitted in the crack
plane. The simulations in [208] show that kI should be lower than approximately 2/3 of kIe in
the absence of mode II. Once the value of kI is fixed, a set of calculations at increasing values of
kII is performed, until the critical value kIIe(kI) is reached and the dislocation is emitted. The
change of interplanar distance ∆uz at the core of the incipient dislocation is then evaluated to
serve in the calculation of γus to account for the effect of mode I, and H effect as well, if it’s the
case relevant to H problem.
5.2.2 DFT simulation setup
The generalized stacking fault (GSF) energy calculations procedure in fcc-Al based on DFT
theory are performed with VASP (Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package) implementation [131,
132, 133]. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [65] exchange-correlation functional for the
generalized-gradient-approximation (GGA) is used. A plane-wave basis set is employed within
the framework of the projector augmented wave (PAW) [135] method. On the basis of our tests,
we have determined that a cutoff energy of 400 eV and a dense Monkhorst-Pack meshe [136]
(24×24×24 k mesh for the primitive cell to sample the Brillouin zone), are adequate for a good
convergence. The equilibrium theoretical lattice structure are determined by minimizing the
Hellmann-Feynman force on the atoms and stress on the unit cell. The convergence of force are
set to 1.0×10−3 eV/Å, respectively. Ground states properties of fcc-Al, H2 and Al-H system are
thus found in excellent agreement with literature [124].
We calculate the GSF energy along the [112] direction on the closed-packed (111) surface along
which the glide is the easiest in fcc metals. To simulate the block shearing process we use a
slab consisting of 8 atomic layers in the [111] direction. A large vacuum space of 8 atomic layers
parallel to (111) plane are added between the periodically repeated slabs to avoid the interactions
between two successive slabs. The top 4 atomic layers of the system are then sheared against
the remaining 4 layers on the (111) plane in [112] direction. For the case of pure Al, each layer
of the simulation box contains only one atom. The slide process is rigid. Tests with 12 atomic
layers are performed to examine the vacuum effect, and the results of GSF energy has no obvious
difference.
Effect of H on GSF energy calculations is investigated by inserting H atoms at high symmetry
sites on the glide plane. As in the Rice model the shearing process is rigid, the full atom
relaxations is thus not allowed. However, the EAM potential calculations show that the hydrogen
introduction at the crack tip have important effect on the relaxation of its neighbor atoms within
certain range. In addition, DFT calculations [124] show that, in Al, the relaxation invert the
stability of the octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Hence, a local relaxation is requested for the
hydrogen neighbor atoms within the same range (i.e. the first nearest neighbors) in the GSF
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energy calculations, the others are kept rigid. Therefore, a much larger simulation box (16 atoms
per layer) is used when with H impurity. To account for the effect of mode I and H on the crack
tip behaviors, a tiny displacement ∆uz is imposed perpendicular to the shearing plane.
Benefiting from the GSF energy calculations, the segregation energy of H on glide plane at each
shear step can be obtained by simply comparing the GSF energies with and without H:
Eseg(∆uy,∆uz) = E
Al+H(∆uy,∆uz)− EAl(∆uy,∆uz)− EAl+H0 + EAl0 (5.4)
where EAl+H and EAl are energies of deformed structures with and without H respectively,
EAl+H0 and E
Al
0 are static energies of a Al bulk with and without H respectively.
The nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method [108] is used to locate the minimum energy pathways
(MEP) for hydrogen migration on the glide plane. In this study a spring force-constant of 5
eV/Å is used between images for the NEB calculations. The convergence of the forces for each
image and size of simulation box are the same as those for the GSF energies calculations.
Similar calculations of GSF energies and H jump barriers by EAM potential calculations are also
performed with same relaxation criteria but with a much larger box (30 atomic layers and 192
atoms per layer). The results are compared to those by DFT calculations.
5.3 Crack Simulation: Results and Analysis
In this section, dedicated to crack simulations, we start with the pure metal case. The outputs
are the measures of kIIe and the crack opening profile. The "opening" is ∆uz(y) = (u+z −u−z )(y),
where u+z (resp. u
−
z ) is the displacement is the z direction of the atoms of the upper (resp. lower)
plane, in first neighbor of the glide plane. Then, the influence of a full line of H on dislocation
emission is studied, as a function of the position of the line. The results (the numerical values
of kIIe(kI)) are qualitatively analysed by inspecting the H induced displacement field in the
vicinity of the crack tip. This profile exhibits a number of features during dislocation emission.
The essential information is the value of ∆uz at the corner of the crack, i.e. on the first pair
of atoms sheared by the dislocation formation process. It is this value that will be used for the
calculation of the GSF in Sec. 5.5. The justification of the interest of ∆uz at this particular
location appears when the match between the γus values, transformed into kIIe values by the
Rice model, and the brute force QMD results detailed in this section is established. This is
postponed until Sec. 5.5.
5.3.1 Mixed modes effect : pure metal case
The case of the pure metal is first studied. The critical load kIe in pure mode I for the studied
configuration of the crack tip is measured, in the case where the dislocation emits at an angle of
approximately 70◦ from the crack plane. kIe is about 0.253 MPa
√
m. For mixed mode loads,
three values of kI are adopted from the very small one to the one close to 2/3kIe: 0.045, 0.099
and 0.187MPa
√
m, so as that the dislocation emission occurs on the crack plane. For each fixed
kI , a set of simulations is run with increasing mode II loads until a Shockley partial dislocation is
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Figure 5.9: Crack configurations before and after the dislocation emission on the crack
plane. The plastic shear is highlighted by the atom pairs in dotted lines.
emitted from both crack tips (see Fig. 5.9). The atom displacement profiles at the crack tip (∆uy
and ∆uz) during such an event, are presented in Fig 5.10. ∆uy = ∆uy+ −∆uy− is the profile
of the difference in displacement in the y direction between the atomic planes above and below
the crack plane. The ∆uy profiles related to critical loads kIIe(kI) (just before the nucleation of
dislocation), presented in Fig. 5.10(a), shows the unique singularity due to the crack and similar
∆uy for different loads in mode I. For the case of kI = 0.045 MPa
√
m (see Fig. 5.10(b)), the
Shockley partial is fully formed at relaxation step 120 where a step is formed corresponding to a
magnitude of shear of 0.4 a0 (equals to the norm of the Burgers vector 1/6[112]), and propagates
continuously at the right of the crack tip for steps higher than 120. Before the nucleation of the
partial, the corresponding profile of ∆uz (labeled kIIe on Fig. 5.10(c)) is a decreasing function of
y, with a maximum value of 0.012 a0 at the crack tip. The crack tip is the ”corner“ of the crack,
as shown by the underlined particles on Fig. 5.9. When the partial forms and propagates, ∆uz
increases enormously. Especially, when atoms shear (∆uy on Fig. 5.10(b) at about 0.31 or 0.37
a0, the corresponding ∆uz attains local maximum or maximum, indicating that the unstable
stacking fault may locate between the shears of 0.31 and 0.37 a0. In addition of tensile mode,
the shear mode also contributes to the opening of the crack tip. The opening displacements
∆uz(kIIe) under critical loads just before the nucleation of the partial (i.e. ∆uz at the corner
of the crack) for the cases of pure mode I and mixed Modes are given in Fig. 5.10(d). For both
cases, the opening of the crack tip is increased by Mode I. Besides, ∆uz for mixed mode loads
has a nearly constant shift compared to those of pure Mode I.
The shear stress field σyz around the embedded crack are studied. Fig. 5.11(a) and 5.11(b)
correspond to stress fields at low shear load and at critical shear load, respectively. The most
sheared region around the crack tip is expanded with increasing shear load. Fig. 5.11(c) presents
σyz field when dislocations are emitted symmetrically from the two crack tips. The critical mode
II stress intensity factor kIIe for each kI are given in Tab. 5.1. Clearly, mode I decreases kIIe
as the mode I increases the interplanar spacing (see Fig. 5.11(d)) and thus weakens the atomic
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Figure 5.10: (a) Horizontal displacement ∆uy as a function of the y position for crack tips
under critical load just before dislocation emission. (b) Horizontal and (c) vertical displace-
ment (∆uy, ∆uz) as a function of the y position during the nucleation of Shockley partial
dislocations, for the case of kI = 0.045 MPa
√
m in mixed modes. (d) Increase of the crack
tip opening for crack tips under critial loads of pure mode I, mixed modes, and mixed modes
with H.
bonding between atoms on the two sides of the crack plane, consequently making the shear
easier. The quantification of this effect is linked to the gamma surface, and will be presented in
Sec. 5.5.
5.3.2 H effect on the crack tip behavior
H occupies the tetrahedral interstitial site in fcc Al [124], and the high hydrostatic stress around
the crack tip in mode I involves a H segregation around the tip. To investigate the maximum effect
of H on the crack tip behavior, we insert a full H line along the crack front on tetrahedral sites
around the right crack tip. If H impedes the dislocation emission, another H line is inserted on
the symmetric site of the left crack tip. Three interstitial sites showed in Fig. 5.12 are examined,
and the corresponding kIIe are measured and are presented in Tab. 5.1. The H induced atomic
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Figure 5.11: Shear stress field of the simulation box project on (110) plane : (a) small shear
load (b) critical shear load (c) dislocation emissions emitted symmetrically from the two crack
tips.
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of the crack tip at the right side, with marked tetrahedral positions
(blue balls) for the insertion of H.
Table 5.1: Results of the crack simula-
tions under mixed mode I and mode II
load. k units are in MPa
√
m.
Impurity site kIIe H effect
Pure Al 0.123
Site 1 0.115 -6.8%
kI = 0.045 Site 2 0.102 -17%
Site 3 0.127 3.3%
Pure Al 0.115
Site 1 0.104 -9.9%
kI = 0.099 Site 2 0.102 -11%
Site 3 0.119 3.5%
Pure Al 0.107
Site 1 0.096 -10%
kI = 0.187 Site 2 -a -a
Site 3 0.116 8.4%
a The dislocation is emitted at another plane.
displacement field around the crack tip are also presented in Fig. 5.13 (The loads are the same
with and without H).
First we consider H on position 1, which leads a weak decrease of kIIe. The increasing mode I
load enhances this effect. The crack tip shielding by H on position 1 can be partly attributed to
the elastic effect induced by H [221]. From the displacement field (Fig. 5.13(a)) we can see that
H on position 1 dilates the interstitial site, which in fact helps the relative displacements between
atoms above and below the crack plane on the right hand of H. These displacements enhance the
shear discontinuity in between the three rows of atoms beloz and above the glide plane. More
effectively, H on position 2 induces a significant reduction in kIIe, and mode I lightens this H
effect. The position 2 is not stable for H. The displacement field relevant to the very beginning
of atom relaxation, is shown in Fig. 5.13(b). (The empty red circle represents the position 2
and the filled circle represents the relaxed position.) H quickly diffuses from the position 2 to
the surface site. And H on this bridge site acts like a glue to link the two Aluminium atoms
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Figure 5.13: (a) Projected atom displacement field on the (110) plane, induced by the pres-
ence of the H line on position 1. The starting point of the vectors are the relaxed positions
without H, while the end of the vectors is the relaxed positions in the presence of H. The
vector length is enlarged by a factor of 5. The red filled circle is the relaxed H position. The
crack tip is under mixed loads where kI = 0.099 MPa
√
m. (b) Project atom displacement
field relevant to the very beginning of the relaxation when H occupies position 2 (red empty
circle). (c) Projected atom displacement after full relaxation when H occupies position 2. (d)
Project atom displacement field when H occupies position 3.
at the corner. Thus, the right top atoms seem to be pushed by H, but the right bottom atoms
are strongly attracted by by H. The crack tip is therefore already sheared at certain degree in
such way. The displacement field after full relaxation is presented in Fig. 5.13(c). Obviously
the dislocation is emitted, but propagates until it reaches an equilibrium with the stacking fault
force. H on position 3 slightly increases kIIe, and mode I load amplifies the H effect. But from
the corresponding displacement filed (Fig. 5.13(d)) it is hard to know how H impacts on the shear
process. However, it is noted that H on this position strongly repels its first shell atoms, which
should be considered in the simulation of the shear process in γus calculations. The Fig. 5.14(a)
presents ∆uy profile in this case (H on position 3) during the dislocation emission. After the full
formation of the partial dislocation (from relaxation step 390), a small hump appears on the ∆uy
curve at 79.5 a0 where H is located. H enhances shear localization after the full formation of the
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Figure 5.14: (a) Horizontal and (b) vertical displacement as a function of the y position
during the nucleation of Shockley partial dislocations. The profiles labeled k−IIe correspond to
a mechanical load just below the one for dislocation emission.
partial. The ∆uz profile is presented in the Fig. 5.14(b), showing that H significantly increases
δuz around it and helps open the crack tip. The H induced increase of crack tip opening ∆uz is
compared to that of pure metal case in Fig. 5.10(d). H enlarges the crack tip opening by 0.015
to 0.02 a0, and this shift is almost constant with mode I load.
5.4 H stability during shear and diffusion in the glide plane
Before we move to the GSF calculations, we study the stability of H in the glide plane, at
increasing levels of shear.
In the perfect Al lattice, H occupies either the most stable tetrahedral site (T) or the metastable
octahedral site (O). In the shear plane, two types of T sites are defined in terms of their height
relative to the shear plane, as presented in Fig. 5.15. T+ (violet ball) is right above an Al atom,
and is higher in z direction ([111]) than T- (green ball) which is right below an Al atom. The O
site (red ball) is located in the center of the two sheared atomic layers. The movements of H on
these interstitial sites are governed by its neighboring Al atoms. The connections between these
Al atoms form triangular or rectangular windows, which encompass and trap H. Migrations of
H between nearest interstitial sites needs to travel across these windows. For example, a H jump
from a T+ site to a neighboring O site, involves an energy barrier corresponding to H passing
through a triangular window (blue) composed of 3 Al atoms in first neighbor position. A jump
to a neighboring T- needs H to pass through a rectangular window (red). A H on the O site
has to pass through a triangular window (red/blue) to arrive to neighboring T+ and T- sites.
The transition site, on the jump pathway, is usually the cross point of the window, or a nearby
point. The shear process, i.e. the relative move between the top and bottom layers, deforms the
windows and the interstitial sites. The deformed window, like the triangular window on the left
of T+, moves closer to the H (the top layer moves to the right, while the bottom layer is fixed,
on Fig. 5.15) and thus drives H along the shear direction.
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Figure 5.15: Side view (upper picture) and top view (lower picture) of the glide plane
showing: the top Al layer, that is to be translated to the right to form an intrinsic stacking
fault; the bottom layer which is held fixed and the three different interstitial positions in the
glide plane T+, T- and O. At each value of the shear, the first neighbors of the H atom are
fully relaxed, while all other Al atoms are fixed.
Figure 5.16: The Al atoms are shown in their final position where the ISF is created.
The small circles represent the successive H position during the shear, starting from the three
positions of the fcc structure (Fig. 5.15): T+(fcc), T-(fcc) and O (fcc). The final positions are
respectively O(hcp), O(hcp) and T-(hcp).
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When an intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) gradually forms by shearing up to 0.41 a0 (the module of
the burgers vector b), H moves to an O site of the ISF (hcp structure) which is the previous T-
site of fcc if the change of the height (coordinate of z axis) is ignored. The trajectory of H initially
on a T+ site (fcc), along with the shear, is presented in Fig. 5.16. Violet balls are simulated by
EAM, yellow by DFT. Balls with light colors represents H positions when the shear is half of b,
where atoms of the top layer are right above those of the bottom layer, viewed from the side. H
on the T- site of fcc (red ball by EAM) is always under the triangular window. It is little affected
by the shear, and moves up to the O site of the ISF on the final shear. H on the O site (green
ball by EAM) first moves along with the shear, but suddenly moves below the nearest Al atom
of the top layer when the shear is larger than 0.4b (not investigated in DFT simulations). Then
H moves in the shear direction until it ends up in the T- site of the ISF structure. With the
clarification of the H position during shear, we can further study the migration of H in between
the interstitial sites.
We first give the results obtained by EAM simulations. The H segregation energies as a function
of the shear are given in Fig. 5.17. Note that full relaxation is used only for the perfect fcc lattice
and the ISF. Intermediate structures are minimized with the local relaxations of the neighbors of
H. This explains the discontinuities at end points of the curves in Fig. 5.17(a). The segregation
energy on the deformed T+ or T- sites is lower than the one on the O site (Fig. 5.17(a)) at low
shear. At a critical shear ∆ucrity , as discussed qualitatively above, the interstitial positions of
the deformed fcc structure become unstable. This happens for the O site at approximately 0.4b
and shows up in Fig. 5.17(a) as a discontinuity. Beyond this ∆ucrity , H occupies the distorted T-
site of the hcp. When the shear is started with H on T+, the transition to Ohcp is smooth on
the black curve on Fig. 5.17(a). Note that with this potential, T is always more stable than O
whatever the structure and the distortions. Figure Fig. 5.17(b) presents similar behaviors when
an opening ∆uz = 0.05 a0 is applied in between the two Al planes. Note that all segregation
energies are now shifted to negative values which reflects the tendency of H to segregate to open
spaces (like vacancies and freee surfaces, by the construction of the potential).
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Figure 5.17: Segregation energies for H on T+(fcc) and O(fcc) sites as a function of the
shear:(a) ∆uz=0;(b) uz=0.05 a0
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As we have already said, the shear process deforms the windows and change the H positions.
Consequently, the H diffusion pathways below and beyond ∆ucrity are different. When the shear
is below ∆ucrity , the deformed interstitial sites are close to their original position. The diffusion
process is therefore similar to the one in the perfect lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 5.19. In total,
there are 6 different pathways for a H jump from T+, T- and O sites: T+↔O(2), T+↔T-(1)
and O(1)↔T-(3) along the shear direction; T+↔O(1), T+↔T-(2) and O(2)↔T-(2) with a small
angle (≤ 30◦) to the perpendicular direction. When the shear is over ∆ucrity , H on T+ site moves
to the new deformed OISF site. H on the O site also stays where it is, and the O site becomes
the deformed T-ISF sites. In the mean time, a new jump appear. The diffusion pathways are:
OISF↔T-ISF(1), OISF↔T+ISF(2) and T+ISF(1)↔T-ISF(3) along the shear direction; OISF↔T-
ISF(2), OISF↔T+ISF(1) and T+ISF(2)↔T-ISF(2). As T+ and T- are centrosymmetric, jumps
concerning T+ and T- are equivalent:
• T+↔O(2) = T-(3)↔O(1)
• T+↔O(1) = T-(2)↔O(2)
• T+→T-(1) = T-(1)→T+
• T+→T-(2) = T-(2)→T+
So are jumps concerning T+ISF and T-ISF:
• OISF↔T+ISF(1) = OISF↔T-ISF(2)
• OISF↔T+ISF(2) = OISF↔T-ISF(1)
• T+ISF(1)→T-ISF(3) = T-ISF(3)→T+ISF(1)
• T+ISF(2)→T-ISF(2) = T-ISF(2)→T+ISF(2)
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Figure 5.18: Energy profiles obtained by the NEB for jumps T+→T-(1) and T+→O(1), at
two different levels of shear.
The NEB method is used to identify the jump barriers. The distorted fcc structre and ISF
structure are minimized with local relaxations. Energy profiles for the jumps T+→T-(1) and
T+→O(1), at two different levels of shear, are given in Fig. 5.18. The relaxation range is limited
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Figure 5.19: Schematic picture of the various diffusion path in the fcc structure and in the
local hcp structure of the ISF.
to the first nearest neighbors of H while the other atoms are held fixed to enforce the shear.
Results by full relaxations and local relaxations in the undistorted fcc structure and the ISF
structure are first compared (Tab. 5.2 ). The difference in barrier energies computed is less than
0.01 eV. The jump barriers as function of the shear (less than 0.5b) are presented in Fig. 5.20.
Note that the deformed O site is no longer stable for H when the shear is over 0.25b. The barriers
of all possible jumps decrease with the shear. For jumps from the T site, the easiest jumps are
T+↔T-(2); for the O site they are O(1)→T+ and O(2)↔T-(2). We define a diffusion step as
consecutive jumps from a T+ site to another T+ site. If H starts to jump from a T+ site, the
most probable jumps are between T+ and T- sites as a result of their lower barriers. The easiest
jump pathway is the pathway (a) in Fig. 5.21 (concerning the jump T+↔T-(2)), and the second
easiest are (b) (T+→T-(2) and T-(1)→T+) and (c) (T+→T-(1) and T-(2)→T+). H on a O site
would jump immediately to neighboring T+/T- sites due to the low jump barrier. H diffusion
has no preference on the direction, but along the dislocation front H diffuse most fast. When
the shear is larger than 0.5b, barriers for all jump pathways vary little except the pathways
T+ISF(1) ↔OISF and T-ISF(2) ↔OISF whose barriers increase from 0.02 eV to about 0.16 eV.
Thus, the pathways T+ISF(2)↔T-ISF(2) becomes easier than them at a shear of 0.85b. Below a
shear of 0.85b, the path (e) est the easiest, and the path (f) is the second. The general direction
of H diffusion is the shear direction. Above a shear of 0.85b, the diffusion behavior is similar to
that when the shear is less than 0.5b. The easiest path is again following the dislocation front
(the path (g)), the second easiest paths (h) and (i) are similar to (b) and (c).
To confirm the results of EAM, several calculations are repeated by DFT. Results are summarized
in Tab. 5.3. In undistorted fcc structure, the difference in energy for H on O site and T site is
0.08 eV, close to other DFT computed values [124, 125]. The jump barrier of T+→O is 0.165 eV,
which agrees well with other calculations [124, 125] and experiments [222]. From the Eseg(∆uy),
the H trajectory, for H starting from a T+(fcc), seems more favorable for H during the shear
process. That means OISF is more stable than TISF when ∆uy>0.5b, which is opposite to the
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Figure 5.20: Evolution of the energy barrier for the various H jumps as a function of the
shear obtained using the EAM potential: (a) for jumps from T+/T- sites; (b) for jumps from
O site; (c) and (d) similar to (a) and (b) respectively, but with an increase of interplanar
distance ∆uz on the shear plane.
Table 5.2: Comparison of barriers computed by full relaxation and local relaxation. The
calculations are performed in undistorted fcc structre and ISF structure. The unit is eV.
Pathway EAM DFT
LR FR LR FR
T+→O 0.192 0.202
T+→T- 0.159 0.170
T+ISF→OISF 0.156 0.159 0.070 0.069
T+ISF→T-ISF 0.138 0.147 0.276 0.200
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Figure 5.21: Diffusion path in the fcc and hcp (ISF) structures.
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Figure 5.22: Energy profiles for obtained by the NEB for T+→O(1) jump (a) and T+→T-(1)
jump at different levels of shear ∆uy and opening ∆uz.
prediction of EAM. The shear induced reduction in the jump barrier is confirmed. The barrier
for pathway T+↔O(1) decreases by about 50% at a shear level of 0.45b, while the barrier of
T+↔T-(1) decreases by 70%. The perpendicular dilatation on the shear plane ∆uz decreases
Eseg, confirming that a mode I load can lead to a segregation on the glide plane in mixed mode
I and II. The perpendicular dilatation ∆uz also decreases the jump barriers in the undistorted
fcc and ISF structure, while, interestingly, ∆uz has the opposite effect at ∆uy=0.45b by slightly
increasing the barriers. It is noted that, in ISF structure, the jump pathways T+ISF→OISF and
the reverse pathway OISF→T+ISF both have low barriers: 0.070 ev and 0.084 eV, respectively
(0.033eV and 0.061 eV when ∆uz=0.05b). Therefore, H diffuses much faster in ISF structure
(and also along a dislocation front) than in the fcc structure.
A brief summary is given for this section. Both in EAM and DFT calculations we observe that
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the shear process slightly increases the segregation energies of H on the sites in shear plane.
DFT calculations suggest that H on the deformed T(fcc) and O(ISF) sites are the most stable
for H during shear. The shear process also decreases the barriers for H migration on the shear
plane (both in DFT and EAM). Remind that the shear level increases in the region near the
charged crack tip where a incipient dislocation is forming (see the shear profile of the crack tip
in Fig. 5.14(b)). H would diffuse from far away towards the crack tip on the shear plane, as the
higher level of shear the lower diffusion barrier. In addition, the H already segregated at the
crack tip and the mode I load increase the opening of crack tip (∆uz), which in turn decrease
the H segregation energies and enhance H segregation on the shear plane close to the crack tip.
A much higher H content around the crack tip than in bulk is thus expected.
Table 5.3: DFT computed segregation energies and jump barriers for H by local
relaxation. The unit is eV.
∆u(y,z) (0,0) (0.45b,0) (0.6b,0) (1b,0)
Eseg(T+) 0.0 0.025 0.010 0.050* (OISF )
Eseg(O) 0.080* 0.089 0.064* (T-ISF )
0.09[125]
0.04** , 0.13[124]
T+→O 0.165* 0.076
0.17[125]
0.15** , 0.18[124]
0.16exp[222]
T+→T- 0.385* 0.118
0.33[125]
T+ISF→OISF 0.069* ,0.070
T+ISF→T-ISF 0.200* ,0.276
∆u(y,z) (0,0.05a0) (0.45b,0.05a0) (0.6b,0.05a0) (1b,0.05a0)
Eseg(T+) -0.049 -0.046 0.007
Eseg(O) -0.012 0.020 0.090
T+→O 0.102 0.097
T+→T- 0.303 0.148
T+ISF→OISF 0.033
T+ISF→T-ISF 0.200
* Full relaxation.
** ZPE correction included.
5.5 H effect on the generalized stacking fault energy
In the previous section, we have shown precisely how the interstitial sites in the glide plane
are deformed during the shear process and the consequences on the stability of H. The distorted
sites do not remain stable positions for H up to the shear corresponding to the unstable stacking.
H make a spontaneous transition to the sites of the distorted hcp structure of the ISF before
reaching the unstable stacking. More precisely, in DFT the distorted O site of the fcc structure
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remains stable up to approximately 0.45b (see the almost zero saddle for the backward jump in
Fig. 5.22(a)). Therefore the T↔O jump can drive the H to another T position (the energy profile
is flat around the O position). The energy barrier for the direct T+fcc→T-fcc jump decreases
with shear and this jump becomes a valid alternative to the T->O jump. However, the T-(fcc)
site transforms into a distorted O(hcp) site, which is also the most stable site of the hcp (without
ZPE). And therefore, it is with H in this position that the system reaches the unstable stacking
configuration, at zero temperature.
5.5.1 Details about the relaxations
In the following, we review the various methods used in the literature for relaxing the H envi-
ronment during the GSF calculation. Since our work do not show the same trend as the ones
reported before, we have reproduced some of the results of the literature and demonstrate the
impact of relaxations. We start first by the case of pure Al and precisely quantify the effect of
the opening perpendicular to the glide plane. Then we detail the results obtained with the EAM
calculations and precisely establish the link between the method used for the GSF calculation
(opening and H concentration) and the data collected at the crack tip from MD simulations.
Finally the method is used in DFT and the conclusions concerning the effect of subsurface H on
dislocation emission are exposed.
We have used three different relaxations for the GSF calculations. First, in the pure metal
case, the atoms are not relaxed (rigid blocs shearing) and the opening ∆uz is simply applied by
translating one bloc with respect to the other in the z direction. The second method is the one
used by Gang Lu [22] where: the H environment is first fully relaxed (at zero shear), the two
blocs are rigidly sheared, ∆uz is applied and only the atoms in the first planes above and below
the glide plane are relaxed, in the z direction only. It means that the transversal relaxations
around the H atom, inherited from the initial relaxation, are held fixed during the calculation
of the whole GSF. In the third method, only the neighbors of H with a radius of 0.74 a0 are
relaxed (it is enough to recover most of the effect on the relative stability of the T and O site),
∆uz is applied and the first neighbors and H atoms, are relaxed at each step. If H occupies the
T+ site, the number of relaxed atoms is 4 and it goes up to 8 during the shear.
5.5.2 Results obtained with the EAM potential
The unstable stacking energy (γus), in the pure metal, decreases strongly with ∆uz (Fig. 5.23).
It is cut down by almost 50% for a representative value of ∆uz of the order of 0.05 a0. It can be
checked on Fig. 5.10(d) that this level of opening corresponds to a mixed mode loading with a
very reasonable kI of 0.187 MPa
√
m. The agreement between DFT and EAM is good (Fig. 5.23).
Figure 5.24 shows the rigid GSF for three values of ∆uz. We can note that the maximum energy
(γus) is not obtained at 0.5b, but in between 0.6b and 0.7b. This confirms that, when H is
introduced in the calculation, it will make the transition towards the sites of the hcp structure,
before γus is reached, as discussed above. The agreement between the Rice model and the kIIe
measured at the crack tip, for the pure Al case, is good. It can be seen in Tab. 5.4 by comparing
the column “EAM potential”, which contains the values obtained by brute force QMD, with the
column “Rice (EAM)”, which contains the kIIe values calculated from γus using Eq. 5.1, with
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Figure 5.23: EAM and DFT computed unstable stakcing fault energy as a function of ∆uz
in the pure Al.
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Figure 5.24: The generalized stacking fault energies as function of a shear long 〈112〈
direction in Pure Al for different values of ∆uz.
the opening from Fig.5.10(d) (curve ∆uz(kI + k
pure
IIe )). This agreement is well in line with what
is published in [208], but with a different crack tip (the crack was built by removing a single layer
of Al). It also confirms that the location where ∆uz should be measured, i.e. at the crack corner
in between the pair the atoms that are the first to be sheared, is the proper way to characterize
the effect of the mode I.
The next issue is how much hydrogen should be introduced in the GSF calculation in order
to mimic what occurs at the crack tip. A natural choice would be 100%, since a full line is
introduced. However, site 3 is not at the tip, but at the level of the second row of atoms along
the glide plane (Fig. 5.12). Furthermore, we know that it has a strong impact on the relaxation
of its first neighbors. Therefore, we can expect that the H line has on influence on the rising
slip distribution over a wide range. In developing Eq. 5.1, Rice (equation 11 in [205]) uses the J
integral for a contour along the glide plane, which gives:
J = −
∫ ∞
0
τ∂δ/∂x1dx1 (5.5)
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Table 5.4: kIIe values (in MPa
√
m) obtained by brute force QMD simulations using the
EAM potential (column ”EAM potential“); tabulated using the Rice formula Eq. 5.1 from γus
calculated by EAM (column ”Rice (EAM)“) or by DFT (column ”Rice (DFT)“).
EAM Potential Rice (EAM) Rice (DFT)
Impurity site kIIe H effect kIIe(γUS) H effect kIIe(γUS) H effect
kI = 0.045 Pure Al 0.123 0.127
Site 3 0.127 3.3% 0.130 2.4%
kI = 0.099 Pure Al 0.115 0.117 0.114
Site 3 0.119 3.5% 0.122 3.6% 0.107 -5.9%
kI = 0.187 Pure Al 0.107 0.093 0.100
Site 3 0.116 8.4% 0.098 5.6% 0.093 -7.0%
where τ is the shear stress along the glide plane. It is a function of x1, the distance along the
glide plane. Since he considers only static mechanical equilibrium, this shear stress is also related
to the slip discontinuity profile, via the non linear stress / slip discontinuity relation, which is
the gamma surface. Noting that τ(x1) is, in the case where the slip plane has uniform physical
properties, τ(δ(x1)), Eq. 5.5 can be rewritten:
J = −
∫ ∞
0
τ∂δ/∂x1dx1 =
∫ δtip
0
τdδ = Φ(δtip) (5.6)
where δtip is the displacement discontinuity at the crack tip (x1 = 0). When the mechanical
load on the crack tip reaches kIIe, Φ(δtip) is γus. The step from Eq. 5.5 to Eq. 5.6 relies on the
uniform property of the glide plane over the region where the slip distribution rises. It is not
the case in the presence of the line of H. We expect τ(δ) to vary depending on the distance to
the dislocation line. To turn around this difficulty, we consider that H uniformly affects the τ
/ δ relation and we evaluate it by inserting a line of H in the simulation box used for the GSF
calculation. Various H densities have been tested: 25% (one row of H for 4 rows of Al in the
glide plane) and 12.5% (8 rows of Al). With the EAM potential, H increases considerably the
unstable stacking energy, as seen on Fig. 5.25 by comparing the values for different H coverage
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and a single ∆uz value. Nevertheless, this effect is damped by the impact of H on ∆uz, i.e., from
figure 5.10(d) we know that the full line of H, introduced on site 3, increases the opening at the
crack tip. This, in turn, decreases γus (Fig. 5.25) and the two effects compensates. Again, the
comparison of columns “EAM Potential” and “Rice (EAM)” in Tab. 5.4, show that a reasonable
agreement can be found. This was obtained by taking a concentration of 12.5%H (25% gives a
much too strong increase of kIIe in comparison to the QMD results). This means that 1 line of
H was introduced in the GSF calculation for every 8 Al rows. These 8 rows roughly correspond
to the size of the core of the partial dislocation as seen on the slip distributions on Fig. 5.10(b),
which is coherent.
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Figure 5.26: Variation of γus as a function ∆uz (the opening) for different H coverage and
different relaxation methods in DFT. ZR refers to relaxations in z only of the Al toms of the
two first layers around the glide plane. LR refers to a local relaxation where Al atoms within
a sphere of 0.73 a0.
5.5.3 Results obtained from DFT
Finally, we use DFT to evaluate the effect of H on the GSF, with ∆uz values taken from the
EAM simulations. Different relaxation methods give different trends. We have compared full
relaxations in z direction with local relaxations, labeled respectively ZR and LR in Fig. 5.26.
The ZR method shows a clear trend: H always reduces γus, whatever the value of ∆uz, and
the effect increases with increasing H coverage. Here the coverage is a little different from EAM
because of system size constraints. The concentration 12.5% is obtained by putting half a line of
H every 4 rows of Al. On the contrary, the LR method shows a reduction of γus, only when the
opening in z is zero. For high values of ∆uz, H has a negligible effect on γus. This contradicts the
messages (that are contradictory) found in the literature where it can be found that H decreases
γus [22] or prevents glide [23], depending on concentration. Concentrations are much higher than
those used in the present work. We can also mention that, as a check, we reproduced the results
obtained by G. Lu, exactly using the same LDA functional.
When the values obtained by the LR method are introduced in the Rice formula, we find that
H decreases kIIe. This effect essentially comes from the influence of H on ∆uz, since the impact
on γus itself is not significant. It is possible that we overestimate the effect on γus because the
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values of ∆uz come from EAM, and the validation was obtained only for the Al part of the
potential. Nevertheless the essential result should be valid and is that:
• The first order comes from the mode I loading, i.e. that an opening mechanical load
perpendicular to the glide plane can decrease γus by 50%, i.e. decrease kIIe by 30%.
• In comparison, H has a small effect, even for very large concentrations on the glide plane.
For realistic concentrations, the effect is expected to be negligible, in Al.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have studied the impact of sub-surface H on the dislocation emission and
of mixed mode loading. A multi-scale methodology was used combining EAM and DFT, crack
simulations, GSF calculations and Rice’s model.
First, in the pure metal case, we found a strong effect of transverse mechanical load on kIIe
measured directly by crack simulations, confirmed by γus calculations by EAM and DFT. Up
to 30% decrease in kIIe can be expected. Second, the H effect was investigated. Using EAM, H
slightly increases kIIe in comparison to the same kI in pure Al. We have analyzed this result
by calculating γus as a function of ∆uz (the crack opening) and H coverage. ∆uz are taken
at the crack tip in the presence of H, at k−IIe. The H coverage for the GSF calculations, was
fixed to 12.5% (1 H line for 8 Al row, in the glide plane) based on a comparison between the
crack simulations and the Rice model. The same methodology was used to calculate γus by
DFT (i.e. local relaxations, low H coverage and ∆uz from crack simulations). The trend is that
an decrease of γus can be expected at low mode I, but the effect becomes negligible beyond
kI = 0.1 MPa
√
m. This leads to the conclusion that the strong effect is mechanical (mode I)
and sub-surface H influence is negligible.
Establishing the impact of H on the GSF required a detailed analysis of H stability in the glide
plane during the shear. Segregation energies and diffusion barriers were calculated as a function
of ∆uy and ∆uz. A strong decrease (by a factor 2) of the activation barrier for diffusion was
obtained which indicates fast diffusion along edge dislocation lines.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Perspectives
The goal of this PhD work was to understand and quantify H interactions with defects like
vacancies, dislocations and cracks in fcc metals through multi-scale modeling.
In the first part, we employed first-principles calculations (based on the density functional theory)
to analyze H interactions with vacancies in nickel. More specifically, the segregation energies of
multiple H atoms in a single and divacancies were computed. We showed that (i) first and second
shells of interstitial sites attract H, with a slight preference for O1 (∆Eseg = -0.249 eV) versus
T1 (∆Eseg = -0.245 eV) which is essential: at finite temperature and away from the dilute limit,
only O1 sites are occupied because of the strong repulsion between O1 and T1 first neighbors.
This is in agreement with ion channeling measurements; (ii) Up to 6 hydrogen atoms can be
trapped at low temperature and Cbulk ≤ 3000ppm. The O1-O1 interaction is weak, contrary to
EMT predictions. Therefore, the characteristic trapping energy for the single vacancy is close to
-0.25 eV. Some octahedral positions of the divacancy have a much lower segregation energy, in
between -0.405 and -0.39 eV, while the other sites are similar to those of the single vacancy. These
results suggest that the trapping energies -0.24 and -0.43 eV extracted from thermal desorption
experiments could represent trapping to single and multiple vacancies, as was originally proposed
by Besenbacher [10]; (iii) The H2 molecule is not stable in the single vacancy, whatever the H
content of the vacancy; (iv) The study of the divacancy shows that the decoration of the cavity
is a favorable process in so far as the hydrogens are not too close. We expect that it can be
generalized in the case of larger cavities.
The equilibrium concentrations of H-vacancy clusters was then evaluated, under conditions rele-
vant to HE and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of Ni based alloys (nuclear industry), by Monte
Carlo simulations and a thermodynamic model developed from our DFT data.
At finite temperature, away from the infinite dilution, only O1 is occupied due to a strong
repulsion with T1 sites. Mean field equations, validated by MC simulations, show that at T =
300 K, the trapping to the vacancy is strong: VH5 and VH6 are the dominant clusters beyond
100 ppm. These conditions correspond to typical H embrittlement experiments. Furthermore,
even if the saturated vacancy is a seed for a local hydride, it is not stable, even at concentrations
as high as 5000 ppm. The absolute vacancy concentration is also estimated. At 300 K (600 K),
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the enrichment is of the order of 10 (2) orders of magnitude with respect to thermal vacancies,
at 1000 ppm H.
In the second part of this thesis, we quantified the trapping effect of vacancies on H diffusion in
nickel. With DFT computed jump barriers related to H trapping and de-trapping in vacancies, we
employed accelerated Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations to evaluate H diffusion coefficient
as a function of vacancy concentration and temperature. The decrease of H mobility with the
vacancy concentration was modeled, under conditions to HE and SCC.
We also wanted to quantify the effect to determine under which conditions (T and CV ac) it should
be considered when interpreting experiments even though H trapping is already well understood.
Our results showed that the vacancy can trap H and thus slow down its diffusion. The effect is
well captured by Oriani‘s phenomenological theory. A noticeable effect (worth being included in
continuum simulations of diffusion) requires quite high vacancy concentrations, beyond 10 ppm.
These are orders of magnitude higher than equilibrium VHn concentrations (i.e. including Fukai‘s
superabundant vacancy effect) which are at maximum of 10−15 at 300K and 10−6 at 600K at
very high concentrations beyond 1% H. Therefore, this could only be reached under very intense
localized plasticity conditions. In this case, a slip band, in addition to the trapping due to the
dislocations stress field, could be an effective barrier to H diffusion at room temperature.
We then investigated the mobility of V Hn clusters in Ni. H is found to increase the metal-
vacancy exchange barrier by up to a factor two, which causes a drastic slowing down of vacancy
diffusion. At the time scale of experimental investigation of embrittlement, V Hn clusters do not
diffuse. Consequently, V Hn can hardly form cavities. The weak repulsive interaction between
VH6 clusters would reinforce this result when cH is high. Nevertheless, V Hn clusters are still
mobile at 600 K. If the supply of vacancies is fast (i.e., in the vicinity of interfaces or surfaces
for example) the increase in equilibrium concentration of V Hn clusters largely compensates this
slowing down and metal diffusion is enhanced. In the Ni case and Ni-Cr case, gigantic increases
in diffusion coefficients, up to 5 orders of magnitude, are expected for cH higher than 5%. Such
a large H uptake has never been reported and therefore the vacancy concentration increase is
to be found in the complex, out of equilibrium, processes related to the oxide film growth.
Nevertheless, H even at relatively wild concentrations can slow vacancies by more than 1/10
(when cH>2000 ppm). Thus this strong H effect should be considered when modeling metal
transport during oxidation.
In the last part, we focus on studies on H effect on the crack tip plasticity. Recently a new model
of H embrittlement is proposed via atomistic simulations in fcc Ni [213]. H accumulation around
a crack tip drives the formation of nanohydride, which in turn prevents crack tip dislocation
emission or absorption, and thus suppresses crack tip blunting and ductile fracture while pro-
moting cleavage fracture. Moreover, Nanohydride induced embrittlement process can still occur
even if cleavage fracture energy is not reduced significantly by the presence of H. However, the
H accumulation mechanism may not be applicable to Al as H solubility in Al is much lower than
that in Ni [223], and the formation of Al hydride needs much higher formation energy [124]. We
thus look forward to an atomistic model where we can directly examine and quantify effect of
local H right near to the crack tip on the dislocation emission.
The energy dissipation of the dislocation emission from the crack tip in mode I is related to
two aspects: the nucleation of a partial dislocation and the deformation of the crack tip form
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(creation of a step). The H-dislocation interaction at the crack tip is then H localization de-
pendent. Several groups have studied the impact of surface H on the mode I loaded crack tip
by atomistic simulations [21, 20]. Warner reported that, a full coverage of surface H near to
the crack tip (crack surface on [111]), impeded the dislocation emission, and slightly rose kIe by
27% [21] (see Fig. 6.1). Lu also found the similar tendency induced by surface H (increase of
kIe by 14%) (see Fig. 6.1) when they constructed the crack surface on a different lattice plane
[110]. More interestingly, Lu also reported, dislocation emission and brittle cleavage could occur
simultaneously if H occupies the top site on the crack front even at a low H coverage of 0.2
monolayer (with an increase of kIe by 7%). From the two calculations, surface H effect seems to
be orientation dependent of the crack.
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Figure 6.1: Normalized stress intensity factor as a function of H coverage. ke is normalized
to the value of kpureIe found in each literature.
Since the effect of surface H is not significant, examination of effects of sub-surface H is of
great interests to us. Two ways to achieving this goal: direct simulation of the interaction
sub-surface H with a crack tip in mixed mode I and II (dislocation emits on the crack plane
to avoid the creation of step); simulation of γus with H in the slip plane so as to estimate H
effect on kIIe based on Rice formula. From the Lu’s crack simulations [20], H in the slip plane
decreases kIe by 21% (blue triangle in Fig. 6.1), while his early work [22] predict a reduction in
γus accompanied with a diffusion process of H during the shear, which corresponds to a decrease
of kIIe by 27% (olive open circle in Fig. 6.1). A different simulation of γus by Apostol reports
that a 100% H leads to an atomic reconstruction around the H coverage, and the shear occurs
on the next plane to the H plane, resulting in a reduction in kIIe(γus) by 20% (magenta open
circle in Fig. 6.1). Note that the two previous simulation of γus do not consider the complex
background of the crack tip, that should determine the setup of γus simulations. In our work
we’ve first performed embedded atom method (EAM) potential simulations to evaluate the H
effect on dislocation emission from a blunted crack tip under mixed mode loading (mode I and
II). kIIe(kI) was evaluated together with crack tip opening profile. A proper method was then
established to insert H in the γus simulations (including the crack tip opening and the local
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relaxation of H), which can produce very similar results on kIIe as the crack simulations. DFT
simulations of γus with H were then conducted with the approved method. Results show that H
can slightly decrease γus at low mode I, but the effect is negligible at higher mode I. A decrease
of kIIe up to 7% can be expected by H at high mode I (dark yellow open circle in Fig. 6.1). Our
work suggests that the effect of sub-surface H is negligible
It is still difficult to conclude the overall H effect on the crack tip plasticity. On one hand,
different theoretical calculations do not quantitatively agree. Still, the trend of H effect can
be extracted from these results. From Fig. 6.1, the general trend is that surface H impedes
dislocation emission while sub-surface H does the inverse. The competition between surface H
and sub-surface H needs a detailed study of effect of overall H atmosphere around the crack tip.
On the other hand, the H impact on crack tip cracking is not clear either (e.g., the exact curve
of kIc(cH) is not determined). Thus the critical cH for fracture transition can not be told, as it
is the crossover of curves kc and ke. Several atomic simulations [6, 22] report H can lower the
surface energy. H should thus decrease kIc by the Griffith criterion for brittle fracture. However,
the real fracture is very different from the ideal fracture. The crack tip plasticity dominating
the real fracture energy, should be considered in the determination of kIc(cH).
PERSPECTIVES
The understanding of diffusion mechanisms is not yet completely finished. A possible way is
to incorporate in our model H segregation on larger cavities and in particular on divacancies
could help in the interpretation of experimental data at high temperature. Preliminary results
on V2H1 have indeed shown that the segregation energy could be higher than in monovacancy,
and at high temperature also have significant content. The effect of these VHn clusters on other
solutes and interstitial elements should be studied in detail, like Ni with O, Al with H etc..
Concerning the impact of H on dislocation emission, two strong papers appeared in the literature
in the course of this PhD work. They analyzed the effect of adsorbed H on dislocation activity.
They report complex relations between the location of H on the surface, the surface morphology
and the incipient dislocation with sometimes an enhancement, sometimes a retarding effect. This
puts an end to our work on dislocation emission at crack tips.
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